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SUMMARY

In a previous study a proposal was made for an audiovisual infor

mation broadcast system via narrowband satellite channels [2]. In

such a system a transmission channel of 64 kbit/s is used. Only

25 % of the channel capacity is available for the transmission of

speech. It was decided to use Sub fiand Coding for the encoding of

speech into a low bitrate.

This report describes the design and the implementation of

functional blocks for a Sub fiand Coder and Decoder for speech

operating at 16 kbit/s. The decoder must be able to reconstruct

the original signal with a fair quality. The algorithms are

implemented on a Digital Signal Processor in order to process the

speech signal real-time.

First a compiler which was developed at the Twente University of

Technology was used for the implementation of algorithms. The

compiler delivered code for a 77P20 digital signal processor.

Experience later showed that the compiler was still not error

free and could not be used.

Then it was decided to use a TMS 32010 digital signal processor,

which is very well documented.

A communication program was written which makes it possible for a

user to communicate by means of an IBM Personal Computer with the

development system in use for the Digital Signal Processor.

The communication program supports most of the monitor commands

of the development system.

Then the design and the implementation of functional blocks of

the Sub Band Coding and Decoding algorithm were made. The imple

mentation was made on the digital signal processor with the help

of the development system. The implemented functional blocks

involve IIR prefiltering, Quadrature Mirror Filtering, Pulse Code
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Modulation with Adaptive Quantisation Backwards. Tested blocks

are combined to be part of the coder algorithm in one Digital

Signal Processor.

Also the inverse operations are implemented and are performed in

the decoder by a separate digital signal processor.

Furthermore the voicing decision on speech is implemented in the

coder algorithm and also the high band regeneration for the

decoder algorithm.
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1. Introduction

This report deals with the implementation of a speech coder and

decoder which operate at a speed of 16 kbit per second. In the

Telecommunications Division of the Eindhoven University of

Technology such a real-time speech coder had to be implemented as

part of a cooperative project with the University of Dar Es

Salaam. In this project work is done at a system for distribution

of audio-visual information via narrowband (64 kbit/s) satellite

channels to isolated settlements and institutions in the rural

areas of Tanzania.

For transmission of speech only 25 % of the channel bitrate is

available. So speech has to be coded into a 16 kbit/s data stream

with the possibility ot fairly good reproduction quality at the

receive side. For more information on the development project,

see [2J.

Earlier work on this project has proven that a so-called Sub Hand

Coder (SHC) algorithm can best be used for this purpose. It

proves to be an algorithm which can reproduce speech with an

acceptable (telephone) quality. Moreover the coder and the deco

der can be implemented on one signal processor chip each.

The signal processor used in this work is the TMS 32010 from

Texas Instruments.

In the project also a study was made about the kind of Sub Band

Coding which best meets the requirements. This is described in

[5]. From this work a proposal resulted for the type of Sub Band

Coding.

In principle the Sub Band Coder consists of a bank of bandfilters

which splits the input spectrum (of speech) into 8 equally-wide

frequency bands.

Six of these bands are then coded with PCM coders (Backward

Acquisition type). The number of bits in which the sub band sig

nals are coded are 2, 3 or 4 bits, adaptively determined.

The outputs of the coders are combined in a multiplexer to form a

serial bit stream with a bit rate of 16 kbit/s.

All the signal processing algorithms have to be implemented in

software on a single Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The same is
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required for the decoder,

place.

in which the inverse operations take

In this report the implementation design of a real-time Sub

~and Coder and Decoder is described.

The theoretical aspects are first described. (Chapter 2 and 3.)

Then the hardware/software environment of the signal processor

used is described. (Chapter 4.) Then follows the report of the

work which is done on the implementation of the functional blocks

of the Sub Band Coding and Decoding algorithm. (Chapter 5, 6, 7

and 8.)
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2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SUB BAND CODING METHOD

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter Sub Band Coding (SBC) in general is introduced

and a proposal from [5] for a possible type of Sub Band Coding in

particular is worked out. The proposal in [5] is made as a result

of a literature study of possible Sub Band Coders (SBC).

Which algorithms are implemented in a Sub Band Coder?

An input speech signal is filtered in "subbands" and these sub

bands are PCM coded. A preselected accuracy for the coding of

every subband is adaptively determined. It is chosen such that

those subband signals which contribute most to the perceptual

quality, get more bits assigned. In this way the total Sub Band

Coder can be optimally designed for the coding of speech into a

low-rate digital bit stream. After transmitting over e.g. a

communication channel, the bitstream can be decoded into speech

by the reverse operations.

In the following the Sub Band Coder and Decoder which are to be

implemented, are described in more detail.

2.2 THE PROPOSED TYPE OF SUB BAND CODING

An input speech signal is band limited to the frequency band of

200-3200 Hz. It is sampled at a frequency of 8 kHz. This signal

is input to subband filters.

di ital
signal
output

fil tering r--~~~~
in

subbands

Fig. 2.1: A block diagram of a Sub Band Coder.

The signal is filtered in a number of N "subbands", i.e. at
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different outputs different parts of the baseband spectrum ap-

pear. During filtering the sampling rate is reduced. This is

possible because the spectrum of the subband signals is narrower

than the spectrum of the input signal. Then the subband signals

are quantised and Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) coded with a varia

ble number of bits. This number of bits is determined by the "bit

allocation" which depends on the signal power in different

subbands. The bit allocation information also has to be multi-

plexed and sent to the decoder.

After the transmission through a communication channel the inver

se actions in the decoder take place. (See fig. 2.2)

anal(
out

digita
serial
input

combine subbands
to baseband

interpolation~ __
filter

The

Fig. 2.2: A block diagram of a Sub Band Decoder.

incoming bitstream is demultiplexed and distributed over N

PCM decoders. The received bit allocation information decides

here about the number of bits the decoders have to work with. The

demultiplexed channels are decoded in PCM decoders.

The PCM

network

decoded signals are delivered to the (inverse) filter

and combined here to reconstruct the original signal as

good as possible. The sample rate is made higher here by interpo

lation. By this an output sample rate of 8 kHz is again achieved.

The different operations in the Sub Band Coder can be summarised

as AID conversion, filtering in subbands, bit allocation decision

for the PCM coding, quantising and PCM coding, multiplexing.

Furthermore the reverse operations happen in the decoder. I

The main criteria for taking a SBC method were: resulting bitrate

16 kbit/s; realtime implementation possible on two Digital

Signal

ver).

Processors (DSP) (one for the coder and one for the recei

In fig. 2.3 the proposal made in [5] is depicted.
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The functional blocks previously mentioned can again be discer

ned.

The "splitting" into subbands is done in a binary filter tree

structure, i.e. the baseband signal is in the first stage of the

filter tree split into two equally wide bands. The resulting two

outputs are fed each to a filter which also splits these signals

into a higher and a lower band. In the third stage of the tree

this is done again. The filtering is done in so-called Quadrature

Mirror Filters (QMF). In the QMF's also decimation of the clock

rate takes place by a factor 2 (in every stage of the filter

tree). As a result of the filtering the spectrum of the baseband

signal is split into 6 equally wide bands of 500 Hz. QMF's are

chosen because of their favourable properties in respect of

aliasing which will occur due to the downsampling in the diffe

rent stages of the filter network. The aliasing Which will occur

has to be removed in some way. QMF's cancel the aliasing in the

QMF reconstruction filters.

The total response of the coder-decoder system has to have mi

nimum ripple in the total amplitude characteristic of the system

in the telephone band. This poses heavy restrictions on the

frequency characteristics of the filters in such a filter tree in

general. However, when QMF's are applied, even low order filters

can realise the bandfiltering such that the total amplitude

response of the system can be realised with a small ripple.

The binary filter tree structure enables to filter out 8 equally

wide bands. For the algorithm and the signal flow graph of a QMF

filter is referred to chapter 7; for the signal flow graph of the

filter tree is referred to chapter 5 of this report. For a theo

retical explanation of the working principle of a QMF filter, see

lit [1, 6,9].

Another type of algorithm in a SBC is PCM coding. The type chosen

is one with Pulse Code Modulation with Adaptive Quantisation

Backwards (PCMAQB). Among many types of coders this one is chosen

because it meets the requirements for coding a subband signal

with sufficient low bitrate with sufficient quality, without a

high complexity. Six of those have to be implemented in a DSP.

This holds also for the PCM decoders in the receiver algorithm.

In a PCMAQB coder the incoming samples are quantised with a
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variable stepsize. The stepsizes are determined by previous quan

tiser results (Backwards Adaptive Quantisation), in this case

only the most recent result. Thus a one-word memory scheme is

used. When the last result had a large magnitude, the stepsize

for the next input sample is increased (multiplied by a factor)

compared with the previous one. In this way the stepsize algo

rithm of the PCM coder tries to track the amplitude of the input

signal. Due to the adaptive stepsize, quantisation can take place

into a smaller number of bits than in the case of straightforward

PCM coding.

In the decoder algorithm the same stepsize calculations can be

made because the quantiser results are available here; in this

way it is shown that no extra overhead information about the

stepsize needs to be transmitted over the communication channel.

This is an advantage of the Backwards Adaption algorithm over the

Forward type. For a detailed explanation of the working principle

of PCMAQB coders, see chapter 3 and [6, 10, 15].

Another functional block of the SHC algorithm is the bit alloca

tion decision.

In the bit allocation block decisions are made about the number

of bits which each PCMAQ8 coder can use. This number of bits is

strongly influencing the quality of the produced speech at the

output of the decoder algorithm. The type of allocation chosen is

the so-called semi-adaptive bit allocation.

Of course only a limited number of bits can be assigned to the

different PCMAQB coders. For the assignment of the number of bits

for the different subbands to be coded, the following holds.

The subbands which contain speech signals with a relatively high

average amount of energy have to be coded with more bits than the

other subbands. When these subbands are quantised with high

accuracy the perceptual quality of the speech reproduced at the

decoder end is the highest. From fig. 3.3 results that the energy

contents of different frequency bands can vary a lot for male and

female voices; also the amplitude characteristic of spoken sounds

can vary strongly in time e.g. due to voiced or unvoiced sounds.

For this reason the bit allocation is made adaptive, i.e. at

regular time instants is decided whether the produced sounds were

" v 0 ice d 11 , "u n v 0 ice d " 0 r "i n t e r me d i ate 11 • Ac cor din g tot he sed e c i -
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the bit allocation for the quantisers is determined. The

decision is based upon energy measurement in bands in the filter

tree. The measuring time is determined by the average period for

which speech signals are stationary. After measuring sufficient

speech samples the ratio of a high and low band energy is deter

mined and the conclusion about the voicing is made.

The method chosen is called semi-adaptive because only between

some fixed bit allocation patterns (3 of them) can be chosen.

With H = energy in band 2000-3200 Hz; L = energy in band

200-2000 Hz,

is [24]:

a suggested algorithm for the voicing decision

L/H > 20 :"voiced"

1.5 < L/H < 20 :"intermediate"

L/ H < 1.5 :"unvoiced"

In this algorithm an hysteresis can be included so that no rapid

changes

audible.

in bit allocation strategy will occur, which would be

The bit allocation assignment for the three possible voicing

decisions can be tabulated as follows.

TABLE 2.1: Bit allocation assignment.

Band (kHz) 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

to 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Voiced 4 4 3 2 2 0 0 0

Intermediate 4 3 2 2 2 2 0 0

Unvoiced 2 3 3 3 2 2 H* 0

The table shows that the band of 3.5 - 4.0 kHz is not transmit-

ted. These frequencies lie outside the band which is defined to

* hig h-band regeneration
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be of intprest. Thp band of 3.0 - 3.5 kHz will ~ontain little

energy becausp thp input signal of the transmitter is bandfil

tered to 200 - 3200 Hz. A means to improve the perceptual

quality is to add some noise to this band in the receiver. This

can be done with so-called high band regeneration. In this method

noise is added to the input of the 3.0 - 3.5 kHz inverse QMF

filter in the receiver. The noise has a mean = 0 and a standard

deviation equal to the standard deviation of the signal in the

band of 2.5 - 3.0 kHz. By this means the perceptual quality is

improved without any information for the 3.0 - 3.5 kHz band bping

transmitted via the communication channel.

The A/D and D/A conversion are discussed in chapter 6.

In the multiplexing operation. the output bits of the PCMAQB

coders have to be combined with the overhead information (See

also fig. 2.3).

~ What are the contents of the serial bitstream?

There are 3 possible bit allocation decisions. so 2 bits would be

sufficier.t to contain the informatior. of one decisior.. However.

it is very important that the bit allocation decision is

transmitted with low bit error rate over the communication chan

nel. To avoid the problems related to transmission errors the bit

allocation information needs to be protected by some rpdundancy.

e.g. by repeating the 2 information bits a couple of times.

How will a frame look like?

We can see from the bit allocation strategies that when all 6 peM

coders have made one conversion. 15 bits become available. This

results when all subbands have been processed once in the filter

tree. For the long-term average of a one millisecond bitblock

holds that one bit of overhead information can be added to form a

16 kbit/s bitstream.

for one frame holds that N bits of overhead information are con

tained. This allows repeating (N/2) times the 2 bits which con

tain the bit allocation decision. These N bits are placed at the

beginning of a frame. to form also a Frame Alignment Word (FAW).

A frame will then look likp this: it will start with N bits of

bit allocation information. then follow N times 15 bits of coder
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information. A FAW can can be any of 3 possible words, according

to the possible bit allocation decisions. The demultiplexer has

to recognise these words to be FAW's.

How has the bit synchronisation in the demultiplexer to be done?

The bit synchronisation of the receiver demultiplexer is assumed

to be located in a part outside the subband decoder algorithm; at

a higher order demultiplexer in the receiver the demultiplexing

of subband signals and other signals has to be done; the bit syn

chronisation has to be executed here also.

For the buffering of the bit allocation decisions before

transmission it is important to know the processing delay of the

signals, which result at the measuring point till the outputs of

the PCM coders (See also fig. 2.3). To synchronize the bit allo

cation decisions with the PCM coder outputs, we must relate the

measuring time to the processing delay. Only then the PCM coder

bits get the proper overhead information without the necessity ot

much buffering.

After the processing delay time of the 2nd and 3rd stage of the

QMF filter tree the overhead information is updated again. How

long is this processing delay? The PCMAQB coders insert no delay.

The FIR filters in the 2nd stage of the QMF tree run at 2 kHz

rate. The filter length is 8 taps. The delay of the FIR filter

results in 8 * 0.5 ms. After this delay the signals are delayed

one sample time in the double buffer of the same QMF filter (0.5

ms). In the 3rd stage a QMF filter has its FIR filters running at

1 kHz rate and the length of the FIR filters is 6 taps. The delay

here is 6 * 1 ms. In the double buffer 1 ms of delay occurs. The

total delay of the 2 stages can thus be calculated as 11.5 ms.

In literature it is proposed to make a voicing decision every 8

ms. This is decided after measurements about the typical statio

nary state of the "voicing" of human voices (which can be i.e.

"unvoiced", "voiced" or "intermediate").

This means the bit allocation decision has to be buffered only

once.

How has the demultiplexing in the receiver to be done?
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When started up, the demultiplexer has to search for the begin

ning of a frame in the 16 kbps input serial bitstream at its

input. This is done by searching for a (FAW) after every received

bit. This is called the "out of lock" mode. When a FAW is found,

the demultiplexer will check N.16 successive bits later for

another FAW. This can be repeated for K frames (M to be decided

later). This is done to avoid the "locking" to imitations of the

FAW. After M times of confirmation of a FAW the decision "in

lock" in the demultiplexer is made.

The demultiplexer then distributes the PCM code bits to the

different PCM decoders. In the "in lock" mode after every N * 16

received bits the FAW is checked. When the check becomes confir

med, the "in lock" mode is continued. When at such a check no FAW

is found, a counting of the number of "no-confirmation" at the

expected positions is started. When a FAW is not found for L

frame times (L to be decided later) the "out of lock" mode is

started. L times is necessary to avoid the possibility of going

in the "out of lock" mode if only one or more bits of the FAW are

distorted due to a transmission error.

A theoretical study was made about choosing the optimal settings

of M and L [19].

A decision is made about the optimal values of M and L for the

demultiplexing in respect of the Bit Error Rate of the communica

tion channel. They proved to be best chosen resp. 2 and 4.
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3. THEORY OF PCMAQB CODERS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the working principle of Pulse Code Modulation

with Adaptive Quantisation Backwards coders are described.

(PCMAQB coders.)

This type of coding is chosen in a Sub Band Coding algorithm for

its robustness and because no overhead information is needed for

the decoding of the coder information.

The algorithm used is a modification of an algorithm first pro

posed by Jayant, Flanagan and Cummiskey. [15, 8:p.ll]

3.2 THE STRATEGY IN GENERAL

A coding scheme with a backward adapt ion will be described.

The ge.neral diagram is depicted in fig. 3.1.

xt'n.) y{n.)

I(n)
Ada pi-io n hI oc.k

Fig. 3.1: A blockdiagram of a PCMAQB coder.

In principle the diagram consists of a quantiser and an adapt ion

block. The input signal x(n) is quantised with B bits in the

quantiser. The output of the adaption block delivers the stepsize

dl(n) for the quantiser at moment n.

In general Backward schemes have the advantage of supplying no

extra overhead information originating from the adapt ion strate

gy, which is not the case for Forward adaption schemes.
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3.2.1 THE QUANTISER

Quantisation of the input signal into B bits can be performed as

follows:

y(n) x(n) * (l/d l (n» * A ( 1 )

with y(n) the output signal of the quantiser

x(n) the input signal of the quantiser

dl(n)= the stepsize at moment n

A an arbitrary scaling constant

In words: the output is denoted by "how many times the stepsize

dl(n) fits in x(n)", and then the output is scaled with a factor

A. There are 2 B possible values for y(n). See fig. 3.2 for a

3-bit-quantiser input-output graph.

OUTPUTIYI

INPUTIXI

Unifonn quantizer with Slevele (B = 31.

Fig. 3.2: Input-output graph of a 3-bit linear quantiser.

For the adaption many strategies are possible. [13, 10].

for our purposes we choose a strategy with a one-word memory

scheme in the adaption:

G(n) f(\I(n)l) * G(n-1) ( 2)

with: I(n) the coded result at moment n

f(.) = an adaption function

G(n) Gain of the quantiser at moment n. G
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When we look at fig. 3.1 we can conclude that in the case of

chano.el errors (bit errors) offset errors will appear in the

receiver because the stepsize is not transmitted. To cope with

this effect, "realignment" is executed in the coding and the

decoding algorithm.

The adapt ion algorithm can be described as in the formula below,

which is a more precise formulation of (2).

A proposal for the function f(.) in the adaption algorithm itself

is made in [25] and in [5].

( 3)

theof

where gamma determines the "realignment": it controls the

realignment of the receiver in case of channel errors. It is also

called the Adaption Leakage factor. Gamma is always chosen <= 1.

(typical 0.99 or 127/128).

M is a factor, depending on the modulus of the output

quantiser, II(n-l)1

The adapt ion algorithm tries to "follow" the RMS-value of the

input signal, resulting in an appropriate stepsize. In [25, p.

754] tables are presented with appropriate values for the M(.)

function, which will give optimal performance at this point. The

values were obtained from various simulations, described in the

literature.

good performance;

This

quite

strategy is chosen because it is relatively

in the signal processor in

simple

which

with

the

algorithms have to be implemented the whole subband coding algo

rithm has to be implemented.

For practical reasons the stepsize must be limited.

( 4)

to prevent dl(n) to grow beyond the limits of the number

representation adopted. Another reason is that when for example

dl(n) = 2- 16 it will take a relatively long time before d l reco

vers to appropriate values when a signal bursts in after a silen-

ceo

In [25] a dynamic range of the coder is proposed by
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12~ (42 d~) (5)

With the sigr.al processor adapted we car. take a wider range. We

take a ratio of 256. or 4~ dB.

The absolute value of d lmin for each coder (a coder for each sub

band) has to be determined with the help of the lor.g-term

spectrum of humar. speech in general. Such a spectrum is preser.ted

ir. a graph. based on a measuremer.t of the power spectral der.sity

of speech. with frequer.cy scale based on a constant contributior.

to the "articulation index". [5. p.28]. This determinatior. of

d lmin for each subbar.d helps to fit the dynamic range of the

coder ideally to the human voice. Higher frequencies of the humar.

voice ir. ger.eral have lower power densities than the lower fre

quer.cies have. so the d for higher subbar.ds will have rela-lmir.
tive lower values.

A criterium for the determination of d lmin is preser.ted by R. E.

Crochiere [1]. It is assumed the power spectrum in subbar.d i to

be approximately flat across the band and has a value Si. The

lor.g-term variance of the subband signal is then proportior.al to

with fi=width in Hz of a frequency band observed.

To match the center of the dyr.amic rar.ge of the coders in each

band:

(6)

The differer.t values for 5 i and f i can be read from the earlier

mentioned graph. It is copied in fig. 3.3
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Fig. 3.3: Power density spectrum of human voices.

(graphs

voices)

for female, male and young female

3.2.2 The loading of the quantiser

The "loading" of the quantiser can be defined by:

( 8 )

with: 0- RMS value of the input signal of the quantiserj
Aa' an estimation of c! by the adapt ion algorithm.

L is a theoretical measure for the loading, which is the degree

to which the coder "follows" the power level of the input signal.

When: L<l "underload" (granular noise becomes

audible)

L)1 "overload" ("clipping" of the

quantiser)

L=1 optimal loading of the quantiser.

A good loading of the quantiser is an important condition to

reproduce the input signal properly. So the adapt ion algorithm

which decides

respect.

about the stepsize has to perform well in this
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The loading is also determined by the Adaption Leakage factor

gamma and the function M(.) (See (3).)

By taking the logarithm on both sides of formula (3), we get

d(n) = gamma * d(n-1) + m( Il(n-1) I) (9)

with: d(n)

m ( • )

log dl(n)

log M(.)

Now the step-size adapt ion can be implemented by realising the

relatively simple circuit, as depicted in fig. 3.4:
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I(n -I -x
e

TABLE

Fig. 3.4: The adaption algorithm of the PCMAQB coders.

It consists of two look-up tables and a first order recursive

digital filter.

The first look-up table performs the logarithmic conversion of

the output of the quantiser, and it performs the evaluation of

the function M(.) , in algebraic symbols:

I(n-1) --) I I(n-1) I --) M( I I(n-1) I) --) m( I I(n-1) I) (l 0)

In [5, p. SOl a table is presented with values for the M(.)

function for different number of bits to which the input signal

has to be quantised. See table 3.1 •

Experiments have pointed out that small deviation of the presen

ted values have very little influence on the performance of the

adaptive coder.

Tab 1 e 3. 1: PCH-RQ8 coder parameters

3 2 1\lz I¥" 1"
0.85 0.85 0.92 0.92 0.92
1.0 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.4
1.0
1.5

Ii 4

M1 0.9
M1 0.9
,\(., 0.9
M, 0.9
M·, 1.2
.\1.; ; .6
.\1; 2.0
.\1. 2.4

T~'picaJ
~/n fdB) 18 U.5 7 4 3.3 2.5

The advantage of the method of performing table look-ups is, that

it can be done relatively fast and it can perform d1fficult-to-
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calculate functions in a signal processor.

3.2.3 Extension of the adaption algorithm.

The adaption algorithm previously described does not satisfy (4)

which guarantees a minimum stepsize. Therefore the adapt jon

scheme is extended in the following way.

In the absence of input signal to the quantiser we want to keep

dl(n) >= dlmin

This can be achieved by putting an extra term to the adding point

in the adaption scheme. (9) then becomes:

den) = gamma * d(n-l) + m( II(n-l) I) + (I-gamma) * d c

for d c is chosen in practice a value

log (d lmax /l0)

(II)

(I2 )

[5, p.50] This will be explained later.

gamma must be chosen: gamma <= 1

A small value of gamma results in a stronger realignment effect

in case of channel errors which is important for the cancelling

of aliasing errors in the QMF receiver filter banks. [6, p. 859]

Adding (I-gamma) * d c has the effect of guaranteeing a

minimum stepsize. To observe this situation, we look at the

situation when no input signal is applied to the quantiser. Then

the following scheme is representative for the adapt ion scheme:
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\ d(n.) .l:: J
+ " a... ....., r

1\

;'~
'/

-I
Z.

Fig. 3.5: Adaption scheme when no input signal is applied.

let X:: PA-O 11
ct ""'(J I

(input signal of fig. 3.5)

( 13)

and g = gamma

What is the long-term (n -)0(" ) output d(n) of the first order

digital filter?

n=O d(O)=x

n = 1 d ( 1 ) =x + g * i- 1) * d (n )

=x + g * x

=x( 1+g)

n=2 d(2)=x+g*d(1)

=x+g* x(l+g)

=x + g*x + (g2)*x

=x( 1+g+g 2 )

n=3 d(3)=x(1+g+g 2 +g 3 )

(x=constant! )

m p
n=m d(m)= X. 2: ~

!(:o) =
rx. ?

n= t10 . ~ x. 1:0 , - x.-• 1-(p-+-o

Now we substitute (13) and get:

( 14)
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~ 4(00)-

I
----. C(I-r

I
Ni=7"

I

I
£,q(~(oO). N F) __

··-Ci IJ I

This result is only valid for n --) infinite, which is no practi-

cal case. In practice d c is chosen as in (12), a smaller value,

because otherwise it would take very long before dl(n) reaches a

desired d min in the absence of input signal to the quantiser.

3.2.4 Effects of ~in

In periods of silence, due to dmin ) 0, small-amplitude sounds

will still be audible on the outputs of the PCM decoders. This

problem can be tackled when for each sample a check is performed

whether all stepsizes of the coders in use are minimal. If this

is the case the outputs of all decoders in the

simply replaced by zero.

receiver are

3.3 THE REPRESENTATION IN A FIXED-POINT TWO'S COMPLEMENT

NOTATION

This paragraph is concentrated on the consequences of the fixed

point two's complement representation for the quanti sat ion opera

tion in the (de)coders. How has the (de)quantisation to be done?

In the quantiser two kinds of quantiser-characteristics can be

implemented. It can be a "midriser" characteristic (fig. 3.2) or

a "midstep" characteristic (fig. 3.6).
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I
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-3A

..

input (x)

Fig. 3.6: An 8-level midstep characteristic.

A midriser characteristic has an even number of output levels; an

n-bit two's complement representation also has an even number of

possible numbers. This is an advantage of the midriser characte-

ristic over the midstep characteristic.

From the midriser characteristic can be seen that an input range

[n*!:. ;(n+l)*t,) with n (IN due to the quantiser operation, is

resulting in one output level, (n+l/2)*~

The input range for this output level is starting from an integer

times ~ and ends in the next higher integer times b The

quantisation operation can be described like in fig.

3-bit case.

3.7 for the

-I.( -3 -2- -, 0 1 2 3 3-bLt cod~ word..

t
(2...'S G0tnflenler~~)

J
... Lf -3 -2. -f () 1 2. 3 4 in P u.. t

{

Fig. 3. 7 : Input-output relation of a 3-bit quantiser opera-

tion of mid riser type.
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The flow graph shows the conversion of input numbers to output

numbers. After quantisation the quantised signal must be coded

with n bits, e.g. 3. When we compare the output of the quantiser

as shown in fig. 3.7 with the range for 3-bit two's complement

numbers, it can be concluded that subtracting O. 5* ~I. from the

quantiser output projects the output exactly on the 3-bit two's

complement range. This is an easy way of coding.

Furthermore when we look to the overall operation of quantising

and coding, we conclude that a simple truncation on two's comple

ment numbers will do both operations: in two's complement repre

sentation the negative numbers are truncated to the nearest lower

integer, which is what we want. (See fig. 3.7).

To decode in the receiver we only need to add O. 5* ~ to the n

bit codes to get the quantised results back (assumed no errors in

other signal processor operations or in the communication channel

have occurred).

Then "dequantisation" can take place by taking into account the

stepsize with which was quantised in the transmitter.

The midstep characteristic results in more difficult coding/deco

ding than the midriser characteristic. Furthermore its output

range can not be utilised fully because it has an odd number of

output quantisation levels.

In the (de)coders a midriser quantisation characteristic will be

implemented.
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4. THE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT OF THE TMS 32010 DIGITAL

SIGNAL PROCESSOR

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the hardware environment of the DSP, consisting

of a development system of Texas Instruments, and newly designed

protocols between this and a host computer (IBM PC), are dis

cussed. The development system consists of 2 printed circuit

boards. These are called "Evaluation Module" and "Analog

Interface Hoard".

4.2 THE HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT OF THE DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The developm~nt system and host computer are connected as shown

in fig. 4.1.

EVM host computer
monitor

ROM disk storage
'"

,
~ " keyboard

TMS 9995
CRTcoprocessor

TMS 32010 DSP

n AlB
AID 8: DIA
conversion

ut ut / 11' ~nalog inputanalog 0 p

Fig. 4. 1 : The Texas Instruments development system for the

DSP.

Basic purpose of the Evaluation Module (EVM) and the Analog

Interface Board (AI~) used is to enable the user to develop

programs for the TMS 32010 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) and to

run these programs real-time. The programs can communicate with
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the analog "outside world" by means of A/D and D/A conversion and

interpolation/bandlimiting filters resident on the AlB.

The program storage, the program design tools and the DSP itself

are resident on the EVM board.

The two printed circuit boards of Texas Instruments are control

led by an host computer, for which an IBM Personal Computer is

used. This PC can communicate with the boards via a serial inter

face. At the IBM PC the serial interface is controlled under

BASIC.

The EVM board is equipped with two serial interfaces of which

only one called "port 1" will be used. All serial interfaces are

bi-directional.

The EVM board together with the IBM PC form a program development

system with which the user may enter assembler source files,

assemble files, run them, execute them with breakpoints and

single step programs. Especially the last two options are very

valuable for development purposes.

The EVM and the AlB board together can form a stand-alone system

once these are programmed and started.

In the following the possibilities of the development system are

discussed in more detail and the implications of this for a com

munications program, resident in the IBM PC. The EVM monitor

commands (which need file handling on disk in our case) need

special subroutines to be written in the communications program.

The hardware of the EVM board consists of the TMS 32010 DSP, the

TMS 9995 microprocessor (handling as a co-processor), 32 k byte

monitor ~OM and additional RAM. The co-processor handles monitor

ROM to form a user-friendly environment for the DSP.

Below a session with the development system is described, also to

show the possibilities of the development system.

Let us assume the user wants to get executable program memory

contents for the DSP in the particular program RAM of it. This

can be done by assembling a source file, for which an editor is

needed.

The user may enter the EVM editor by sending from the IBM PC the

command to start it. Source files to be edited are expected to be

downloaded from the IBM PC to the EVM. The communications program

in the IBM PC opens a disk file and sends a required source file

to the serial port of the IBM PC.
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After downloading the user may give subcommands to the line

editor as described in [20, pp 5-1 ••• 5-24J. For this the communi

cation program needs to send to the serial port all characters

that are typed in. All characters received back at the serial

port of the IBM PC become printed on the screen of it.

When the user wants to stop the edit session, this can be indi

cated by typing in "Q 1". The EVM board will stop its editor and

the edited file will then be uploaded via port 1. The communica

tions program has already opened a disk file for this and the

file becomes stored. After completing this session the communica

tion program in the IBM PC has to return to the "normal" communi

cation option, i.e. the option with no special disk handling.

Normally the user may wish to use a professional text editor such

as Wordstar. Such a text editor shows many features; it is easy

to handle as it is a screen editor. However, files containing

source code information like in our system have line numbers. It

would oe convenient when these line numbers could be automatical

ly generated by an "auto increment" feature. This is a possibi

lity of the EVM line editor. It also can renumber the line

numbers of a file. Furthermore it is experienced that the tabula

tor characters of the Wordstar program are meaningless for the

EVM assembler. A tabulator setting can be provided with the EVM

editor. This pleads for using the EVM editor in the case a source

file has to be typed in.

The disadvantage of using the EVM editor is that the whole source

file needs to be downloaded/uploaded before and after an edit

session, which takes some time.

So before an edit session the user can just make a choice what is

best used: when a source file has to be keyed in for the first

time without the necessity to make many modifications, the EVM

editor is preferable. When the user wants to make minor changes

in a (long) existing source file the Wordstar editor is recommen

ded for use.

After editing a source file the user may wish to assemble the

file to get object code for the DSP. The assembler can be called

by the command "ASM 1 1". (See also [20, pp 4-1. •• 4-13J. The

assembler on the EVM is started and downloading of a source file
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is expected via port 1. The communication program must send the

source file. During assembly a list file will be produced which

contains the lines of the source file plus the allocated program

memory addresses with contents. Also errors and warnings are

included, if necessary. The list file will be uploaded via port

1.

During assembly the down/uploading is a continuous process. First

a fixed-length block of the source file is downloaded and assem

bled, then the answer in the form of a list file is uploaded. The

communication is controlled always by the XON/XOFF protocol, but

in this case guided only by the EVM. The communication program of

course also has to handle following this protocol and furthermore

do the disk file handling at the proper moments.

After an assembly without errors the program memory of the DSP is

filled automatically with the corresponding code. This is execu

table. After closing the assembly session, the communication

program in the IBM PC returns to the "normal communi.cation"

option.

Then the user may enter a "i\UN" command; the program entered runs

at the highest possible execution rate.

If the user wants to know more about the internal behaviour of

the DSP program it can be "single stepped". See the "SS" command,

[20, p 3-65]. The basic feature of this option is, that after

every executed program step, this is reassembled and the state of

the DSP also can be shown. The state can be examined by checking

the contents of selected data memory addresses and of the proces

sor parts such as the accu, program counter, the stack etc. A

number of options is furthermore available together with the

single step command.

The single step mechanism is a very powerful tool to develop and

check the proper working of the assembly programs in the DSP; it

has many options and can easily be adapted to the user's needs.

Another useful debugging tool is given with the Breakpoint mecha

nism. The user may set a breakpoint at an address in program

memory (SB command, [20, p 3-59]). The program can be executed

(instead of runned) by the EX command. When the program counter
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gets the same value as a breakpoint setting, execution is stop

ped; then the user may examine the state of the pr.ocessor and

also a single stepping process may be started from here. The

breakpoints can also be combined with a counter setting such that

the program has to execute a number of times along the breakpoint

address before it is stopped there. In this way a breakpoint can

be used to check the long-time behaviour of the program. The

counter setting is activated by the Event Count (EC) command.

[20, p 3-25].

A disadvantage is that when a program is executed with break

points and "event count" mechanism, it is running somewhat slower

than without these settings; in using time critical loops this

fact should be taken into account.

When only some program memory locations need to be changed, it is

not always necessary to start again the time consuming process of

modifying the source file and assembling it. The user may call

the Patch Assembler (command: "PASM") to change some program

memory locations by using assembly mnemonics in this command.

When the command is entered the user can specify the first pro

gram memory address by the AORG command. The "patch" will be made

from there. Then lines of assembly mnemonics can be typed in. If

accepted without errors the actual executable code becomes

substituted.

A third possibility to change program memory is the Modify

Program Memory (MPM) command. This command is used to modify fast

particular program memory locations when the user knows the

desired Hex program codes. See [20, p 3-51].

To eliminate the assembling time for every session, the complete

program in the program memory of the DSP can be loaded and saved

via the IBM PC. These two options had also to be prepared espe

cially in the communications program in the IBM PC because this

needs disk file handling.

tioned

actions

For

[20]

more EVM monitor commands the user can look for reference

the most important commands to develop a program are men

here and especially those commands which need special

in the communications program at the IBM PC.
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4.3 THE COMMUNICATION tlETWEEN THE SIGNAL PROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEM AND THE IBM PC

In order to let the EVM of Texas Instruments communicate with a

host computer t in our case an IBM PC t a communication program is

made t resident in the IBM PC. The EVM is already equipped with a

communications program which can handle the protocol. Serial bi

directional interfaces at both systems provide the physical means

for the communication.

An example of the necessary communication for a simple EVM moni

tor command is e.g. a command to send information to the IBM PC

(referred to as the "normal communication"). To reach this the

typed-in information at the IBM PC is sent to the EVM board;

intormation is echoed to the ItlM PC to be printed on its CkT (no

disk handling is necessary). A more complicated command in this

respect is e.g. one which requires uploading of a file. Then the

communication program at the IBM PC has to prepare an open disk

file in time and store the incoming information.

There are EVM commands which require only uploading of a file, or

only down]oading t or both. These require special options in the

communication program of the IBM PC.

The communication program was developed in BASIC. Only the ideas

of it are mentioned here. A practical user's guide of it is in

appendix D. Also the flow diagrams of the program can be found in

appendix D.

File: "COMS2.BAS" running under BASICA, disk vol.: COMM JB2 and

on COMM JB3

What are the basic actions of the communication program?

After starting up at first initialisations for the program itself

and for the EVM are done. Then a menu is displayed which shows

the different options the user can choose out of. After entering

a proper choice a selected subroutine is called which performs

the desired actions.

A trial is done to give the program a modular structure. Subrou

tines are used for the different options of the main menu and

also for the actual sending and receiving to/from the serial port

including the protocol handling.
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of the communication program can be shortly summa-

rised by showing the menu of the program:

1. CALLING THE EVM-MONITOR

2. CALLING THE EVM-EDITOR

3. CALLING THE EVM-ASSEMBLER

4. LOAD PROGKAM MEMORY TO EVM

5. SAVE PROGRAM MEMORY OF EVM

6. PRINT A FILE ON THE PRINTER

7 • PRINT A FILE ON THE SCREEN OR

FIND ERROR, WARNING IN .LST FILE

8. END OF PROGRAM, EXIT TO BASIC

9. END OF PROGRAM, EXIT TO DOS

In short now will be discussed which operations happen in the

different subroutines.

the flowdiagrams.

See appendix D for the actual program and

Ad 1. The EVM monitor commands which need only sending and recei

ving are the most common ones. These need no operations with disk

files. For sending and receiving in Basic, subroutines were

tions protocol.

written. These subroutines also handle the XON/XOFF communica

The two subroutines are of much use because they

can be called within other subroutines which again can handle the

other "more complicated" EVM monitor commands.

Option 1 includes also the possible handling of Breakpoints and

the Trace mechanism of the EVM. Option 1 consists of calling

sequentially the sending- and the receiving subroutine.

Receiving subroutine: lines 5000 - 5999

Sending subroutine lines 4000 - 4999

Ad 2. EVM option: edit a source file.

The EVM editor can be used by downloading first the file to be

edited from disk space resident in the IBM PC. The editing hap

pens by sending line editor commands from the IBM PC to the EVM.

The EVM sends "upwards" the received characters to be echoed on

the screen of the IBM PC for user convenience plus the results of

editing. The edit commands are executed on the file resident in

the EVM RAM. After the edit session the whole source file becomes
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uploaded to the IBM PC and stored on disk.

In the communication program the editor subroutine will run

through 4 states after calling. These are:

1. the file is sent to the serial port completely and the user

can edit the file in the EVM RAM. In the communication program it

is searched for the end-edit command "Q 1" at the receiving side

of the IBM PC. (Then the user must have typed it in to the EVM

first). This is the stop-edit command. The program goes to state

2.

2. It is searched for the begin-of-file character (">") to be

received at the serial port of the IBM PC. The character is part

of the file which will be uploaded to the IBM PC. When found,

state 3 is entered.

3. Received information is stored on disk under the extension

file r.eceived. When found, state = 4.

4. End of edit session, close disk file and return from the

subroutine.

Ad 3. Assemble a source file.

Assembling is one of the most important possible actions of the

EVM monitor. For an assembly the IBM PC sends the source file to

the EVM and accepts a list file being the response to it. This

file will contain the original lines of the source file with the

assembler mnemonics plus the assigned program memory contents of

the DSP.

The assembling action of the EVM proceeds in fixed-size blocks of

source code; the communication program handles according to the

XON/XOFF protocol which is dictated now by the EVM.

An option of the subroutine is to omit the storage of the list

file. When e.g. the user knows that the source code is error

free, it might not be necessary to examine the list file later.

Omitting the storing of it saves about 40 % of the assembling

time.

During assembly the program memory will be filled automatically

with resulting object code. However, when the user wants to have

a dump of the program memory contents on screen or on paper

without having the corresponding list file, a re-assembly can be

asked for with the "RASM" command. (With optional printer dump.)
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With all file interactions the default drive is used; only the

list file of the assembler is saved at drive A. It is advised to

use drive 8 as the default drive. Then the assembling proceeds

fastest because two drives are used simultaneously.

Ad 4. Load program memory to EVM. The load program memory option

is a way of loading object code earlier saved from the IBM PC to

the EVM. As assembling takes a considerable amount of time,

updating program memory files on disk is recommendable. The files

are stored by the communications program under the extension .PM

Ad S. Save program memory from EVM.

After assembling the program memory contents of the DSP can

saved in Tektronix format with this option. This option is

together with option 4.

Ad 6. Print a file on the printer.

With option 6 the user may dump any type of file generated

the communication program to the printer (.SRC, .LST or

FILES).

be

used

with

.PM

Ad 7A. Print a file on the screen.

This option is moreless the same as option 6,

file will become printed on the screen.

now the desired

Ad 7B. Find error in .LST file.

A list file may contain errors and/or warnings as a result of an

assembly output. This option of the communications program pro

vides a way of finding and showing errors and warnings in .LST

files. When called for, the option opens the required .LST file

on drive A and when an error or warning is found, the last 6

lines of the file are displayed on the screen.

By the options ot the communication program discussed above,

almost all possible EVM monitor commands can be handled; only EVM

commands which need disk operations and which are not mentioned

so far, can not be handled. For most program development actions

these options will do.
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5. ORGANISATION OF THE SUH BAND CODING ALGORITHMS FOR THE

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

5.1 iNTRODUCTION

In this chapter we look at the consequences of implementing a Sub

Band Coder and a Sub Band Decoder in a TMS32010 signal processor.

Considerations are made about the possible computational speed

which can be reached for the desired algorithms and also conside

rations concerning the allocation of variables in program memory

space or in data memory space are made.

The TMS 32010 is a sophisticated Digital Signal Processor.

However, as will be shown, the limitations of the TMS 32010 are

felt by the programmer when implementing a Sub Band Coder algo

rithm in one DSP (Digital Signal Processor).

The flexibility of the instruction set allows us to solve these

problems. The algorithms to be implemented in this chapter are

assumed to be known.
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S.2 DATA FLOW BETWEEN THE FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS

In our case. at a rate of 16 kHz the input samples have to be

processed by the appropriate algorithms which are executed in the

DSP.

The Sub Band Coder consists of the blocks as illustrated in fig.

S.1.

k

Fett LPF
16kHz 0- 3 &kJ-(z
( l~:.k-
r- (l..:tt::

CODE./<
m
u..
t
i.

Fig. S.l: The basic operations. performed at a Sub Band

Coder (at the transmitter.)

It can be seen that these blocks work at different speeds.

Only the filter directly at the input of the DSP operates at a

rate of 16 kHz. After this. downsampling by a factor 2 takes

place. so the QMF bank receives samples at a rate of 8 kHz. The

outputs of the QMF bank (the filtered speech channels) deliver

samples to 6 coders which work at a rate of 1 kHz.

How the QMF bank enables this low sample rate is explained below.
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A,

Fig. 5.2: Data flow in a 3-stage QMF filter bank.

Ea c h b lac k de pic ted in fig. 5.2 is a QMF f i 1 t e r; the sam pie rat e

on each output of a block is one half of the sample rate on the

input of that block. So for every even cycle of a block an input

sample results in an output sample of a block; for every odd

cycle a result appears on the other output of a block. This

mechanism results in a data rate on the outputs of the first

stage of the QMF filter bank (after block AI) of 4 kHz; after

stage B of 2 kHz, after stage C of I kHz.

Due to the downsampling the QMF filter bank does not need to be

executed for every new input sample which is offered to the input

of filter A!.
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Fi g. 5.3: Illustration of the data flow as a result from

a certain input sample in the QMF filter bank.

In fig. 5.3 is illustrated (dashed lines) where e.g. calculations

are made in the QMF filter bank, as a result of a certain input

sample. In principle any of B different "paths" is possible to be

calculated through. Only block Cl is not used in the implementa

tior•• By this means we can spread the calculations for the

filterbank evenly over the different paths. In the QMF filters

themselves the computations are also limited. Only half of the

structure of a QMF filter needs to be processe'd for one sample on

its input.

A modulo-8 counter can be used to assign the different branches

of the QMF filters to be processed. With this counter at

every level in the filter bank is decided which half of a QMF

filter has to be processed.

Also the appropriate PCMAQB coder to be processed in such a

"path" can be selected by the same modulo-8-counter.
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Hereafter the bit allocation will be discussed (see also fig.

2.3). The outputs of the Al filter in the filter bank are exa

mined to decide whether the human voice is "voiced", "unvoiced"

or "intermediate". This is decided by the "voicing decision". The

voicing decision determines in how many bits the samples on each

output of the QMF bank are coded. See fig. 5.4 for the decision

procedure.

8kHz A,

Fig. 5.4: The voicing decision procedure for the Sub Band

Coder.

The decision is made in the following way: for every sample on

the output of filter Al the power is measured by a variance

calculation and added to the previous result. When the measuring

time has elapsed, a decision about the voicing is made by compa

ring the energy in both bands by ratio. By processing one selec

ted "path" of the filtertree always one of the summing networks

is involved.

5.3 VARIABLE STORAGE-AND TIME CONSTRAINTS

A schema tical overview of the Sub Band Coder is already presented

in fig. 2.2.

Now we will discuss the space necessary for the storage of varia

bles and programs.

All variables for a Sub Band Coder or a Decoder must be stored
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somewhere in the OSP. The TMS 32010 has a Harvard architecture

which means that it has a separated program storage area and data

storage area. The typical place for the variables is in the data

(variable) RAM area. The program area can also be used, but the

price for this solution is a lower executional speed.

A conclusion will be made about the division of variables which

are stored in data storage and those stored in program storage.

For one QMF block, in principle, 6 variables for the double

buffering are needed. Two of these are used for storing the

results which appear on the outputs of a double buffer. When

e.g. the first stage of the filter bank is calculated through,

the "path" which has to be followed next is known. One variable

can be saved here because as soon as the result of one of the

two outputs is ready, this result is going to be used and is not

needed again.

So 5 variables are needed for one double buffer of a QMF filter.

Furthermore one variable per tap of the QMF filter is necessary

for storing the n-times delayed input samples.

Then there are the impulse response coefficients of a filter with

which the n times delayed input samples have to be multiplied. As

can be read in [5], the impulse response of a QMF filter which

has length N (N = number of taps), is symmetrical in n (with n =
tap number). So, if hen) is the impulse response,

hen) h(N-l-n)

This means we need to store only N/2 coefficients of the impulse

response for an N-tap (or Nth order) QMF filter.

The coefficients for filters in the same stage of the QMF filter

bank are equal, as these filters are equal. This statement fol

lows from digital filtering theory and will not be explained

here. We only need to store the necessary impulse response coef

ficients of one QMF filter of every stage of the filter bank (N/2

variables).

For the energy estimation algorithm (see fig. 5.1) 2 variables

can keep track of the energy of 2 signals during the last n

samples passed by.

The PCMAQB coders use a one-word memory scheme. However, long

tables also are needed for the coders. These can best be stored
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in the program memory. One variable/coder and one variable/de-

coder are needed in data memory.

In chapter 6 it will be shown that 45 variables are needed in the

interpolation filter on the output of the decoder. This also

holds for the digital bandfilter situated after the A/D conver

sion in the coder.

The multiplexer will need about 5 variables. (See [18]).

Furthermore we need extra variables for the actual program imple

mentation of the total algorithm: for storing intermediate

results (4 of them), for saving the state of the processor when

an interrupt occurs (6) and for having a buffer in which a block

of variables can be copied from program memory and vice versa. (A

block length of 20 is proposed.)

The RAM variable storage area in one DSP is 144 words, which is

far too small to contain all variables for a coder or a decoder.

We can use 2 special instructions: TBLW and TBLR which are Table

Write and Table Read, respectively. By means of these in

structions data can be transferred from data RAM to program RAM

and vice versa. This enables the updating of variables by means

of e.g. reading them from program RAM into data RAM, carrying out

calculations with them, and writing them back into program RAM.

THLW and TBLR take each 600 ns for execution, whilst most in

structions (except branches) only need 200 ns. These will slow

down execution. However, a strategy to compensate this (lower)

execution speed is to spread the necessary TBLW and TBLR in

s t r u c t ion s ~~~~!l. 0 v e r the mu t u a I lye x c Ius i v e "p a t h s" wh i c h are

mentioned earlier. For every input sample only a one-out-of-8

path has to be executed, so when these "slow" TBLW and TBLR

instructions are spread as much as is possible in the 3rd stage

of the QMF tree, for every sample only 1/8 of the TBLW and TBLR

instructions have to be executed there.

Now it can be decided which variables must be stored in program

RAM or in data RAM.

The variables which have the highest priority to be stored in

data RAM, following the above mentioned strategies, are:

-The variables for storing the intermediate results;

- t h ~v a ria b I e s for s a v i n g the s tat e inc a s e 0 f a r'f n t err u p t ;

- the va ria b I e s for mi ng,a bu f fer for cop Yi ng a b I 0 c k ;
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-the variable~resident in an algorithm with a high sample

rate.

This means for the coder the variables of the following algo

rithms have to be stored in data memory:

- the digital prefiltering;

-the multiplexing;

-the first QMF at B kHz sampling rate;

-the energy estimation.

When adding all numbers of variables proposed to be resident in

data memory, about 140 variables are used. This is close to the

limit of 144 variables. The rest of the variables has to be

updated in program memory.

According to these considerations of division of variables, the

total program for one nsp will be designed.
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5.4 P~OCESSOR SPEED AND THROUGHPUT OF DATA

We now discuss the requirements in the time domain for the algo

rithms in a coder and a decoder for Sub ~and Coding.

The following simplified time diagram showing the activities in

time domain of the coder can be drawn. See fig. 5.6.
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Fig. 5.6: Activities of the coder in time domain in an 8 kHz

cycle.

From fig. 5.6 it can be seen that the LPF routine can occur at

the beginning of a series of calculations, or can occur in the

middle of it. We can make the procedure for the LPF an ~~~~~R~

service routine, so that it can be executed immediately when a

new 16 kHz-sample has occurred. Only every second output sample

of the LPF filter has to be processed. Then the series of cal

culations, beginning with the 32 tap QMF filter, can take place
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immediately after this, or, in the other case, it will be tempo

rarily interrupted by this LPF routine.

5.5 TESTING CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE CHECK OF PROPER OPERATiON

OF PROGRAMS

5.5.1 Introduction

The design of the algorithms for the SBC needs testing in a

modular way because of:

-the complicated total design of the coder and the

decoder,

-the relatively autonomous parts of the coder- and

decoder algorithms.

The modularisation should take place first at a lower level;

after the design of blocks and testing them on well-functioning.

These can be joined together and tested further.

5.5.2 Testing of functional blocks (See also fig. 5.7)

A QMF can be tested as a functional block.

When programmed, this configuration can be tested for frequency

response: we can connect e.g. a white noise generator to the

input and a spectrum analyser to the output. Also e.g. human

speech could be processed and the results made audible.

In the total coder system also an LPF filter of IIR type is

needed. The same testing environment can be applied. See the

first configuration in fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.7: Test configurations.
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Then two QMF 's can be combined as shown in configuration 3 on

the previous page. An inverse QMF has to be able to restore the

band split ted signals from a QMF to form a composite band. In

this way the ripple of the frequency response of this system,

which should be minimal, can be checked.

Configuration 4 shows a PCMAQB- and an inverse PCMAQB coder,

which allows testing of an input signal for coding and decoding.

When we use a baseband speech signal, the coding should be done

with sufficiently high clockrate, e.g. 16 kHz. With this confi

guration we cannot code the speech signal appropriate with a

rate of 1 kHz, as this signal does not contain enough redundancy.

Then larger structures are realised and tested. These

implemented structures comprise:

-an IIR bandfilter (see chapter 6)

-a QMF filter (see chapter 7)

_a QMF and inverse QMF filter (see chapter 7)

-six channel PCMAQB coders and decoders (see chapter 8)

-a QMF tree (see chapter 9)

-a six channel QMF tree and inverse QMF

-a six channel QMF tree, PCM coders,

inverse QMF tree (see chapter 9)

After enough testing and redesigning, all the blocks of the coder

and of the decoder can be combined by generating a total program

(one for the coder and one for the decoder).
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6. THE DESIGN OF A DIGITAL IIR BANDFILTER

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In tnis chapter the design and implementation of two filters a~

described. The filters are equal. They are necessary for prefil

tering the input signal of the coder and for the interpolation

filtering before the D/A conversion in the decoder.

6.2. THE INFLUENCE OF AID CONVERSION ON THE CHOICE

FOR THE BANDFILTER

For a scheme of the transmitter of the SBC used, see also fig.

2.1 of this report.

The most common way of designing the input stage of a digital

system for an analog signal can be depicted as in fig. 6.1.

in

AID converter I

-1\H-4~H/~
analog filter sampler quantiser

Fig. 6.1: Signal processing at the input of a digital

system.

The analog prefilter limits the spectrum of the input signal to

avoid aliasing components in the band of interest. In the system

signals are processed at the input with a clockrate of 8 kHz. The

maximum frequency of the analog input signal with amplitude ) -40

dBr is 3400 Hz.

When white noise is applied to the input with proper prefiltering

the simplified desired spectrum after the sampling operation

would be like in fig 6.2.
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v

Fig. 6.2: Signal spectrum after the prefiltering and sampling

operation of a white noise signal.

From fig. 6.2 it can be seen that a high-order analog prefilter

is necessary to attenuate sufficiently the aliasing components in

the baseband (order 10 a 12). This requirement will introduce

problems of drift, tolerance and cost, etc.

A cheaper and more reliable solution can be found in additional

bandfiltering by a digital filter which operates at a clockfre

quency of 16 kHz. See fig. 6.3.

in

AID converter

-1\H~~H/H\~
analog filter sampler quantiser digital filter'

Fig. 6.3: Prefilter configuration with a digital

bandfilter

In this case the amplitude characteristic of the analog prefilter

has to start decreasing at f = 3400 Hz and must be 40 dB down at

f = 8 kHz, which is half the clock frequency of the digital band

filter. As this is not a strong requirement a lower-order analog

filter will do. See fig. 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4: Amplitude characteristic of the digital and the

analog pre f il te r.

After sampling and coding into 2's complement numbers (AID con

version) further digital processing can be done. This means that

a selective digital IIR bandfilter must be designed to perform

the additional sharp bandfiltering from 200 - 3200 Hz.

Then there are no problems of drift and, if the filter is desig

ned well, no instabilities due to limit cycles.

When the other algorithms to be realised in the DSP are not too

demanding with respect to processing time and memory space, this

solution is attractive because then the digital bandfilter can be

implemented without additional costs.

At the output of the digital bandfilter a clock frequency of f c =

8 kHz is realised by using only every second sample value. After

downsampling we might expect the following spectral plot of the

signal at the output of the bandfilter, for a flat input signal.

See fig. 6.S.
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4

Fig. b.S: Spectrum of the output signal of the digital

filter after downsampling.

The operations as described before, at the transmitter front

should be done inversely at the SBC receiver end. See fig. 6.b.

-~)11:2

interpolation digital filter
f c=16 kHz

analog filter

Fig. 6.6: Signal processing at the SBC receiver end.

After the D/A conversion the baseband spectrum shown in fig. 6.7

results.
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Fig. 6.7: Spectrum of the reconstructed analog signal and

amplitude characteristic of the analog post-filter.

The output signals are bandlimited to 200 - 3400 Hz.

It is now sufficient to eliminate frequencies higher than 12 kHz with

a low-order analog filter.

The amplitude characteristic of the analog filter is also

s~etched in fig. 6.7.

6.3. THE DESIGN PROCESS OF THE DIGITAL FILTER

6.3.1. The type of digital filter

As the clockrate of the digital bandfilter is the highest in the

SHC algorithm. and for reasons of processor loading. it is neces

sary to keep the number of instructions for the bandfilter pro

gram as small as possible.

For these reasons a filter is chosen of IIR type (Infinite Im

p u 1 seRe s p 0 n s e ) • Gi ve nthere qui rem e n t sin f r e que n c y do ma in. the

design of an IIR filter will be of far lower order than an

equivalent FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter.

An IIR filter has the disadvantage that it may create insta

bilities (limit cycles) if not properly designed e.g. in cases

when a zero-input or a constant level or a single preference

frequency is applied. A FIR filter on the contrary is in princip

le always stable because of the absence of feedback loops.

Why a bandfilter? A bandpass filter has to

suppress the lower frequencies (0 - 200 HZ)

which. while containing a considerable amount

be realised to

of human speech.

of energy. never-
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theless have a relatively low contribution to the perceptual

quality. If PCM coded. extra bits would be necessary to quantise

these low frequency components. So these spectral components are

eliminated.

6.3.2 Getting coefficients for ~ filter with a filter

design program

The IIR filter was designed with a HP 98828 A packet. written in

BAS I C. run n in g 0 nan HP 2 00 co JD put e r. This pro g ram i sat 00 1 t 0

design digital filters which are intended to run on machines

using a large number of bits.

The frequency-domain requjrements are as proposed in [1 p. 1643].

The frequency requirements mask is drawn in fig. 6.8.
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Fig. 6.8: Frequencyrequirements mask of the IIR

bandpass filter.

The requirements were input to the HP package. A Chebyshev appro

ximation was specified resulting in a lower order filter than a

Butterworth approximation. Also was asked for a design consisting

of a cascade of second-order sections. This has the advantage

that the intermediate results of the cascades can be scaled. to

avoid overflow and problems with too much granular noise.
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Appendix A gives the results of the HP program, namely

-the impulse response

-the phase response

-9 amplitude responses of the second order

sections

-total amplitude response of the bandfilter.

These results are theoretical. In practice we have to calculate

with a finite precision of 16 bits in the signal processor used.

The theoretical computations showed that the digital bandpass

filter has to be approximated by an 18-th order IIR filter

consisting of 9 second-order sections.

6.3.3 Ordering of the sections given by the design program

We have to deal with the fact that data have to be processed with

the limited accuracy of 16 bits. Problems of limit cycles, over

flow and granular noise are apparent when the cascade of sections

is implemented straightforward on the DSP.

A careful ordering of the sections, in combination with proper

scaling of the intermediate results between the sections, is

necessary.

To rearrange the order of the sections we look at the (theoreti

cal) amplitude response of each section. (It was specified by

first entering every section alone to the HP package; see appen

dix A.) These nine plots were arranged so that a minimum

difference in attenuation for every frequency will occur, and for

every output point in the cascade. With such an arrangement

minimum problems can be expected with respect to overflow, c.q.

granular noise. The fact that the TMS 32010 calculates with 16

bits gives some relief here.

To reach the above-mentioned goals we apply the following rules

of thumb:

-the filters with relatively low Q-factor are ordered at

the beginning of the arrangement of sections. If high-Q

sections were placed at the beginning of the cascade,

then signal components would appear at the outputs of

the first sections which vary much in spectral energy,

and still these signals had to pass many sections.
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-each section has a frequency where the amplitude res

ponse reaches a maximum; the sections are ordered in

such a way that when looking at "neighbour" sections,

the maximum frequencies of these are evenly spread over

the frequency axis. By this we ensure that there is not

too great or too small an attenuation for a particular

frequency range at any output of a section.

By rearranging the magnitude plots of each section according to

the above-mentioned rules, we get e.g. the following sequence of

the sections from beginning to end (the different numbers have

been assigned by the riP design package)

Ordering of the sections: 7 9 5 8 6 3 2 4 1

Scaling the intermediate results: the IIR filter was implemented

in the DSP with the above-described sequence, without scaling of

the intermediate results. Starting from the first section the

following is done for every gain of a section:

-to the input of the IIR filter are applied sine waves

(with amplitude = 5 V) of various frequencies in the band

of interest; amplitude = 5V

-the gain to the input of the section during measurement

is adjusted such that just no overflow occurs for any

frequency applied to the input, in particular for the

frequency with the highest gain of the filter. The gain is

adjusted in the program software. The possible distortion

by overflow is examined by looking at the output signals on

an oscilloscope and listening to the audio output.

The scaling with gain factors listed below resulted for each

section:

INPUT OF SECTION NR.:

GAIN FACTOR (in powers of 2):

1 234

o -2 -2 -3

5 6

-2 -1

7 8 9

-1 -5 +3

The output of the IIR filter is additionally scaled with 2 3
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6.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM

In this paragraph the real-time implementation of the program

from the software-point-of-view is described in general terms.

See appendix A for a flow diagram and the program listing with

comments.

The scaling process in the program self is also described in this

paragraph. The filter structure used is a so-called direct-form

second order IIR filter for every section. One section can be

depicted as shown in fig. 6.9.

x ... \ X,. / ,. ,.

+A1n 1)1 , Bln.
/

" /

+Az.n.
D2 ,B2.n./

\ /

y

Fig. 6.9: Signal flow graph of a second order filter

section.

The algorithm to be performed, is:

DO AO * (X - Al*OI - A2*02)

Y 80*00 + Bl*OI + B2*02

02 01

Dl 00
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Scaling ~!.!:~~oefficients:The TMS 32010 processes data with 16

bits accuracy; to the assembler numbers have to be inputted as

integers within the range:

-21'15 ••••••••• +2~15 - 1

The coefficients of the IIR filter are given in the range:

-2 < coef < +2

Scaling these coefficients with the factor 21'14 is possible but a

better accuracy is reached when scaling is done with 21'15. Then

the coefficients> 1 and < -1 would result in an

overflow, but to avoid this we split them in the following way:

and

if

if

coef > 1

coef <-1

then

then

coef

coef

coef' + 1

coef' - 1

The new numbers coef' and 1 or -1 can now also be scaled

with a factor 2~15 and processed separately.

When we examine the coefficients of the IIR filter given by the

HP design program, we see that for every section holds:

BOn 1

Bin 0

B2n = -1

AOn 1

where n number of section; 1 <= n <= 9

This means that for every section we only need to store different

and A2n coefficients, while the other coefficients need only to

be stored once for all sections. The 3 state variables DOn, Din

and D2n need also to be stored.
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Below the part of program necessary for processing of

section of the 11K filter is listed:

* SECTION 1 *
LT D1NM1

MPY All

ADD D1NM1 J 15

LTA D1NM2

MPY A21

APAC

SACH D1N,l

MPY MYMIN

ZAC

DMOV D1NM1

LTD DIN

MPY MYPLUS

APAC

SACH BUF , 1

LAC BUF,13

the first

A BASIC program was made to generate 9 times tl1e proper text of a

section for the total filter.

Explanation: 1st line: comment.

Next b lines: more or less standard processing of the feedback

loops of an IIR filter, in this case 2 loops. Only the in-

struction:

ADD D1NM1,15

is an exception. This is an implementation of a coefficient which

was larger than 1; a new coefficient was made

generated one and scaled like the others by ~15

1 lower than the

it is processed

in the same way as the other coefficients, except that the multi

plie and i sad dedt 0 the pre v i 0 u s f i 1 t err e s u 1 t • This i s the

equivalent of taking into account that the coefficient was 1

higher originally.

In the middle of the section program we see the instruction

ZAC

to empty the accumulator and to accumulate a product to it by the
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instruction

LTD ••

The variables MYPLUS

+1

and

and

MYMIN

-1 •

are used to represent

The SACH ••• and LAC instructions are used to scale

the intermediate result of this section.

In this way a fast implementation is made. The number of in

structions is crucial because of the high clock rate of this part

of the S8C algorithm. This solution requires much program space,

because the algorithm of every section is written out without the

use of subroutines. Fortunately, program space is enough availa-

ble.

Results: The lIR filter was tested with a wave analyzer type HP

3581 A to get the amplitude response. The results were drawn by

an X-Y recorder type HP 7044 A. See fig. 6.10.

We note that the response in the range 200 Hz - 3200 Hz has a

slight decrease apart from a ripple of 0.5 d8 in the band of

interest. This decrease is due to the aperture effect appearing

at the output of the system after the interpolation operation

(h ld ' ) t I kf f fc=16 kHz. It can be proven thato 1ng a a c oc requency 0

the frequency response of the filter is affected by a

sin (Tr.f I f c) I(TT: f I f c )

shape. See fig. 6.11 for a modulus plot. For a theoretical expla

nation, see [17 pp 2.2-7 ••• 2.2-11].
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sV1~nl
rr.f

i

Fi g. 6.11: Plot of the modulus of the the sine function.

Reconstruction frequency used: fc = 16 kHz.

To check the decrease of the amplitude response of the III{ filter

(frequency response measured in the analog domain after the D/A

conversion) we substitute in (6.1) f = 3.2 kHz and f c = 16 kHz.

The attenuation due to the aperture effect is 0.66 dB. Then we

see from fig. 6.10 that the resulting ripple in the band of

interest due to the IIR filter itself is only about 0.5 dB,

according to the design criteria given to the HP filter design

package.

This bandfilter will be used to process the data in the SBC

transmitter algorithm and also at the end of the SBC receiver

algorithm before the D/A conversion.
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7. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A QMF AND INVERSE QMF FILTER

7. 1 IN TROD UCT ION

In this chapter the practical implementation of a real-time

Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF filter) and an inverse QMF filter

(invQMF) is described. For the working principle of a Quadrature

Mirror Filter we refer to chapter 3 and to lit [7,9,14].

Al so is t est e d an in t err u p tor g an is at ion 0 f the rea 1- tim e pro

gram. This is done for having this type of organisation readily

tested and available for later implementations of the total SBC

transmitter and receiver algorithm.

7.2 IMPLEMENTATION

The signal flow graphs (SFG) as presented in e.g. [1 pp 1646-]

are implemented. For testing purposes we choose only a low-order

QMF and invQMF. In [4] coefficients for a 12-tap type are presen

ted. (The 12 tap type is later to be used in the 3rd stage of the

QMF filter-tree in the transmitter- and receiver algorithm.) A

filter was chosen with relatively steep response in frequency

domain so that the proper working can easily be checked. In

practice, a very small set of different designs of QMF filters

covers most of the needs for practical implementations. A QMF

filter is used in essence to split a frequency band into two

equally wide bands; the "mirror frequency" aroun.d which the input

signals are split into a high- and low band, is dictated only by

the clock frequency of the digital filter algorithm.

The signal flow graph of a 12-tap QMF is depicted in fig. 7.1.

See also fig. 7.2 for the inverse QMF filter, which combines the

produced upper and lower band back to the composite spectrum and

cancels out the aliasing components caused by the downsampling in.

the QMF filter. For the last statement we refer to lit [1, pp

1637- and the appendix].
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fig. 7.1: signal flow graph of a 12-tap QMF filter.
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fig. 7.2: signal flow graph of a 12-tap inverse QMF filter.
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The SFG's presented here can be used to have an overview over the

sequential steps to be taken in a computer program. When a QMF is

called once, one half of it is processed (See also chapter 5). By

the next call the other half will be processed, and so on. In

time sequence the steps for the QMF filter are as described in

table 7.1 (for terminology we refer to lit [5]).

TABLE 7.1: SEQUENTIAL ACTIONS FOR A QMF FILTER:

(Transmitter: )

cycle a (low side): (lower half in fig. 7.1)

-output low

-input of QMF

-FIR filter low

cycle 1 (high side): (higher half in fig. 7.1)

-output high

-input of QMF

-FIR filter high

-double buffer on both sides

The double buffering consists of copying Ll into L2 and HI into

H2. In following the steps and comparing these with the QMF SFG,

(fig. 7.1) we see that the variable L2 is in essence not necessa

ry: As shown in table 7.1, it was proposed to finish the "high

cycle" thus:

-FIR filter high. (fill HI with output of it)

-double buffer on both sides

This has the same result as processing of the algorithms:

-FIRfilter high,fill H2 with the outputof it

-copy Ll into L2

HI is not used and is

variable for every QMF

not needed any more.

is done as there is

The saving of a

little available
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memory space in the DSP.

In the inverse QMF such a variable can not be saved.

7.2.1 The program

The total program structure as implemented, is depicted in appen

dix B-5. From it we see there are 3 different clock frequencies

at which the algorithms operate. The sampling at the analog input

fC
= 16 kHz. The same clock frequency holds for the

is done at

IIR filter. After this, decimation (downsampling) takes place at

a ratio of 2:1. The resulting 8 kHz samples are "distributed"

over the "l ow "- and "high" branches of the QMF filter, operating

at a clock rate of 4 kHz. The steps in time sequence to be taken

for the implemented system are depicted in the flowdiagram of the

program (see appendix B, pp B-1. •• B-4). See fig. 7.3 for a gene

ral description of the steps in time sequence.

rest of:
INV QMF

---+ time
rest of:
INV QMF
(hie:h branch)

oJ.

IIR filter QMF INVQMF [IIi<. Iii ter wait for
(odd cycle) (high branch (high branch) (even cycle) next IIR

filter call

(low branch)
IIR filter I Qr-iF [TNVQMF IIIR filter wa1 t l"or
(odd cycle) , (low branch) I (low branch) (even cycle) next IIR

I filter call
. '-'- -

A

B
~time

Fig. 7.3: Operations in time domain for the program loop to

be implemented.

It can be seen from fig. 7.3 that the IIR filter is called two

times while the rest of the program ("main routine") is processed
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once.

It is dec ide d to use the I I R f i It e r ina n in t err u p t r 0 uti n e. An

interrupt occurs when a new input sample from the AD converter

occurs. The other parts of the main program are situated in the

"main" program which consists of the QMF and invQMF filter. This

routine will be interrupted at an arbitrary place when processed;

as a result of the interrupt the IIR filter is processed once;

then the main program resumes. The next time the interrupt rou

tine is called in the main program~ is at the beginning of the

main program in a waiting loop. (lines 6767-6791 in the program~

see appendix B.) To synchronize both routines (fixed ratios of

clockrates)~ in the wafting loop at the beginning of the main

routine a state variable is examined which is set by the in

terrupt routine. It indicates the "odd" or "even" cycle of the

interrupt routine. This variable~ called STATE~ is a modulo-4

counter~ informing the main program when to start the processing

of every second output sample of the IIR filter, generated in the

inter.rupt routine.

When the main program is entered, a branch of the QMF filter is

also chosen~ according to STATE. After the processing of the QMF

the same type of branch ("high" or "low" is then also processed

in the invQMF filter.

7.2.2 Measurements

To perform the first test~ the O/A conversion output process was

first set at the output of the IIR filter to check proper

functioning of this part and also to check partially the functio

ning of the interrupt mechanism. The output samples are expected

to appear with a rate of 16 kHz. A resulting frequency plot was

generated as presented in the graph on page A-4. With a frequency

counter the interrupt request signal was confirmed to have a 16

kHz period. The aperture effect due to the reconstruction process

at 16 kHz is apparent again. This effect is small enough to have

this rate used at the output of the receiver of the SBC later.

7.2.3 Processor loading

When examining the inter.rupt-request signal with the oscillo-
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scope, we can conclude that the interrupt routine takes about 50

% of the total available time between two input samples. This

processor load of 50 % for the IIR filter only at first sight

seems to leave us little available time to implement the other

routines of the SHC algorithm; however, these routines run at

much lower clockrates (up to 1 kHz) in the SBC algorithm. These

routines need not so many instructions to be processed every time

because always a selected "path" through the filter tree and the

PCMAQB coders is taken, at one call of the algorithm. The remai

ning time apart from the IIR processing is in fact still a large

resource for the other algorithms needed for the processing of

one cycle of 16 kHz of the total SBC.

These algorithms are necessary to:

-perform half of one "path" through the (inv)QMF

tree (8 kHz rate)

-complete half of the measurement of the energy

estimation (only at the transmitter)

-complete half of PCM (de)coding of one band; 8

kHz rate

-(de)multiplex 1 bit of the 16 kHz serial bit

stream (16 kHz rate)

See also chapter 5 about the organisation of the algorithms.

7.2.4 Output of QMF filter

In the next test the D/A conversion was set at the "low" and

"high" outputs of the QMF filter, respectively. The results are

presented in frequency domain in an amplitude response characte

ristic. See appendix B (type A QMF filter selected from litera

ture which is "selective".)

It is indicated that here the reconstruction process takes place

at a rate of 4 kHz. Due to the holding process this results in

multiplying the theoretical amplitude characteristic of the QMF

filter with a sinc function with its first zero-point at f = 4

kHz. This is a very significant aperture effect.

Apart from the aperture effect the amplitude response of the

"hi.gh" output starts decreasing somewhat behind f = 3200 Hz due

to the IIR bandpass filter.

At the "low" output the amplitude response of the IIR filter for
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frequencies < 200 Hz is apparent.

At f = 2 kHz there are strong amplitude variations. This can be

explained in the following way:

When the output spectrum is measured with the wave analyzer with

a fixed input frequency, we see that when an input frequency is

"far" from 2 kHz (e.g. 1 kHz), its aliasing component of 3 kHz is

fairly attenuated (31 dB). See last 2 graphs of appendix B. But

with an input frequency of 1900 Hz we see that its aliasing

component around 2100 Hz is strong. In this region (1700 - 2300

Hz) an amount of the energy of the input frequency component is

removed, whilst its aliasing component is strong. However, the

total audible energy remains "constant", but an amount of the

energy of the ground frequency is transferred to its aliasing

conponent (only in the above-described frequency region). This

causes the strong fluctuations in the measured amplitude respon

se: in the measuring method used the wave analyzer examines the

output signal of the QMF filter with a narrow bandpass filter (30

Hz), centre frequency the same as the frequency of the input

signal to the system.

In short we can call this effect "frequency translation". In the

SBC transmitter and receiver this type of QMF will be implemented

in the 3rd stage (the stage with most branches); it will run at a

4 times lower clock rate. The input signals for such a filter

have a bandwidth of 1 kHz. The "frequency transition" will then

appear by a 4 times lower shift. In the QMF's in the 3rd stages

this effect is smallest. In the 2nd stages the transition is half

of the effect measured here, in the first stage it is equal to

it.

A QMF design with less "steep" FIR filters referred to as type H,

was also tested.

See appendix B for the same type of tests for this type of

filter. Apparently here is a slightly less steep response in this

case (a different scale for the Y-axis had to be used). Apart

from this the effects previously described for the first QMF

filters of type A, are qualitatively the same.

From the audible output we conclude that (as with the first QMF

filter) the aliasing cancelling property is the strongest at

frequencies far from the mirror frequency. (2 kHz used here.)

For the next test the D/A conversion is set at the output of the
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inverse QMF filter which operates at 8 kHz. See appendix for an

amplitude response of the total system implemented. (type A QMF

filter)

Again the effect of aperture due to the 8 kHz reconstruction rate

can be discerned.

The bandlimiting of the IIR filter is to be seen.

Apart from these effects the curve is "flat" in the band of

interest. The QMF filter uses very little instructions compared

with the IIR filter.

7.3 THE USE OF QMF AND INVERSE QMF FILTERS IN SUB BAND CODING

A QMF filter can be used:

-to suppress the aliasing which appears in the complementary

subbands;

-to get the reconstruction ripple small and

-to make efficient use of available processing power.
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8. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PCMAQB CODERS AND DECODERS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the design and implementation of PCMAQB coders

and decoders on a TMS 32010 Digital Signal Processor is des

cribed. The working principle of this type of coders is described

in chapter 3. The symbols which are used in this chapter are also

explained there.

First constants for the algorithms to be implemented are cal

culated, then the implementation with the testing itself is des

cribed. The last paragraph contains the conlusions which are made

after the testing of the coders and decoders.

8.2 THE CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS FOR THE (DE)CODERS

As shown in chapter 3, a number of constants are involved in the

PCMAQB coder and decoder algorithms. Here their calculation is

described for the coder. Most of the results can be directly

applied in the adapt ion algorithm of the decoder because this is

almost the same algorithm. Only in the adaption algorithms con

stants are needed.

The ideal case is if at all points of the algorithm the full

precision of the 16 bit representation can be used, instead of a

smaller number of significant bits. The constants will be scaled

such, that they are represented with maximum precision.

Only fractional numbers are assumed due to the use of digital

filtering. (15 bits in the fractional part and one sign bit.)

Constants have to be established for the tables in the algo

rithms.

The first lookup table we will describe is the "logarithm table"

wh i c h con v e r t s I ( n - 1) tom ( I I ( n - 1) I) . See a 1 so fig. 3.4.

On the leftmost part of the figure we see the logarithm lookup

table. The conversion to be done, is:

I(n-I) --> II(n-I)1 --> M(II(n-I)I) --> m(II(n-I)I) (1)

with m(x) Log M(x)
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the base of the logarithms performed in the

log-table, and of the exponents in the exponent

table.

In table 3.1 on page 18 the conversion

I I(n-1) I --) M(II(n-1)1) ( 2)

is described. For the present case the possibilities B

2 bits exist, which require 3 tables.

The conversion:

I(n-1) --) I I(n-1) I

4, 3 0 r

( 3)

can be done by making an entry in the table for all the possibi

lities (positive and negative numbers).

The second and the third conversion can be done in the same Log

lookup table to be programmed. The values are calculated in a

Basic program, "CALCVOCO.~AS". See appendix C-6, lines 220-290.

See also the flow diagram of the program on page ,0.
Now the stepsizes can be calculated. These have to be related to

the energy content in each band of human speach.

As poi n ted 0 uti n c hap t e r 3, the rea 1 i g n men t f act 0 r gam ma i s t 0

be selected: gamma in the range 0.98 ••• 0.99 • gamma is chosen

here to be 0.99 which results in a low contribution to the

distortion due to the realignment mechanism itself. Nevertheless

the realignment thus selected will satisfactory handle channel

errors. dc must be chosen about

dc LOG [dmax/10) ( 4)

d max is chosen 256 * dmin

The dl min of each frequency band is chosen

(7) in chapter 3. This formula is calculated

using formula

for each band,

resulting in the ratio's of dl min for each band. The informa

tion about Si and f i is taken from fig. 3.3. The results are

presented in table 8.1
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TABLE8.1: RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR VALUES OF DLMIN

FOR SUBBANDS

Band f [ Hz] Si [dB]

power density

dl min dl min
fi [Hz] [dB] ratio

1 0-500 28 300 0 1

2 500-1000 23.5 500 -0.03 .998

3 1000-1500 18 500 -2.78 .870

4 1500-2000 13 500 -5.28 .768

5 2000-2500 10 500 -6.78 • 7 12

6 2500-3000 8 500 -7.78 .678

7 not in use

8 not in use

See the flow chart of the Basic program at p. 58 and in the

appendix C-6 the Basic program "CALCVOCO.BAS" at lines 380-490.

In calculating the stepsizes in the Basic program, it must be

realised that the represented numbers must be < 1 •

For this we choose the highest dl max of band 1 to be 0.5

For the other bands: (with i=band number

and DY = dynamic range of the coders)

dlmax,i = dlrel,i * 0.5 ( 5)

= (l/DY) *dlmax,i ( 6)

(lines 500 - 558 of the program)

Hereafter the flowdiagram of the written constants-calculating pro

gram is given.
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FLOWDIAGRAM
"CALC vocal',

(line 10)

(line 10-28)
,.--_..1r._ -,

input: BASE (of logarithms taken)
BI (starting bit of amplitude

storage of quantiser)
DY (linear value for dyna~lc range,

... o.~_._cod~E~L __ .~._ _ J
(line 30-100) initialisations for factor C ~

(scaling constant at exponent table outPu~)J

logarithm table and print it

calculate for each band:
f... ,max
b. min'_. J,

,....-----:-----------
C and rint C

r~et up table of energy contents of speech,
Ifor each band. -. 1 ..__.

(line 380-490)

(line 110-120)

(line 305-370)

(line 220-280)

input ofcalculate minimum and maximum

~::J:~~~~~::~Of~~~t:::~·t o:h·:·:onent
[-print exponent table
~ • -- --J

(line 500-557)

(line 560-640)
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The program is used in the first place to get an idea of the

permissible range of different variables for which the PCMAQB

coder can work properly, i.e. all numbers must be in the

representable range. For this the variables GENERALMIN and

GENERALMAX are considered as these store the minimum and maximum

of the output of the exponent tables for the different subbands.

These turned out to easily run out of range when the contents of

the tables were determined.

The program described above is used also to generate the program

lines for the exponent tables themselves, with the proposed 64

entries for each band. The results showed that the tables differ

somewhat according to the different energy contents of each band

for the human speech signal.

There are two possibilities for the implementation of the tables:

6 tables in the program area of the Signal

which will need 7 * 64 = 448 output words to

or

table with 64 entries in program area from

input range covers all possible inputs of the

tables proposed earlier; then the same holds for the

output of this table.

Obviously solution 2) needs only 64 output words to be stored, on

the other hand there is no strong restriction for the program

space in the Signal Processor, which pleads for solution 1).

However, solution 2) will be tested first in the real-time expe

riments and has a good chance to perform satisfactory. If needed,

the program-space-consuming solution 1) can be tested and used.

See appendix C-8 and C-9 for the output of the Basic program,

which contains one exponent table for all bands.

8.3 THE IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTS OF THE (DE)CODERS

In this paragraph the implementation and tests of PCMAQB coders

and decoders are described. For testing purposes the coders and

decoders are placed together in a "test module" because only in

this way proper functioning of the functions can be checked

easily.

A practical test can be performed by applying speech to the input
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of such a system, encode and decode, and check the perceptual

quality of the reproduced speech. Testing with speech signals (or

other amplitude-varying signals) is important due to the adaptive

schemes used (see also chapter 3). This will be done rather than

the objective type of tests which were applied at the QMF's,

inverse QMF's and the IIR filter, which are only tested as filter

networks.

The program to be implemented, covers the total block of PCMAQ~

coders belonging to the transmitter and the decoders of the

receiver. See fig. 8.1

coder decoder

coder decoder

coder!

~coder!

coderl ~

STATE (sub band number)

Fig. 8.1: The testing system for a six-channel PCMAQB

coder-decoder.

The total block of coders-decoders must be tested in a special

way: because (still) no subbands are available we will apply the

full-band speech at the coder-decoder through one selected chan

nel of it. (The variable indicating the current subband number is

fixed now.) To avoid aliasing the sample rate is chosen here as 8

kHz.

When proper working is confirmed, the program will be separated

into one which contains the 6-channel coder and one containing

the 6-channel decoder. Such a block of program can be called just

for the (de)coding of one subband in the transmitter or in the

receiver. It will then operate on the current subband being

processed.

For all programs holds that the information to be stored after a

call is placed in program memory instead of data memory of the

DSP. This is done because many different numbers are needed in
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e.g. tables. (See chapter S.) Furthermore in the eventual imple

mentation each subband will be executed with a relatively slow

rate of 1 kHz. In this way the needed table-read and table-write

instructions, which are slow, will not often consume the extra

time. The advantage is that the large storage requirements of the

(de)coders can be easily satisfied in program memory.

The implementation of the test-system is done as follows: in one pass

of the program one preselected channel (i.e. one subband) is

processed. The operations for a channel are summarised in table

8. 2.

TABLE8.2:0PERATIONS OF THE PCMAQB TEST PROGRAM FOR ONE CALL

TRANSMITTER OPERATIONS: logarithm part of adaption

exponent part of adaption

quantiser with new stepsize

RECEIVER OPERATIONS: logarithm part of adaption

exponent part of adapt ion

dequantiser with new stepsize

Such a channel which is implemented is deplcted in fig. 8.2.

transmitter receiver

in quantisation coded ihformation ~ dequantiser
1 1/ dl dl

adaption adapt ion

exponent part exponent part
1----- - -- --------
logarithm part logarithm part

r

out

Fig. 8.2: A single-channel PCMAQB coder and decoder in the

test environment.

From the figure we see that in the "logarithm parts" of the two

adaption blocks the same numbers are processed for one call. This
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means in the testprogram this block needs to be executed only

once when one sample is processed. So the logarithm part of the

adapt ion in the receiver is omitted in this program.

With the Basic program "CALCVOCO.BAS" (See appendix C) tl1e code

lines for the exponent tables in the DSP program were generated.

For the different operations mentioned in table 8.1 subroutines

were implemented.

The program accepts a variable, called STATE, which indicates the

channel number to be processed, and it contains a variable called

STRAT, which indicates the voicing strategy (0, lor 2 for resp.

"voiced", "intermediate" or "unvoiced" decision). With these two

variables the number of bits to which must be quantised, is de

noted by the program.

The program is explained further in the comment in the source

file and furthermore in the flowdiagram. See appendix C.

The file "PCMAQB.SRC" can be found on disk: COMM JB2 •

After the implementing of the program, testing is done.

The sampling rate in the signal processor program is set to 8

kHz. Speech of a Dutch actor was played from a tape recorder was

applied to the input of the system after analog prefiltering. The

v 0 i c i ng s t rat e g y iss e t tot he" v 0 ice d" dec i s ion, sue h t hat for

the selected channel a (lowest subband) is coded into 4 bits.

In the test the reproduced speech on the output of a decoder is

compared with the original sound from the Revox tape recorder by

listening to the original and the reproduced version. Apparent

here is that the produced speech contains some additional

"clicks". These happen when the input amplitudes rapidly decrease

from a high level to "silence"-level, e.g. when the speaker takes

a short pause after having uttered a sentence. Besides this the

produced speech is comparable to the speech produced when the

"original" sound is just low-pass filtered to 0-3200 Hz. The

"clicks" proved to be avoided by a change in numbers in the

logarithm-table which determine the minimal stepsizes in each

coder. The "clicks" result from mis-adaption to the amplitude

variations of the input signals. In fact, in the adaption algo

rithm adding of the minimal stepsizes to the actual stepsize

always happens. This is a less desirable operation if the power

of the input signal rapidly decreases. The coders seem not to

loose quality when the minimal stepsize is made smaller.
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Evidently no "clicks" appear when the volume rapidly increases.

The values in the logarithm tables for increasing the stepsizes

are quite correct for this application.

Testing is continued by selecting a channel which is coded into 3

bits for the voicing strategy. The same type of tests as

previously described, were applied. Apparently in this way of

coding the output signal more often is distorted in audible

"clipping". In the coder is quantised with the current stepsize.

When this is too small compared to the input amplitude, the

quantiser will saturate the coded results to either a maximum

positive or a maximum negative number in the n-bit representation

of the code. This clipping can be reduced by enlarging the

numbers in the logarithm table which denote the rate of increa

sing of stepsize. The disadvantage is that the introduction of

distortion during equal-amplitude level input signals is somewhat

enlarged.

With 2-bit coding, problems are greater when we apply the fil

tered speech to the input. In this test the previously described

effects make the quality poor. However, the 2-bit coding

eventually will only be used for the coding of subbands which

(momentarily) have a low contribution to the perceptual quality

of the total speech signal to be reproduced.

From the tested program two new programs are made: one which does

the PCMAQB coding for the transmitter algorithm, called

"PCMTKAN.SRC" and one for the receiver operations, called

"PCMREC.SRC" (Disk: COMM JB2). These programs are made by omit

ting the undesired parts of the PCMAQB test-program. See appendix

C for the programs with comment.

8.4 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE (DE)CODEkS

Implemented is a six-channel PCMAQB coder together with the

inverse version. It is proven that each channel can implement the

coding and inverse coding of a volume-varying input signal like

human speech. Proper working is tested. Later these functional

blocks might be implemented in the transmitter and receiver

algorithm for Sub Band Coding.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

What has been implemented and tested in a digital signal proces

sor, are several functional blocks forming part of the coder and

decoder of the Sub ~and Coding algorithm.

These blocks are:

-an 18-th order IIR bandfilter which can perform prefilte

ring in the coder or serve as a postfilter in the decoder

-a 12-tap QMF filter and its inverse version filter. These

were cascaded to test proper performance with respect of

filtering in subbands, i.e. proper interpolation of

subbands into baseband in the inverse filtering tree to

reconstruct the original speech signal.

-six-channel PCMAQB coders and decoders, combined in one

test program.

Two separate programs are made from this, one containing

the PCMAQB coders and one containing the decoders. The

separate coder program can be called just to automatically

encode the subband being processed in the QMF filter tree.

The same holds for the decoder program.

Also already implemented are:

-a QMF filtertree (6 channel). See appendix B for amplitude

characteristics

-a testprogram with a QMF tree and an inverse QMF tree. See

appendix B-22 for an amplitude characteristic of this test

block

-a testprogram with: a QMF tree, a six channel PCMAQB coder,

a six channel PCMAQB decoder and an inverse QMF filtertree.

-a program containing the QMF filtertree together with the

six channel PCMAQB coder forming part of the coder

algorithm

-a program containing the six channel PCMAQB decoder with

a seven channel inverse QMF filter tree forming part of the

decoder algorithm.

These blocks can be implemented in the type of Sub Band Coder and

Oecoder algorithms as proposed earlier.
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The multiplexer and demultiplexer are already implemented and

tested by P.J.J. Chitamu.

In the cooperative work with him the QMF filtertree and the

inverse filtertree resulted.

the digitalfor postfiltering

D/A converter

low pass filter-an ana]og

output

-an integrated circuit with an audio amplifier; a loudspeaker

-a power supply with +5, +12 and -12 V outputs

It ('an be seen that the number of parts in the deeoder of the SBC

will be minimal.

In implementing the total system of SBC it must be remembered

that the decoder design is very cost sensitive because many of

them will be necessary.

The decoder will consist of the following parts:

-a TMS 32010 digital signal processor with burnt-in program

from factory

-an AU 565 A

For future work on the TMS 32010 DSP it is advised to use also a

eompiler, resident in an IBM PC. This enables the user to develop

high-Ievel-language programs, whieh will result in a relatively

short development time for digital signal processor programs. A

restriction for the compiler is that it must produce efficient

program codes, as for real-time processing is necessary.

A compiler together with the development system will form a more

powerful development environment for the digital signal

processor.
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APPENDIX B:

Ihe (J/ff/
U1 uerse ~ 11 F
~,~,

OUT MODE, a tAl B rna de programm,
OUT CLOCK,l{sampling rate

= 16 kHz}
OUT XIN,3 [program AlB-see

first note in
AlB book'

{clean state vars of IIR
fil~er-avold limit cycle~

ZAC laccu-ol
LARK 0,27 fRO contains

number to clean)
LARK 1, D9NM2 f highest

address to clean

1 AR pointer = 1
SACL .-,0,0
t store a in:
• : indirect address AR 1

ARl=AR1-1
a : shift=O
a : AR pointer=O

t---......E-----, 675a

filterprogram

B-1
IIR - QMF - INVQMF

5900
TB R .-,1
tactual copying:
• : indirect (AR 0)

: decrement AR a
1 : new AR pointed t~

FLOWDIAGRAl1

INITIALISATIONS

1{) 0
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continuation FLOWDIAGRAM IIR - QMF - INVQMF filterprogram

n= comment
<>- action taking place, des-

Mainprogram

cribed in words'A IwA ·rfiw.vl {handle according state
I 1\ variable STATE}

LAC STATE
J.

AND ONE {only bit o intact,]
rest = 01

.I

<>0 BNZ WAlTEVl
J,

WAIT l1ccu"?l JC STATE
J,

AND ONEI
u-

=0 l--..fBZ WAITl
J.

fan ODD cycle of STATE has come}
f it was modified in interrupt
routin p "\-

iTst:rt test bit 1 of STATE:I
low or hil!h OMF fil tel"l=ll

J. -662.L .
LAC ONE,l Ishift=l ~ accu.lx2~1.21

AND STATE {test bit 1 of STATEn
JJ,

BNZ HIGH-I K.start INVQMF, low side)J..
~ouble buffer, both sidesffrom here low QMF and low f INVOMF~NVQMF branch}

accu) .L
~oad ou~put IR filter to f<perform input to FIR filter

l as result of double buffer)<Store in double bUffer)1 O?IR fi~ter low of the INVQMl
J,. J.<perform double buffering both si~esJl \ a NOP instruction to be
J,

side)
substituted with an OUT

~~orm output low instruction for testin~~
.II <-FIR filter low of the QMF)I

L
B WAITEV J go to waiting looPII to wa;lt for interrupt IIR i
fil ter



B-3
continuation FLOWDIAGRAM IIR - ~MF - INVQMF filterprogram

continuation Mainprogram

IHIGH~I<load output of IIR filter
and store to input of FIR
fil ter)

<perform high output of QMF)j
.v
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continua tion FLOWDIAGRAH II R - QMF - INVQMF fil terprogram

Interrupt routine (IIR filter)
_--",8~O=40__--:- ....,-,

IINTRo~ve status of TMS 320lQ> ,
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20

13-12
Jde:~HVA RL.SR,.C

UNL

21 AROO EQU 0 * DECLARATIONS DATA MEMORY - MISC. *
22 AROl EQU 1

23 ACH EQU 2

24 ACL EQU 3

25 STATU EQU 4

26 BUF EQU 5

27 RES EQU 6

28 ONE EQU 7

29 XIN EQU 8

30 YCIH2 EQU 9 * NO DOUBLE BUFFER HIGH *
31 YCIL1 EQU 10

32 YCIL2 EQU 11

33 oCIH EQU 12

34 YC5H2 EQU 13

35 oCIL EQU 14

36 YC5L EQU 15

37 OC5 EQU 16

38 OLIN EQU 17

39 *************************************
40 DIN EQU 18 * VARS OF IIR FILTER *
41 DINMl EQU 19

42 DINM2 EQU 20

43 D2N EQU 21

44 D2NMl EQU 22

45 D2NM2 EQU 23

46 D3N EQU 24

47 D3NMl EQU 25

48 D3NM2 EQU 26

49 D4N EQU 27

50 D4NMl EQU 28

51 D4NM2 EQU 29

52 D5N EQU 30

53 D5NMl EQU 31

54 D5NM2 EQU 32

55 D6N EQU 33
56 D6NMl EQU 34

57 D6NM2 EQU 35

58 D7N EQU 36

59 D7NMl EQU 37

60 D7NM2 EQU 38

61 D8N EQU 39

62 D8NMl EQU 40

63 D8NM2 EQU 41

64 D9N EQU 42
65 D9NMl EQU 43
66 D9NM2 EQLJ 44



*************************************
XC1LO EQU 72 * VARS OF QMF'S *
XC1L1 EQU 73

XC1L2 EQU 74

XC1L3 EQU 75

XC1L4 EQU 76

XC1L5 EQU 77

2 XC1HO EQU 78

XC1Hl EQU 79

XC1H2 EQU 80

XC1H3 EQU 81

XC1H4 EQU 82

XC1H5 EQU 83

XC5LO EQU 84

XC5Ll EQU 85

XC5L2 EQU 86

XC5L3 EQU 87

XC5L4 EQU 88

XC5L5 EQU 89

XC5HO EQU 90

XC5Hl EQU 91

XC5H2 EQU 92

XC5H3 EQU 93

XC5H4 EQU 94

XC5H5 EQU 95

*************************************
All EQU 96 * COEFF OF IIR FILTER *
A21 EQU 97

A12 EQU 98

A22 EQU 99

A13 EQU 100

A23 EQU 101

A14 EQU 102

A24 EQU 103

A15 EQU 104

A25 EQU 105

A16 EQU 106

A26 EQU 107

A17 EQU 108

A27 EQU 109

A18 EQU 110

A28 EQU 111

A19 EQU 112

A29 EQU 113

*************************************
HCO EQU 114 * COEFF OF QMF'S *
HCl EQU 115

HC2 EQU 116

HC3 EQU 117



145 HC5 EQU 11'1

146 *************************************
147 MYMIN EQU 120

148 MYPLUS EQU 121

149 CLOCK EQU 122

150 MODE EQU 123

151 STATE EQU 124

152 MINUS EQU 125

03000 * INITIALISATIONS FOR QMINQM PROGRAM

p-1tr

03100 AORG 0

03200 B START * RESET VECTOR *
03250 B INTRO * INTERRUPT VECTOR *
03300 * COEFFICIENTS ARE INITIALLY STORED IN

03400 * PROGRAM MEMORY:

3401 CAll DATA 8587

3402 CA21 DATA -22256

* CLOCK RATE = 16 KHZ *
* MODE FOR ANALOG INTERFACE BOARD *
* STARTING VALUE OF STATUS = COUNTER *
* FOR TESTING PURPOSES IN PROGRAM *

* II -1 II *
* " +1 II *

DATA 19726

DATA -24462

DATA 29871

DATA -23952

DATA 27143

DATA -28738

DATA 30211

DATA -30972

DATA 20534

DATA -27170

DATA 32139

DATA -32540

DATA 31486

DATA -31977

DATA 15647

DATA -30824

CHCO DATA -125

CHC1 DATA 618

CHC2 DATA -89

CHC3 DATA -2775

CHC4 DATA 2899

CHC5 DATA 15872

DMYMIN DATA -32767

3418 CA29

3419 *************************************
3420

3421

3422

3423

3426

3427 DMYPLU DATA 32767

3428 SMP DATA 312

3429 MD DATA 10

3430 STT DATA 0

3431 CMINUS DATA >FFFF

05000 START DINT

05010 LDPK 0

3424

3425

3403 CA12

e 3404 CA22

3405 CA13

3406 CA~3

3407 CA14

3408 CA24

3409 CA15

3410 CA25

3411 CA16

3412 CA26

3413 CA17

3414 CA27

3415 CA18

3416 CA28

3417 CA19

05100

05200

LACf< 1

Sf':lCL ONE
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OUT MODE,O * PROGRAM ANALOG INTERF BOARD *

OUT CLOCK,l * SET CLOCK RATE OF IT *

OUT XIN,3 *ADDRESS PORT 3 ONE TIME-SEE FIRST NOTE *

ANALOG INTERF BOOK *

00

:)0

98

:)0 LOAD

:)0

00

:)0

ell) *
00

00

)2

04 * IN

)0 *

LARk I), MINUS

LARK 1.29

LACK CMINUS

LARP °
TBLR *-,1

SUB ONE

BANZ LOAD

* ADDR TO COPY TO *
* NUMBER TO COPY *

* ADDR TO COPY FROM *

* COpy DATA TO DATA RAM *

* IF ARl NOT ZERO THEN GOTO LOAD *

)0 *CLEAN THE IIR AND INV I IR FILTER STATE VARS (AVOID LIMIT CYCL> *

)0 ZAC

10 LARK 0.27 * NUMBER OF VARS TO CLEAN *
20 LARf< l,D9NM2 * (HIGHEST ADDR TO CLEAN) *
:;0 CLEAN LARP

~O SACL *-,0,0 * CLEANING; SHIFT=O; NEW AR = ARO *
50 BANZ CLEAN * IF ARC> = NON ZERO, GOTO CLEAN *
,0 *
,5 EINT * ENABLE INTERRUPTS

~7 WAITEV LAC STATE

,8 AND ONE

,9
71 WAIT

31

7'1

BNZ WAITEV

LAC STATE

AND ONE

BZ WAIT

* ODD CYCLE OF IIR MUST HAVE PASSED *

*TEST BIT 0 FOR CONTROL OF WAIT

1 THEN HIGH QMF ELSE LOW QMF *

)1 *NOW STATE, BIT 0 = l;ODD CYCLE OF IIR IN INTERRUPT JUST PASSED' *

II *NOW TEST BIT 1: LOW OR HIGH FILTERS

21 LAC ONE.l

:'1 AND STATE

H BNZ HIGH * IF BIT 1

51 *LOW QMF

,1
71

LAC BUF

SACL XC1LO

73 * DOUBLE BUFFER BOTH SIDES *

76 LAC YC1L1 * YC1L2 == YC1Ll

78 SACL YC1L2

31 *PERFORM OUTPUT LOW

1 LAC YC1H2
)1 ADD YC1L2

1 SACL OC1L

1 *FILTER: QMF LOW *
1 ZAC

1 LT XC1L5

1 MPY HCO

LTD XC1L4

MPY HC2

DOUBLE BUFFER *



LTD XC1L3

MPY HC4 13-/£
LTD XC1L2

MPY HC5

LTD XC1L1

MPY HC3

LTD XC1LO

MPY HC1

APAC

SACH YC1L1,1

NoP

*QMF LOW DONE

*

07011

07021

07031

07041

07051

07061

07071

07081

07091

07092

07101

07111

07121 *NoW INV QMF-LoW

07131 *ACTIoNS:

07136 *oUTPUT INV-QMF (OC5)

07141 *DoUBLE BUFFER,LoW BOTH SIDES

07151 *FIR FILTER

*oUT OF FILTER C5

LTD XC5L4

MPY HC3

LTD XC5L3

MPY HC5

LTD XC5L2

MPY HC4

LTD XC5L1

MPY HC2

LTD XC5LO

MPY HCO

APAC

BACH OC5,1

NoP

07351

07361

07371

07375

07341

07321

07331

07152 *

07153 *BUFFERING LOW *

07154 DMoV oC1L * YC5L == oC1L *

07155 *BUFFERING AT OTHER SIDE *

07156 DMoV oC1H * YC5H2 == oC1H *

07161 *SToRE IN OC5 *

07171 LAC YC5L

07181 SUB YC5H2

07191 SACL XC5LO

07221 *FIR FILTER, INV QMF LOW

07231 ZAC

07241 LT XC5L5

07251 MPY HC1

07261

07271

07281

07291

07301

07311

07411 B WAITEV * LOW PARTS QMF AND INV QMF DONE *

07413 **************************************************
07421 HIGH LAC BUF

07431 SACL XC1HO

07441 *PERFoRM OUTPUT HIGH

07451 LAC YC1H2



61 SUB YC1L2

71 SACL OC1H B- (t-
81 *NO DOUBLE BUFFER

91 *FILTER

01 ZAC
,11 LT XC1H5

21 MPY HCl

,31 LTD XC1H4

41 MPY HC3

51 LTD XC1H3

61 MPY HCS

71 LTD XC1H2

81 MPY HC4

91 LTD XC1Hl

01 MPY HC2

11 LTD XC1HO

21 MPY HCO

31 APAC

41 SACH YC1H2,1

46 NOP

51 * QMF HIGH DONE

61 * NOW INV QMF-HIGH

71 *BUFFER

81 LAC YC5H2

91 ADD YC5L

01 SACL XC5HO

11 *INITIALISED VAR FOR FIR FILTER

21 *NO FURTHER D B ACTIONS

31 *FIR FILTER

41 ZAC

51 LT XCSH5

61 MPY HCO

71 LTD XC5H4

81 MPY HC2

91 LTD XC5H3

01 MPY HC4

11 LTD XC5H2

21 MPY HC5

31 LTD XC5Hl

41 MPY HC3

LTD XC5HO

MPY HC1

APAC

SACH OCS,l

NOP

1 *THIS IS INPUT FOR LINEAR INTERPOLATOR

*IN 16 KHZ INTERRUPT ROUTINE

1 B WAITEV * QMF AND INVQMF HIGH DONE *

*
*INTERRUPT ROUTINE



07950 * ACT IONS: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

07960 * SAVE STATUS OF TMS 320

07970 * STATE UPDATE

07980 * LINEAR INTERPOLATION

07990 * oUTPUT-IIR FILTER AND OUTPUT

08000 * INPUT AND INPUT-IIR FILTER INVIIR)

08010 * LOAD STATUS OF TMS 320

08020 * RETURN

08030 *

08040 *SAVE STATUS

08050 INTRo SST STATU *STATUS

08060 LDPK 1

08070 SACH ACH

08080 SACL ACL

08090 SAR O,AROO

08100 SAR 1,AROl

08110 LDPK 0

08270 *STATE UPDATE

08280 LAC STATE

08290 ADD ONE

08300 SACL STATE

08310 LAC oNE,2

08320 XoR MINUS *BIT 2 o
08330 AND STATE

08340 SACL STATE *BIT2 CLEAR STATE UPDATED

08350 *LINEAR INTERPOLATION

08360 *TEST STATE (ODD OR EVEN)

08370 LAC STATE

08380 AND ONE

08390 BNZ oDINT

08400 DMoV OC5 *oLIN OC5

08410

08415

08420

LAC OLIN

ADD OLIN * RESULT X 2

B IIRoU

08430 oDINT LAC oC5 *OC5 WAS FILLED BY INV QMF (L OR H)

08440 ADD OLIN

08450 *INV IIR FILTER

08460 IIRoU SACL BUF * ACC X 2 A 15 *

~ 08470 OUT BUF,2

9045 IIR IN XIN.2

9047 LAC XIN,10

9050 * IIR FILTER

9180 * SECTION 1

9181 LT DINMI

9182 MPY All

9183 ADD DINMl,15

9184 LTA DINM2

9185 MPY A21

9186 AF'AC

9187 SACH DtN.l



3 1"1PY MYMIN

9 lAC 13-01
) DMOV D1NMl

1 LTD D1N

2 MPY MY PLUS

3 APAC

~ SACH BUF.l

5 LAC BUF.13

!> * SECTION 2

7 LT D2NMl

3 MPY A12

9 ADD D2NM1.15
) LTA D2NM2

1 MPY A22

2 APAC

3 SACH D2N,1

~ MPY MYMIN

5 lAC

!> DMOV D2NMl

7 LTD D2N

3 MPY MY PLUS

9 APAC

) SACH BUF.l

LAC BUF,13

2 * SECTION 3

:5 LT D3NMl

~ MPY A13

!> LTA D3NM2

7 MPY A23

3 APAC

9 SACH D3N,1
:) MPY MYMIN

1 lAC

2 DMOV D3NMl

3 LTD D3N

4 MPY MYPLUS

5 APAC

6 SACH BUF.l

7 LAC BUF.12

~ * SECTION 4

LT D4NMl

MPY A14

ADD D4NM1,15

LTA D4NM2

MPY A24

APAC

SACH D4N,1

MPY MYMIN

lAC
nl··Wllj n4NM1



9239 LTD D4N
B-Zo

9240 MPY MYPLUS

9241 APAC

9242 SACH BUF,1

9243 LAC BUF,13

9244 * SECTION 5

9245 LT D5NM1

9246 MPY A15

9247 ADD D5NM1,15

9248 LTA D5NM2

9249 MPY A25

9250 APAC

9251 SACH D5N,1

9252 MPY MYMIN

9253 ZAC

9254 DMOV D5NM1

9255 LTD D5N

9256 MPY MYPLUS

9257 APAC

9258 SACH BUF,1

9259 LAC BUF,14

9260 * SECTION 6

9261 LT D6NM1

9262 MPY A16

9264 LTA D6NM2

9265 MPY A26

9266 APAC

9267 SACH D6N,1

9268 MPY MYMIN

9269 ZAC

9270 DMOV D6NM1

9271 LTD D6N

9272 MPY MYPLUS

9273 APAC

9274 SACH BUF,1

9275 LAC BUF,14

9276 * SECTION 7

9277 LT D7NM1

9278 MPY A17

9279 ADD D7NM1,15

9280 LTA D7NM2

9281 MPY A27

9282 APAC

9283 SACH D7N,1

9284 MPY MYMIN

9285 ZAC

9286 DMOV D7NM1

9287 LTD D7N

e 9288 1'1PY t1YPLUS
r\ .....,i-j/··) p,,?t:C-



I)

2 *
3

4

5

6

7

B

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3 *
9

)

2

3

<l

:;

6

7

3

9

:>

2
.,.
-'
:>
:)

:)0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

FO

SACH BUF,l

LAC BUF,10

SECTION B

LT DBNMl

MPY AlB

ADD DBNM1,15

LTA DBNM2

MPY A28

APAC

SACH DBN.1

MPY MYMIN

ZAC

DMOV DBNM1

LTD DBN

MPY MYPLUS

APAC

SACH BUF.4

LAC BUF.15

SECTION 9

LT D9NM1

MPY A19

LTA D9NM2

MPY A29

APAC

SACH D9N.l

MPY MYMIN

ZAC

DMOV D9NMl

LTD D9N

1'1PY MYPLUS

AF'AC

NOP

NOP

SACH BUF.4 *OUT OF IIR FILTER

NOP

*LOAD STATE OF TMS 320: RESTORE FOR MAIN ROUTINE

LDPK 1 * SET DATA PAGE POINTER *

LAR O.AROO * RESTORE REGISTERS *

LAR 1.AROl

ZALH ACH

ADDS ACL

LST STATU * RESTORE STATUS OF PROCESSOR *

EINT * ENABLE INTERRUPTS *
RET * RETURN FROM INTERRUPT ROUTINE

13-< I
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FLOWDIAGRAM OF MlIN PROGRAM: PCMAQB CODER-DECODER
program: PCMAQB.SRC

APPENDIX

transmitter

C- I

{load base of ne~a
r;:;-.....",,.-.~~.:r-,.,, tive-exponent-tablet

fstore in EXPBAS USED
~~--~~~~y exponent routine as

base of current table, }
r-;:;-~;--:;~~~ to deliver then (l/dl)
~-.------~[exponentpart of adap

tion}
{start quantisation of
transmitter. Load T reg.
with output of exp.ada.
l/dl}

[product reg. to accu}

, {quantisation by storage
'-----.- ......:.....J higher part accu3

fadaption will try to
L-.-~~~~ quantise to n-bit (2,3,4)

elsehow now saturation
does its work in the cal11

fload base of positive-exponent
table}

{store in EXPBAS (used by exponent
L-,-- ---l routine to deliver dl from postive

exponent table1
{after call CALCl contains dl=
stepsize}

{no logarithm part of adaption}
{base of code-table containing

quantiser resu~ts of 6 channels}
lRes=subband nr.-channel nrJ-

{Table read from program memory to CALC2}
~oad in accu multiplied by 2~
{shift so 11
{add 0.5 x stepsize ~,see paragr. 3.31

~~r<~~~ {now code in receiver restored to signal
of input of "dequantiser"]

WAIT:

NXTPT:



C- 2.

continuation of:
FLOWDIAGRAM OF MAIN PROGRAM: PCMAQB CODER-DECODER

previous
page

~dl) dequantise; stepsize taken into
account)

"'"--,r--_~,...,...-'~rto output port: dequantised sample.
(8 kHz outputn

{go to waiting tor the next input sample}

previous
page



C-3

FLOWDIAGRAM OF LOGARITH~ PART OF ADA}TION-PROGRAM: PCMAQB
CODER-DECODER

{base of table with previous results of
d(n-l) for every channel}

{NBIT contains nr. of bits to quantise t~

{base of table with p~ vious coded resul~

d table}

"'""""''''T'''''''';;;'='-'-'' [d (n ) to prog.
mem.}

treturn to
main prS.}

poiD~f calculation addr. for entry
table1
it \6}

output log. table: M(I l(n-l)l )

{d (n-l)}

{load accu with nr. of bits to quantise to1

{start calculate entry of logtable]

{resul t summ. point)

STATE 15 [STATE contains~channel nrJ

[now RES contains channel nrJ

{base of strategy table = table with info:
number of bits to quantise in}

{start calculation of entry point}

{base
log.

L=r=-=.;m;;~fNBI T

[M is

l.--~---roTr'7~1start summation point}

[base of table with (l-~). de for
every channel -- see program "CALCVOCO.BAS"

LOGADA:



C-i.{

FLOWDIAGRAM OF EXPONENT PART OF ADAPTION. PROGRAM: PCMAQB CODER.DECODER
8000

entry to highest one}

saturation needed? «64)1

{read from table EXP(-x) or EXP(+X)}

tReturn to main program}

{load accu with base of current table}GOONEX: ~T=-~~;;;.;;;.J

EXPADA: :LAC CALCl .. ,' {calculate address of entry for
exponent table. CALCl contains
result of summation point in
log. part of adaption)

{address = BASE+integer[(CALCl-XO)a(l/QcD
with XO = lowest possible entry

l/QC = +72 }



C-s-

'LOWDIAGRA.I OF SATURATION PART OF gUANTISER. PROGRAM: PCMAQB CODER-DECODEK

SATQUA:

y

y

{load base of strategy table
fetch number of bits to quantise/
saturate to1

{channel nr.~

[fetch saturation level~

{sat. level}

~start compare code-result with sat. leve~

fsaturate positive level)

{produce neg. sat. level}

[-sat. level}

{compare with quantiser result)

{saturate negative level}

l no saturation needed1

[load positive sat. level}

[make neg. sat. level~

{store total result in CALCl)

{write away result in code table for 6
channels}

lresult in program memory~

fReturn to main program~



b-~ PC Ii c~JVz
~ kaxJu

c.-I,

PC 11 A(J P. 3lZ c
40 UNL

46 ******************************************************************

>-

50 ***********
52 ***********

PCMAQB -- INVERSE PCMAQB CODERS *************
*************

140 CALC2

150 RES

160 NBIT

170 XIN

180 GAMMA

190 XO

54 * IMPLEMENTED 6 CHANNELS. *************
58 * CLOCK RATE OF SYSTEM: 16 KHZ *************
62 * QUANTISATION WITH 2, 3 OR 4 BITS *************
80 ******************************************************************
84 *
99 * DATA MEMORY DEFINITIONS *

100 STRAT EQU 0 * CONTAINS 0,1 OR 2: VOICED, INTERM. OR UNVOICED *

110 EXPBAS EQU 1 * CONTAINS BASE OF EXPTABLE TO PROCESS *

120 M EQU 2 * CONTAINS OUTPUT OF LOG TABLE *

130 CALCI EQU 3 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *

EQU 4 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *

EQU 5 * CONTAINS STATE/2 = CHANNEL TO PROCESS *

EQU 6 * CONTAINS NR. OF BITS TO QUANTISE TO *

EQU 7 * CONTAINS INPUT OF SYSTEM *

EQU 8

EQU 9 * CONTAINS LOWEST POSSIBLE INPUT VALUE OF EXP. TABLE*

200 STATE EQU 10 * CONTAINS INFO ABOUT CHANNEL NR. *

210 INVQC EQU 11 * l/QC *
220 ONE EQU 12 * 1 *

230 MINUS EQU 13 * >FFFF *
240 CLOCK EQU 14 * DETERMINES CLOCK FREQ. OF SYSTEM, 16 KHZ *

250 MODE EQU 15 * SAMPLE DELAY MODE - SEE ANALOG INTERFACE BOOK *

400 *****************************************************************
900

910

920 *
990 * TABLES

993

994 ONMGDC

995 ONI

996 ON2

996 ON3

997 ON4

998 ON5

999 *

AORG 0

B START * RESET VECTOR *

IN PROGRAM MEMORY *

AORG 8 * START HERE BECAUSE

DATA -296 * (l-GAMMAl*DC

DATA -288

DATA -294

DATA -302

DATA -308

DATA -314

LOWER ADDR FOR 1/0 RESERVED *

FOR 6 CHANNELS *

1000 DELPC

1001 DEI

1002 DE2

1003 DE3
1004 DE4

1005 DE5

1006 *
1 f-"-'f STR,~~

DATA -29600 * INITIAL D(Nl

DATA -28800 * OF ADAPTION

DATA -29400

DATA -30200

DATA -30800

DATA -31400

FOR 6 CHANNELS; STATE VAR *
DC IS CHOSEN *



DATA 2284 * LOGTABLE; CASE 2 BIT *DATA -587

DATA -587

DATA 2284

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 1443 * CASE 3 BIT *
DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA -578

DATA -578

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 1443

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

" "-01 11,1 n ...•

18 STOl
19 ST02

0 ST03

1 ST04

2 ST05

3 ST06

4 ST07

'15 ST10

6 STll

7 ST12

8 ST13

9 ST14

:0 ST15

1 ST16
,., ST17,....
3 ST20

:4 ST21

5 ST22

6 ST23

7 ST24

8 ST25

9 ST26

0 ST27

1 *
2 LOGTAB

3 L021

4 L022

5 L023

6 Dl

7 D2

8 D3

9 D4

0 D5

1 D6

2 D7

3 D8

4 D9
c- Dl0....J

4 L030

5 L031

6 L032

7 L033

8 L034

9 L035
(I L036

1 L037
., Dll

D12

D13

DATA 4

DATA 3

DATA 2

DATA 2

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA I)

DATA 4

DATA 3

DATA 2

DATA 2

DATA 2

DATA 2

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 2

DATA 3

DATA 3

DATA 3

DATA 2

DATA 2

DATA 0

DATA I)

"" , ....... .1. I ''-11\ ~V~I\I <t.J11",r-.Il-WI r-111olJ.J '""""I''''I'l''I'--L-~ utl.,,.,1

* STRAT I) = VOICED

* STRATEGY 1 INTERMEDIATE *

* STRATEGY 2 UNVOICED *

* c.-r



VAIA 0

DATA 3115 * CASE 4 BIT *
DATA 2466

DATA 1672

DATA 649

DATA -375

DATA -375

DATA -375

DATA -375

DATA -375

DATA -375

DATA -375

DATA -375

DATA 649

DATA 1672

DATA 2466

DATA 3115

1094 CXO DATA -31352

1095 CSTATE DATA 0

1096 CINVQC DATA 72

1097 CONE DATA 1

1098 CMINUS DATA >FFFF

1099 SMP DATA 312

1100 MD DATA 10

1101 * DATA

1102 * DATA

1103 * DATA

1104 * DATA

1105 * DATA

1106 * DATA

1107 * DATA

1108 * DATA

1109 * DATA

1110 * DATA
1111 * DATA
1829 * POSITIVE EXPONENT

J.U=-=- Cf14

1056 L040

1057 L041

1058 L042

1059 L043

1060 L044

1069 L045

1070 L046

1071 L047

1072 L048

1073 L049

1074 L0410

1075 L0411

1076 L0412

1077 L0413

1078 L0414

1079 L0415

1080 *
1081 CODa

1082 CODl

1083 COD2

1084 COD3

1085 COD4

1086 COD5

1087 *
1088 *
1089 SATl

e 1090 SAT2

1091 SAT3

1092 *
1093 CGAMMA

DATA I)

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA 0

DATA (>

DATA (>

DATA 1

DATA ::;.

DATA 7

DATA 32440

c- 8'

* STORAGE TABLE FOR 6 CHANNELS CODE WORDS *
* OF QUANTISER *

* SATURATE LEVELS FOR QUANT. FOR 2~3~4 BIT *

* 0.99 = GAMMA *
* LOWEST VALUE OF D BEFORE INPUT EXP TABLE *
* INITIAL VALUE OF STATE *
* lIQC *
* ONE *

* 16 KHZ *

TABLE *



:0 CPXPO DATA 34

;1 CPXPl DATA 37 C-J
.,.., CPXP2 DATA 41...::.

..." CPXP3 DATA 45~ ...)

:4 CPXP4 DATA 50
.~ CPXP5 DATA 55.~

:6 CPXP6 DATA 61

:7 CPXP7 DATA 67

:8 CPXP8 DATA 73

:9 CPXP9 DATA 81
,0 CPXP10 DATA 89
,1 CPXPll DATA 98
,2 CPXP12 DATA 108

·3 CPXP13 DATA 119

4 CPXP14 DATA 131
,5 CPXP15 DATA 144

6 CPXP16 DATA 159

7 CPXP17 DATA 175

8 CPXP18 DATA 193

9 CPXP19 DATA 213

0 CPXP20 DATA 234

1 CPXP21 DATA 258
,... CPXP22 DATA 284..::.

3 CPXP23 DATA 313

4 CPXP24 DATA 345

5 CPXP25 DATA 379

6 CPXP26 DATA 418

7 CPXP27 DATA 460

8 CPXP28 DATA 507

9 CPXP29 DATA 558

0 CPXP30 DATA 615

1 CPXP31 DATA 677

62 CPXP32 DATA 746

3 CPXP33 DATA 8":''':'--
4 CPXP34 DATA 905

5 CPXP35 DATA 997

6 CPXP36 DATA 1098

7 CPXP37 DATA 1209

8 CPXP38 DATA 1332

9 CPXP39 DATA 1467
I

0 CPXP40 DATA 1615

1 CPXP41 DATA 1779

CPXP42 DATA 1960

CPXP43 DATA 2158

CPXP44 DATA 2377

CPXP45 DATA 2618

CPXP46 DATA 2883

CPXP47 DATA 3176

CPXP48 DATA 3498

CPXP49 DATA 3852



1880 CPXP50 DATA 4243

1881 CPXP51 DATA 4673 ('-/0
1882 CPXP52 DATA 5147

1883 CPXP53 DATA 5669

1884 CPXP54 DATA 6244

1885 CPXP55 DATA 6877

1886 CPXP56 DATA 7574

1887 CPXP57 DATA 8342

1888 CPXP58 DATA 9188

1889 CPXP59 DATA 10119

1890 CPXP60 DATA 11145

1891 CPXP61 DATA 12275

1892 CPXP62 DATA 13519

1893 CPXP63 DATA 14890

1895 * NEGATI\jE EXPONENT TABLE *
1900 CEXPO DATA 14839

1901 CEXPl DATA 13473

1902 CEXP2 DATA 12233

1903 CEXP3 DATA 11107

1904 CEXP4 DATA 10084

1905 CEXP5 DATA 9156

1906 CEXP6 DATA 8313

1907 CEXP7 DATA 7548

1908 CEXP8 DATA 6853

1909 CEXP9 DATA 6222

1910 CEXPI0 DATA 5649

1911 CEXP 11 DATA 5129

1912 CEXP12 DATA 4657

1913 CEXP13 DATA 4229

1914 CEXF'14 DATA 3839

1915 CEXP15 DATA 3486

1916 CEXP16 DATA 3165

1917 CEXP17 DATA 2874

1918 CEXP18 DATA 2609

1919 CEXP19 DATA 2369

1920 CEXP20 DATA 2151

1921 CEXP21 DATA 1953

e 1922 CEXP22 DATA 1773

1923 CEXP23 DATA 1610

1924 CEXP24 DATA 1462

1925 CEXP25 DATA 1327

1926 CEXP26 DATA 1205

1927 CEXP27 DATA 1094

1928 CEXP28 DATA 993

1929 CEXP29 DATA 902

1930 CEXP30 DATA 819

1931 CEXP31 DATA 743

1932 CEXP32 DATA 675

1933 CEXP33 DATA 613

1934 CEXF'34 DATA 556



0::- CEXP35 DATA 505
C-II

'...J

;6 CEXP36 DATA 459

:7 CEXP37 DATA 417

;8 CEXP38 DATA 378

:9 CEXP39 DATA .343

·0 CEXP41) DATA 312

·1 CEXP41 DATA 283

·2 CEXP42 DATA 257

3 CEXP43 DATA 233

-4 CEXP44 DATA 212

5 CEXP45 DATA 192

·6 CEXP46 DATA 175

7 CEXP47 DATA 159

8 CEXP48 DATA 144

9 CEXP49 DATA 131

iO CEXP50 DATA 119

1 CEXP51 DATA 108

i2 CEXP52 DATA 98
..,

CEXP5~. DATA 89._'

,4 CEXP54 DATA 81
0::- CEXP55 DATA 73'...J

,6 CEXP56 DATA 66

7 CEXP57 DATA 60

8 CEXP58 DATA 55

9 CEXP59 DATA 50

0 CEXP6<) DATA 45

1 CEXP61 DATA 41

'"' CEXP62 DATA 37,.,;;.

.,.
CEXP6~. DATA 34...)

o ***********************************************************

LARK I),MODE

LARK 1,7 * 8-1 *
LACK MD

LARP 0

TBLR *-, 1
SUB ONE

BANZ LOAD

LOAD

I)

6

o * LOAD DATA FROM PROGR. MEM. TO DATA RAM *

o
o
o
o
o
90

'4

'0

'5 *
,0 *INITIAL PROGRAM *
o START DINT

LDP~:: <)

LAO:: 1

SACL ONE

)

)

)

*
LACK I)

SACL STRAT * PUT STRAT TO E.G. 0 I. E. VOICED *
OUT MODE.!)

OUT CLOCK. 1

OUT XIN.3 * ADDRESS PORT 3 ONE TIME *



2190 WAIT BI02 NXTPT

2200 B WAIT

2210 * FROM HERE REAL-TIME PROGRAM ********************************
2220 **************************************************************
4270 *TRANSMITTER ALGORITHM; LOGARITHM PART OF ADAPTION *

4275 NXTPT IN XIN,2

C-/2

4277

4279 *
4281

4282

4284

4286 *
4300 *
4310

4320

4330

4340

4350

4352 *
4355 *

CALL LOGADA * LEFT PART OF ADAPTION ( WITH LOG TABLE) *

EXPONENT TABLE PART OF ADAPTION *

LACK CEXPO * MAKE BASE ADDR OF EXP TABLE IN VARIABLE *
SACL EXPBAS * STORE IN EXPBAS (VAR. FOR SUBR. EXPADAI *

CALL EXPADA * RIGHT SIDE OF ADAPTION (WITH EXP TABLE) *

QUANTISATION ACTION OF THE TRANSMITTER *
LT CALCI * CALCI CONTAINS EXPONENT OUTPUT OF ADAPTION *

MPY XIN * INPUT OF QUANTISER *
PAC

SACH CALC1,1 * TEMPORARY STORE *
CALL SATQUA * SATURATE IF NEEDED *

AND STORE CODED RESULT IN APPR. CHANNEL *

4610 *
4620

4630

4640

4641

4642

4643

4365 ***************************************************************
4590 *RECEIVER ALGORITHM *******************************************
4592 LACK CPXPO * MAKE BASE ADDR. OF +EXP TABLE *
4594 SACL EXPBAS * STORE IN EXPBAS *

4596 CALL EXPADA * RIGHT SIDE OF ADAPTION (FOR THE RECEIVER) *

4598 *

4600 * QUANTISATION ACTION OF THE RECEIVER *

FETCH OUTPUT CODE WORD OF QUANTISER OF TRANSMITTER *
LACK CODO * LOAD BASE OF TABLE *

ADD RES

TBLR CALC2 * CALC2 CONTAINS CODE WORD *

LAC CALC2,1 * NOW RESTORE CODE TO SIGNAL LEVEL *

ADD ONE

SACL CALC2

4645 * QUANTISER SELF *

4650 LT CALC2

4652 MPY CALCI

4654 PAC

4658 SACL CALCI

4659 OUT CALC1,2 * OUTPUT WORD OF INVERSE QUANTISER *
4660 B WAIT * WAIT FOR NEXT INPUT SAMPLE *
4670 **************************************************************
4680 **************************************************************
5000 * SATURATE RESULT OF QUANTISER *

5002 * FETCH NBIT (TO QUANTISE TO) *

5010 SATQUA LACK STRTAB * BASE OF STRATEGYTABLE *
5010 ADD STRAT,3 * +STRAT*8 *

5020 ADD RES * STATE/2 *
!";(l:";(l TRI f";.' NH T T



{-/3SATURATION LEVEL *
LACK SATI * BASE OF SATURATION TABLE *
ADD NBIT * + N *

SUB oNE,1 * -2 : ACCU HAS NOW ADDR TO BE READ *

TBLR CALC2 * CALC2 = GENERAL DUMMY VAR; NOW SAT LEVEL *

LAC CALCI

SUB CALC2 * OUTPUT QUANT - SAT *

BGEZ SATP * GoTo SATURATE POSITIVE LEVELS *
ZAC

SUB CALC2

SUB ONE * NEGATE SAT LEVEL,-I*

COMPLEMENT *
SUB CALCI * COMPARE WITH CALCI *

BGEZ SATN * GoTo SATURATE NEGATIVE LEVELS *
B GooNQ * GO ON WITH QUANTISER; NO SAT. NEEDED *

LAC CALC2 * POSITIVE SATURATION *
SACL CALCI * CALCI CONTAINS SATURATED OUTPUT *

B GooNQ

ZAC

SUB CALC2

SUB ONE

SACL CALCI

LACK CO DO * LOAD BASE OF TABLE *

(I ADD RES

o TBLW CALCI *WRITTEN AWAY RESULT *
o RET * OF SATURATION ROUTINE FOR QUANTISER OF N BIT *
o * CALCI CONTAINS QUANTISER RESULT *

0 *FETCH

0

0

70

0

0 *
0

0

0

0

0

5

0 *TWo'S

0

0

0

0 SATP

0

0

0 SATN

0

5

I)

0 GooNQ

J

)

J

(I *
o * NOW "LEFTSIDE" OF ADAPTIoN *

2 * FIRST LOOK AT NBIT = NR OF BITS TO QUANT. *

4 LoGADA LAC STATE, IS

6 SACH RES * RES CONTAINS CHANNEL (=SUB BAND) NR. *
8 LACK STRTAB * GET NUMBER OF BITS AVAILABLE FOR QUANT. *

(I ADD RES

2 TBLR NBIT

4 LACK CoDO * GET PREVIOUS CODED RESULT *
2 ADD RES

4 TBLR CALCI * CALCI CONTAINS PREVIOUS CODED RESULT *
LAC NBIT

SUB oNE,1

SACL CALC2

LACI< L022

ADD CALC2,4

ADD CALCI

TBLR M

LACK oNMGDC * NOW PART OF ADAPT AFTER LoGTABLE *

ADD RES * CALCI NOW DUMMY VARIABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE *

TBLR CALCI * CALCI = (I-GAMMA)*DC *
I .·.... 1"""'1 ... .,.....,-. r",,_ .... r,r...·, ,-..,.... '-'.. ;"'1\ nr- E::'" r""'11r.. .... lhlr"""1 I""'" ....



+EXP TABLE **CoNTAINS BASE OF -EXP OR

* ACCU CONTAINS ADDR. *
* CALCI CONTAINS EXP (-X) *

LAC EXPBAS

ADD CALCI

TBLR CALCI

LIST

RET *RETURN FROM oUTPUT-ADAPTIoN-RoUTINE *

ADD RES * STATE/2 *

TBLR TMP7 * NBIT CONTAINS D(N-l) *

SUMMATION POINT *

LT GAMMA

MPY TMP7 * GAMMA * D(N) *

PAC

SACH CALC2.1 * CALC2 ;CoNTAINS GAMMA * DIN-I) *

LAC CALC2

ADD M * ADD OUTPUT LOG TABLE *

ADD CALCI * + (I-GAMMA) * DC *

SACL CALCI * RESULT OF SUMMATION POINT *

RESULT *

LACI< DELPC

7390 ADD RES * STATE/2 *

7400 TBLW CALCI * (CALC1) TO TABLE IN PM *

7410 * END OF "LEFT SIDE" ADAPTIoN *

7420 RET

7430 ***************************************************************
7440 *
8000 * RIGHT SIDE ADAPT ION *

8030 *CALCULATE ADDRESS OF D(N) *
8040 EXPADA LACK DELPC * DELPC = BASE OF TABLE *

8050 ADD RES

TBLT CALC~ ~ NOt CALCJ CoNTAINL D(Nr Or THIL CHANNEr*

CALCULATE ADDR. OF ENTRY EXP TABLE *

LAC CALCI * A=AC+ INT [( X-XO) * (1 /QC) ] *

SUB XO * XO IS LOWEST POSSIBLE ENTRY *
SACL CALCI

LT CALCI

MPYK 72 * I/QC *

PAC

SACH CALC1.l * SACH BECAUSE SCALED INVQC WITH 2 A 15 *

LACK +63

SUB CALCI

BGEZ GooNEX

LACK +63

SACL CALCI

806iii

8070 * NOW

8080

8090

8100

8110

8120

8130

8140

8142

8146

8148

8152

8156

8158 GooNEX

8160

8170

8175

8180

<

14 F \~,

7280

7290

e 7300 * NOW

7320

7330

7334

7336

7338

7340

7350

7360

7370 * SAVE

7380



RINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"calculations for the implementation of PC
1 coder-so "
RINT"**********************************************************************"
IPEN "F'EXP. DAT" FOR OUTF'UT AS # 2:
'EM
NPUT "base please (e.g. 1e4) ";BASE:BA=LOG(BASE)
REM ***************************************************************
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"************************* LOGTABLE *****************
****"
TW15=2A15:REM 1e r-egel tabel
PRINT"B = ",4,,3,2:PRINT
PRINT"M = 1",LOG(.9)/BA*TW15,LOG(.85)/BA*TW15,LOG(.85)/BA*TW15
PRINT 2,LOG(.9)/BA*TW15,LOG(1)/BA*TW15,LOG(1.9)/BA*TW15
PRINT 3,LOG(.9)/BA*TW15,LOG(1)/BA*TW15
PRINT 4,LOG(.9)/BA*TW15,LOG(1.5)/BA*TW15
PRINT 5,LOG(1.2)/BA*TW15:PRINT 6,LOG(1.6)/BA*TW15:PRINT 7,LOG(2)/BA*TW15:PRI
I, LOG (2. 4) /BA*TW15
INPUT A$
PR INT: PRI NT: PR INT "* ** *** * ** * * *** ** ** ONEMGDC *** * ** ** ** *** ** *** * * ** * *"
REM initialisations of Si see "considerations for- des. and imp!. of PCM
coder-s
INPUT "dynamic range ";DY
S I ( 1) = 28: F ( 1) = 300
SI(2) 23.5:F(2) = 500
51 (3) 18: F (3) = 500
SI (4) 13: F (4) = 500
SI (5) 10: F (5) = 500
SI(6) 8:F(6) = 500
SI(7) 4.5:F(7) = 400
REM formula (8); calculations of delta min and delta max for each band 1 .. 7
NOEMER=C28*300)A.5:GAMMA=.99
PRINT"i", "onemgdc", "DMAX"
FOR I = 1 TO 7
DREL CI) = C5 I ( I ) *F ( I ) ) 5
DREL(I)=DREL(I)/NOEMER :REM in ratio, not in dB
DMAXCI)=DRELCI)L5 :REI'1 rna:-: Ci) is 0.5, rest of ma;-:Ci) r2.tio to 0.5 after
!CLltion of·this line
DMINCI)=DRELCI)*.5/DY
DC(I)=LOGCDMIN(I»/BA
ONEMGDC(I)=C1-GAMMA)*DCCI)
PRINT I,ONEMGDCCI) ,DMAXCI):PRINT #2,STR$(CINTCONEMGDC(I)*TW15»)
NEXT I
FOR LIN = 1020 TO 1120:PRINT #2," ";MID$CSTR$CLIN),2);" DATA ":NEXT

PRINT"****** CALCULATIONS FOR EXP TABLES THEMSELVES ************************
:*"
REM initialisations for- tables
INPUT" nLlmber- of entr i es in tab 1es" ; NR: NR=NR-1
GENERALMIN=1/DMAX(1):GENERALMAX=1/DMIN(1):REM extrema output exp table
FOR 1=1 TO m
IF GENERALMAX<1/DMIN(I) THEN GENERALMAX=1/DMIN(I)
IF GENERALMIN>1/DMAX(I) THEN GENERALMIN=1/DMAX(I)
NEXT I
GENERALINMIN=-LOG(GENERALMAX)/BA:GENERALINMAX=-LOG(GENERALMIN)/BA:REM e:-:trem
put e:-:p table
STAP=(GENERALINMAX-GENERALINMIN)/NR
PRINT, "MIN", "MAX":PRINT:PRINT "inpLlt: ",GENERALINMIN,GENERALINMAX
PRINT"OLltPLlt: ", GENERALMIN, GENERALMAX: PRINT: PRINT
REM now gener-ation of EXP table *************************************
FOR 1=1 TO 1
PRINT"E:-:ponent lookup tabl e, band 1": PRINT" **** ********** ****** ** ** * ****": PR
PRINT"step", "inpLlt", "OLltPUt":LII\~=1900
FOR N=O TO NR



600 TABIN=N*STAP+GENERALINMIN
610 TABOUT=BASE~C-TABIN):PRINTN,TABIN.TABOUT
612 GOSUB 9000:F'RINT #2,"CEXP":MID$CSTR$CN),2):" "::GOSUB 10000:TABSCALE=TABOUT
*20:TABOU$=STR$CCINTCTABSCALE) ):PRINT #2.TABOU$:REM scalIng of tabout
630 NEXT N
635 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT: INPUT AS
640 NEXT I
999 END
9000 REM ? #2, LINE, SPACE, ADAPT LIN
9010 F'RINT #2," ": MID$ CSTR$ CLIN) .2) :" ":: LIN=LIN+l: RETURN
10000 REM data statement, space
10010 PRINT #2, "DATA ";:RETURN
Ok



C- 1-=1

~lations for the implementation of PCMAQB coders.

******************************************************************
please (e.g. 1e4)? 1e::'

********************* LOGTABLE *************************
432

1 -499.7941
-499.7941
-499.7941
-499.7941
864.8702

-770.9335
o
o
1923.386

-770.9335
3044.733

2229.535
3288.05
4152.921

************** ONEMGDC ************************
l1ic range ',) 256

r.:
" ,.J

.5913562

.5175494

.439832::.'.

.3857584

.3450328

Dt1AXonemgdc
-9. 0:50892E-03
-8. 787962E-03
-8. 980952E-03
-9.216501E-03
-9. 406406E -0::.'.
-9. 567923E-03
-.0101459 .2314551

** CALCULATIONS FOR EXF' TABLES THEMSELVES *****************************
er of entries in tables? 64

MIN MAX

t:
..It:

-.9567932
1.691028

-7.605028E-02
741.9586

I

~ent lookup table, band 1

************************
input
-.9567932
-.9428132
-.9288331
-.9148531
-.900873
-.886893
-.8729129
-.8589329
-.8449528
-.8309728

output
741.9584
673.6574
611.6446
555.34
504.2185
457.80:5
415.6602
:577.3968
342.656
:::11.113



10 -.8169928 282. 4737
1 1 -.8030127 256.4707
12 -.7890326 232.8616
13 -.7750526 211.4256
14 -.7610725 191.9629
15 -.7470925 174.292
16 -.7331125 158.2477
17 -.7191325 143.6803
18 -.7051524 130.4539
19 -.6911723 1 18.445
20 -.6771923 107.5416
21 -.6632123 97.64196
,...,,..., -.6492321 88.653594"-

23 -,.6352521 80.49266
24 -.6212721 73.08298
25 -.6072921 66.35534
26 -.593312 60.24706
27 -.579332 54.70105
28 -.5653519 49.66558
29 -.5513719 45.09367
30 -.5373918 40.94257
31 -.5234118 37. 17365
32 -.5094317 33.75165
.::...,::. -.4954517 30.64467
34 -.4814717 27.8237
35 -.4674916 25.2624
36 -.4535116 22.93689
37 -.4395315 20.82545
38 -.4255514 18.90837
39 -.4115714 17. 16777
40 -.3975914 15.58741
41 -.3836113 14. 15253
42 -.3696313 12.84972
43 -.3556512 11.66685
44 -.3416712 10.59286
45 -.3276912 9.617746
46 -.3137111 8.732388
47 -.299731 7.928536
48 -.285751 7. 19868
49 - 271771 6.536012
50 -,.2577909 5.9::.4344
51 -.2438108 5.38806
52 -.2298308 4.892066
53 - 2158508 4.441732
54 -.2018707 4.032849
55 - 1878907 '-' .661609
56 - · 1739106 3.324542
57 _. · 1599306 3.018504
58 - 1459506 2.740638
59 - · 1319705 2.48835
60 - · 1179904 2.259287
61 - · 1040104 2.05131
62 -9.003031E-02 1. 862477
63 -7.605028E-02 1.691028

Ok

c-,s



c -"
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ret( A~B ~05 ~~~eA

r.fe.: f CtfA()(B.5R.C

dM.k ; cOt(f1 JB2

UNL
******************************************************************
*********** PCMAQB -- INVERSE PCMAQB CODERS *************
*********** *************
* IMPLEMENTED 6 CHANNELS. *************
* CLOCK RATE OF SYSTEM: 16 KHZ *************
* QUANTISATION WITH 2, 3 OR 4 BITS *************
******************************************************************

** DATA MEMORY DEFINITIONS *
STRAT EQU 0 * CONTAINS 0,1 OR 2: VOICED, INTERM. OR UNVOICED *
EXPBAS EQU 1 * CQNTAINS BASE OF EXPTABLE TO PROCESS *
M EQU 2 * CONTAINS OUTPUT OF LOGTABLE *
CALCl EQU 3 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *
CALC2 EQU 4 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *
RES EQU 5 * CONTAINS STATE/2 = CHANNEL TO PROCESS *
NBIT EQU 6 * CONTAINS NR. OF BITS TO QUANTISE TO *
XIN EQU 7 * CONTAINS INPUT OF SYSTEM *
GAMMA EQU 8
XO EQU 9 * CONTAINS LOWEST POSSIBLE INPUT VALUE OF EXP. TABLE*
STATE EQU 10 * CONTAINS INFO ABOUT CHANNEL NR. *
INVQC EQU 11 * l/QC *
ONE EQU 12 * 1 *
MINUS EQU 13 * >FFFF *
CLOCK EQU 14 * DETERMINES CLOCK FREQ. OF SYSTEM, 16 KHZ *
MODE EQU 15 * SAMPLE DELAY MODE - SEE ANALOG INTERFACE BOOK *
*****************************************************************

AORG 0
B START * RESET VECTOR *

DATA -29600 * INITIAL DIN) FOR 6 CHANNELS; STATE VAR *
DATA -28800 * OF ADAPT ION DC IS CHOSEN *
DATA -29400
DATA -30200
DATA -30800
DATA -31400

IN PROGRAM MEMORY *
AORG 8 * START HERE BECAUSE LOWER ADDR FOR I/O RESERVED *

DATA -296 * CI-GAMMA)*DC FOR 6 CHANNELS *
DATA -·288
DATA -294
DATA -302
DATA -308
DATA -314

* NBIT FOR EVERY STRATEGY AND CHANNEL; STRAT 0 *
* STRAT 0 = VOICED *

** T,CiBLES

ONMGDC
ONl
ON2
ON3
ON4
ON5

*o DELPC
1 DEl
2 DE2
3 DE3
4 DE4
5 DE5

6 *
7 STRTAB
8 STOl
9 ST02
o ST03
1 ST04
2 ST05

ST06
4 ST07
15 STI0
6 STll

ST12
ST13

DATA 4
DATA 4
DATA 3
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0

DATA 4
DATA ::;.
DATA 2
DATA 2

* STRATEGY 1 INTERMEDIATE *



* CASE 4 BIT *

* CASE 3 BIT *

* LOGTABLE; CASE 2 BIT *

UNVOICED *

* 0.99 = GAMMA ** LOWEST VALUE OF D BEFORE INPUT EXP TABLE *
* INITIAL VALUE OF STATE *
* 1/DC *

* STRATEGY 2

* SATURATE LEVELS FOR QUANT. FOR 2,3,4 BIT *

* STORAGE TABLE FOR 6 CHANNELS CODE WORDS *
* OF QUANTISER *

32440
-31352
(;

72

1JHIH .L

DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 2
DATA 3
DATA 3
DATA 3
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA 0

DATA 2284
DATA -587
DATA -587
DATA 2284
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA (I

DATA (I

DATA 0
DATA (I

DATA 0
DATA (I

DATA 1443
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA -578
DATA -578
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 1443
DATA 0
DATA (;

DATA 0
DATA (;

DATA 3115
DATA 2466
DATA 1672
DATA 649
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -.375
DATA -::75
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA 649
DATA 1672
DATA 2466
DATA 3115

DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA (I

DATA 0

DATA 1
DATA 3

DATA 7

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

.1',~/L 7 .:) 1.1"1

1020 ST15
1021 ST16
1022 ST17
1023 ST2(1
1024 ST21
1025 ST22
1026 ST23
1027 ST24
1028 ST25
1029 ST26
1030 ST27
1031 *
1032 LOGTAB
1033 L021
1034 L022
1035 L023
1036 Dl
1037 D2
1038 D3
1039 D4
1040 D5
1041 D6
1042 D7
1043 D8
1044 D9
1045 Dl0
1044 L030
1045 L031
1046 L032
1047 L033
1048 L034
1049 L035
1050 L036
1051 L037
1052 Dll
1053 D12
1054 D13
1055 D14
1056 L040
1057 L041
1058 L042
1059 L043
1060 L044
1069 L045
1070 L046
1071 L047
1072 L048
1073 L049
1074 L0410
1075 L0411
1076 L0412
1077 L0413
1078 L0414
1079 L0415
1080 *
1081 CODO
1082 CODl
1083 COD2
1084 COD3
1085 COD4
1086 COD5
1087 *
1088 *
1089 SATl

e 1090 SAT2
1091 SAT3
1092 *
1093 CGAMMA
1094 CXO
1095 eSTATE
1096 CINVQC



I CONt? iJAif..i 1 ... UI"l:. '"8 CMINUS DATA >FFFF
9 SMP DATA 312 * 16 kHZ * C-ZI.
0 MD DATA 10
1 * DATA
2 * DATA
3 * DATA
4 * DATA
C"

* DATA...J

6 * DATA
7 * DATA
8 * DATA
9 * DATA
0 * DATA
1 * DATA
9 * POSITIVE EXPONENT TABLE *(I CPXP(I DATA 34
1 CPXPl DATA -:57,., CPXP2 DATA 41...
""" CPXP3 DATA 45'-'
4 CPXP4 DATA 50
5 CPXP5 DATA 55
6 CPXP6 DATA 61
7 CPXP7 DATA 67
8 CPXP8 DATA 73
9 CPXP9 DATA 81
0 CPXPI0 DATA 89
1 CPXPll DATA 98
'"' CPXP12 DATA 108.::.

3 CPXP13 DATA 119
4 CPXP14 DATA 131
C" CPXP15 DATA 144...J

6 CPXP16 DATA 159
7 CPXP17 DATA 175
8 CPXP18 DATA 193
9 CPXP19 DATA 213
0 CPXF'20 DATA 234
1 CPXF'21 DATA 258
2 CF'XP22 DATA 284
3 CPXF'23 DATA 31:::
4 CF'XF'24 DATA 345
C" CF'XP25 DATA 379'.J

6 CPXF'26 DATA 418
7 CPXP27 DATA 460
8 CPXF'28 DATA 507
9 CPXP29 DATA 558
0 CF'XF'30 DATA 615
1 CF'XP31 DATA 677
62 CPXP32 DATA 746
3 CF'XP::,3 DATA 822
4 CPXF'34 DATA 905
5 CF'XP35 DATA 997
6 CF'XP36 DATA 1098
7 CF'XP37 DATA 1209

CPXP38 DATA 1332
CPXP39 DATA 1467
CPXP40 DATA 1615
CPXP41 DATA 1779
CPXP42 DATA 1960

.... CPXF'43 DATA 2158
CPXP44 DATA 2377
CPXP45 DATA 2618
CPXP46 DATA 2883
CPXP47 DATA 3176
CPXP48 DATA 3498
CPXP49 DATA 3852
CPXP50 DATA 4243
CPXF'51 DATA 4673
CPXF'52 DATA 5147
CPXF'53 DATA 5669
CPXP54 DATA 6244
CF'XP55 DATA 6877

_ex:, ~ r-..I:'" J



.1000 o l,f5{; D,:.,;-,:.. 7-;1..1
1887 CPXP57 DATA 8342
1888 CF'XP58 DATA 9188 C -'2.'1.1.889 CF'XP59 DATA 10119
1890 CF'XP60 DATA 11145
1891 CF'XF'61 DATA 1 '":",...".,c:-..:.."-,....)

1892 CPXF'62 DATA 13519
1893 CPXP63 DATA 14890
1895 * NEGATIVE EXPONENT TABLE *1900 CEXPO DATA 14839
1901 CEXPl DATA 13473
1902 CEXP2 DATA 12233
1903 CEXP3 DATA 11107
1904 CEXP4 DATA 10084
1905 CEXP5 DATA 9156
1906 CEXP6 DATA 8313
1907 CEXP7 DATA 7548
1908 CEXP8 DATA 6853
1909 CEXP9 DATA 6222
1910 CEXP10 DATA 5649
1911 CEXPll DATA 5129
1912 CEXP12 DATA 4657
1913 CEXP13 DATA 4229
1914 CEXP14 DATA 3839
1915 CEXP15 DATA 3486
1916 CEXP16 DATA 3165.
1917 CEXP17 DATA 2874
1918 CEXP18 DATA 2609
1919 CEXP19 DATA 2369
1920 CEXP20 DATA 2151
1921 CEXF'21 DATA 1953

e 1922 CEXP22 DATA 1773
1923 CEXP23 DATA 1610
1924 CEXP24 DATA 1462
1925 CEXP25 DATA 1327
1926 CEXP26 DATA 1205
1927 CEXF'27 DATA 1094
1928 CEXP28 DATA 993
1929 CEXP29 DATA 902
1930 CEXP:30 DATA 819
1931 CEXF'31 DATA 743
1932 CEXP32 DATA 675
1933 CEXPT:: DATA 613
19::04 CEXF':34 DATA 556
1935 CEXP35 DATA 505
19:36 CEXP36 DATA 459
1937 CEXF'37 DATA 417
1938 CEXP:38 DATA 378
1939 CE)(P39 DATA 343
1940 CEXP40 DATA 312
1941 CEXP41 DATA 283
1942 CEXF'42 DATA 257
1943 CEXP43 DATA 233
1944 CEXF'44 DATA 212
1945 CEXF'45 DATA 192
1946 CEXP46 DATA 175
1947 CEXP47 DATA 159
1948 CEXP48 DATA 144
1949 CEXP49 DATA 131
1950 CEXP50 DATA 119
1951 CEXP51 DATA 108
1952 CEXF'52 DATA 98
1953 CEXP53 DATA 89
1954 CEXP54 DATA 81
1955 CEXF'55 DATA 73
1956 CEXP56 DATA 66
1957 CEXP57 DATA 60
1958 CEXP58 DATA 55
1959 CEXP59 DATA 50
1960 CEXF'60 DATA 45
1961 CEXF'61 DATA 41
1962 CEXP62 DATA 37
j .....7'\....i.._~ _ __....~ra ....' .,.... ; ""':"" 1'"\,"""""
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TO DATA RAM *

o
*- ~ 1
OhlE
LOAD

1
ONE
FROM PROGR. MEM.
O~MODE

1~7 * 8-1 *
MD

fO
;0
.0
'0 LOAD
10
190

'0

,,~, Lt".-63 1.JHIf'-t .~..

)0 ***********************************************************
15 *
.0 * I NIT I AL PROGRAM *
I) START DINT
~O LDPk 0
~4 LACK
~6 SACL
:0 * LOAD DATA

L..ARK
LARI<
LACK
LARF'
TBLR

SUB
BANZ

o *

THE TRANSMITTER *
CONTAINS EXPONENT OUTPUT OF ADAPTION *
OF QUANTISER *

CALC1.1 * TEMPORARY STORE *
SAT QUA * SATURATE IF NEEDED *

AND STORE CODED RESULT IN APPR. CHANNEL *

QUANTISATION ACTION OF
LT CALC1 * CALC1
MPY XIN * INPUT
F'AC
SACH
CALL

4
2

:4

16 *
'0 *
o
'0
:0
o
iO

,2 *
*:

LACK 0
SACL STRAT * PUT STRAT TO E.G. 0 I. E. VOICED *
OUT MODE~I)

OUT CLOCK~l

OUT XIN~3 * ADDRESS PORT 3 ONE TIME *
BIOZ NXTPT
B WAIT

o * FROM HERE REAL-TIME PRGJRAM ********************************
~O **************************************************************
'0 *TRANSMITTER ALGORITHM; LOGARITHM PART OF ADAPTION *
'5 NXTPT IN XIN~ 2
'7 CALL LOGADA * LEFT PART OF ADAPTION ( WITH LOG TABLE) *
'9 * EXPONENT TABLE PART OF ADAPTION *
11 LACK CEXPO * MAKE BASE ADDR OF EXP TABLE IN VARIABLE *
12 SACL EXPBAS * STORE IN EXPBAS (VAR. FOR SUBR. EXPADA) *

CALL EXPADA * RIGHT SIDE OF ADAPTION (WITH EXP TABLE) *

:0
:0
'0 WAIT

*OF TRANSMITTER *

*

o
o

2

2
,3

iO
i2

'4

~**************************************************************
'0 *RECEIVER ALGORITHM **************************'****************

LACK CPXPO * MAKE BASE ADDR. OF +EXP TABLE *
SACL EXPBAS * STORE IN EXPBAS *
CALL EXPADA * RIGHT SIDE OF ADAPTION (FOR THE RECEIVER) *

QUANTISATION ACTION OF THE RECEIVER
FETCH OUTPUT CODE WORD OF QUANTISER

LACk CODO * LOAD BASE OF TABLE
ADD RES
TBLR CALC2 * CALC2 CONTAINS CODE WORD *
LAC CALC2.1 * NOW RESTORE CODE TO SIGNAL LEVEL *
ADD ONE
SACL CALC2

5 * QUANTISER SELF *
LT CALC2
MPY CALC1

i4 PAC
8 SACL CALC1
9 OUT CALC1~2 * OUTPUT WORD OF INVERSE QUANTISER *
o B WAIT * WAIT FOR NEXT INPUT SAMPLE *
o **************************************************************
o **************************************************************
o * SATURATE RESULT OF QUANTISER *
2 * FETCH NBIT ITO QUANTISE TO) *
o SAT QUA LACk STRTAB * BASE OF STRATEGYTABLE *
o ADD STRAT.3 * +STRAT*8 *

ADD RES * STATE/2 *
T8LR NBIT

o
,1

:0

'6

'8 *
'0 *
o *
:0

.::.,.--.... -.....,.T',-... ,, ..·.....\~... llr-,""T·r.-...... I 'r···llr···,



C -21.1

*

AWAY RESULT *
ROUTINE FOR QUANTISER OF N BIT *
RESULT *

GAMMA * D(N)

* CALC2 ;CONTAINS GAMMA * D(N-l) *

~Hl~~~ilG~ L~v~L •
LACK SATl * BASE OF SATURATION TABLE *
ADD NBIT :+: + N *

SUB ONE,l * -2 : ACCU HAS NOW ADDR TO BE READ *
TBLR CALC2 * CALC2 = GENERAL DUMMY VAR; NOW SAT LEVEL :+:

SATN

SATP

LAC CALCl
SUB CALC2 :+: OUTPUT QUANT - SAT :+:

BGEl SATP :+: GOTO SATURATE POSITIVE LEVELS *
lAC
SUB CALC2
SUB ONE :+: NEGATE SAT LEVEL,-i*

*TWO'S [~MPLEMENT *
SUB CALC1 * COMPARE WITH CALC1 :+:

BGEl SATN * GOTO SATURATE NEGATIVE LEVELS :+:
B GOONQ * GO ON WITH QUANTISER; NO SAT. NEEDED *
LAC CALC2 * POSITIVE SATURATION *
SACL CALCl * CALCl CONTAINS SATURATED OUTPUT :+:
B GOONQ
lAC
SUB CALC2
SUB ONE
SACL CALC1

GOONQ LACK CODO * LOAD BASE OF TABLE *
ADD RES
TBLW CALCl *WRITTEN
RET * OF SATURATION

CALCl CONTAINS QUANTISER*** NOW "LEFTSIDE" OF ADAPTION *
* FIRST LOOK AT NBIT = NR OF BITS TO QUANT. *
LOGADA LAC STATE, 15

SACH RES * RES CONTAINS CHANNEL (=SUB BAND) NR. *
LACK STRTAB * GET NUMBER OF BITS AVAILABLE FOR QUANT. *
ADD RES
TBLR NBIT
LACK CODO * GET PREVIOUS CODED RESULT *
ADD RES
TBLR CALCl * CALCl CONTAINS PREVIOUS CODED RESULT *
LAC "mIT
SUB ONE,l
:3ACL CALC2
LAo< L022
f~DD CALC2,4

• ADD CALCl
TBLR M
LACf< ONI"1GDC * NOW PART OF ADAF'T AFTER LOGTABLE :+:

ADD RES * CALC1 NOW DUMMY VARIABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE *
TBLR CALCl * CALCl = (l-GAMMA)*DC *
LACK DEL PC * BASE OF D(N) OF 5 CHANNELS *
ADD RES * STATE/2 *
TBLR TMP7 * NBIT CONTAINS D(N-l) *

* NOW SUMMATION POINT *
LT GAMI'1A
MPY TMP7 *
PAC
SACH CALC2,1
LAC CALC2
ADD M * ADD OUTPUT LOG TABLE *
ADD CALCl * + (l-GAMMA) * DC *
SACL CALCl * RESULT OF SUMMATION POINT *

* SAVE RESULT *
LACK DELF'C
ADD RES * STATE/2 *
TBLW CALCl * (CALC1) TO TABLE IN PM *

:+: END OF "LEFT SIDE" ADAF'TION *
RET

***************************************************************
** RIGHT SIDE ADAPT ION *
*CALCULATE ADDRESS OF D(N) *
EXPADA LACK DELPC * DEL PC = BASE OF TABLE *

-Jt~J"+U

505(J
5060

e 5070
5080
5090 :+:
5100
5120
5130
5140
5150
5155
5160
5170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5245
5250
5260
5290
5300
5310
5320
5390
7000
7002
7004
7006
7008
7010
7012
7014
7022
7024
7026
7030
7040
7050
7060
7070
7080
7240
7250
7260
7270
7280
7290

e 7300
7:520
7330
7334
7336
7338
7340
7350
7360
7370
7380
7390
7400
7410
7420
7430
7440
8000
8030
8040
~;:".-:r:;-,-,



*CoNTAINS BASE OF -EXP OR +EXP TABLE *
* ACCU CONTAINS ADDR. *
* CALC1 CONTAINS EXP (-XI *

L-'

I) * NOW
.)

o
:)

o
Cl
I)

I)

2
b
8
2
6
8 GooNEX
I)

o
5
I)

':'JL Ki;;.S
TBLT CALCf ~ NOt CALCj CONTAINL D(N~ O~ THIL CHANNE~*

CALCULATE ADDR. OF ENTRy EXP TABLE *
LAC CALC1 * A=AC+INT [(X-XOI*(1/QCI ] *
SUB XO * XO IS LOWEST POSSIBLE ENTRY *
SACL CALC1
LT CALC1
MF'Yf< 72 * 1/QC *
PAC
SACH CALC1~1 * SACH BECAUSE SCALED INVQC WITH 2"15 *
LACf< +63
SUB CALC1
BGEZ GooNEX
LAC~::: +63
SACL CALC1
LAC EXPBAS
ADD CALC1
TBLR CALC1
LIST
RET *RETURN FROM OUTPUT-ADAPT ION-ROUTINE *

c-'Z.S'"
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LOWER AD DR FOR 1/0 RESERVED *
FOR 6 CHANNELS *

INTERMEDIATE *

UN'JOICED *

* NBIT FOR EVERY STRATEGY AND CHANNEL; STRAT 0 *
* STRAT 0 = VOICED *

* STRATEGY 1

* INITIAL DIN) FOR 6 CHANNELS; STATE VAR *
* OF ADAPTION DC IS CHOSEN *

* STRATEGY 2

-29600
-28800
-29400
-30200
-::.0800
-31400

rH\T,'\ 3

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA 4
DATA 4
DATA 3
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 4

DATA 3
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 2
DATA ::

IN PROGRAM MEMORY *
AORG 8 * START HERE BECAUSE

DATA -296 * (l-GAMMAI*DC
DATA -288
DATA -294
DATA -302
DATA --308
DATA -·314

46 ******************************************************************
50 *********** PCMAQB CODERS FOR SBC-TRANSMITTER *************
52 *********** *************
54 * IMPLEMENTED NUMBER OF CHANNELS: 6 *************
58 * CLOCK RATE OF SYSTEM: 16 KHZ *************
62 * QUANTISATION WITH 2~ 3 OR 4 BITS ACCORDING STRATEGY ************
80 ******************************************************************
84 UNL
99 * DATA MEMORY DEFINITIONS *
100 STRAT EQU 0 * CONTAINS 0,1 OR 2: VOICED, INTERM. OR UNVOICED *
110 EXPBAS EQU 1 * CONTAINS BASE OF EXPTABLE TO PROCESS *
120 M EQU 2 * CONTAINS OUTPUT OF LOGTABLE *
130 CALCI EQU 3 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *
140 CALC2 EQU 4 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *
150 RES EQU 5 * CONTAINS STATE/2 = CHANNEL TO PROCESS *
160 NBIT EQU 6 * CONTAINS NR. OF BITS TO QUANTISE TO *
170 XIN EQU 7 * CdNTAINS INPUT OF SYSTEM *
180 GAMMA EQU 8
190 XO EQU 9 * CONTAINS LOWEST POSSIBLE INPUT VALUE OF EXP. TABLE*
200 STATE EQU 10 * CONTAINS INFO ABOUT CHANNEL NR. *
220 ONE EQU 12 * 1 *
230 MINUS EQU 13 * >FFFF *
240 CLOCK EQU 14 * DETERMINES CLOCK FREQ. OF SYSTEM, 16 KHZ *
250 MODE EQU 15 * SAMPLE DELAY MODE - SEE ANALOG INTERFACE BOOK *
400 *****************************************************************
900 AORG 0
910 B START * RESET VECTOR *
920 *
990 * TABLES
993
994 ONMGDC
995 01'11
996 m~2

996 01'13
997 01'14
998 01'15
999 *
1000 DELPC
1001 DEI
1002 DE2
1003 DE3
1004 DE4
1005 DE5
1006 *
1007 STRTAB
1008 STOI
1009 ST02
1010 ST03
1011 ST04
1012 ST05
1013 ST06
1014 ST07
1015 ST10

e 1016 STII
1017 ST12
1018 ST13
1019 ST14
1020 ST15
1021 ST16
1022 ST17
1023 ST20
1024 ST21
1 .'.\'"")~ CT'~~. ,_.......,



DATA ..::'

C-ZlDATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA 0

DATA 2284 * LOGTABLE; CASE
DATA -58 7

DATA -587
DATA 2:?84
DATA (;
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA (;
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 1443 * CASE ~ BIT *
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA -578
DATA -578
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 1443
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA (;
DATA 0
DATA 3115 * CASE 4 BIT *
DATA 2466
DATA 1672
DATA 649
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA -375
DATA 649

DATA 1672
DATA 2466
DATA 3115

2 BIT *

* 0.99 = GAMMA ** LOWEST VALUE OF 0 BEFORE INPUT EXP TABLE *
* ONE *

* SATURATE LEVELS FOR QUANT. FOR 2,3,4 BIT *

* STORAGE TABLE FOR 6 CHANNELS CODE WORDS *
* OF QUANTISER *

DATA 1
DATA 3
DATA 7

DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0

6 ST23
7 ST24
8 ST25
9 ST26
o ST27

1 *
2 LOGTAB
3 L021
4 L022
5 L023
6 Dl
7 D2
8 D3
9 D4
o D5
1 D6
2 D7
3 D8
4 D9
5 Dl0
4 LO.30
5 L031
6 L032
7 L033
8 L034
9 L035
<) L036
1 L037
2 Dll
3 D12
4 D13
5 D14
6 L04<)
7 L041
8 L042
9 L043
o L044
9 L045
o L046
1 L047
2 L048
3 L049
4 L0410
5 L0411
6 L0412
77 L0413
8 L0414
9 L0415

o *
1 CO DO
2 CODl
3 COD2
4 COD3
5 COD4
6 COD5

7 *
8 *
9 SATl
o SAT2
1 SAT3

2 *
3 CGAMMA DATA 32440
4 CXO DATA -31352

CONE DATA 1
* DATA* DATA

~ * NEGATIVE EXPONENT
CEXPO DATA 14839
CEXPl DATA 13473
CEXP2 DATA 12233

~ CEXP3 DATA 11107
1 r~V~I~ nO'I"A tA!~qn



1905 CEXP5 DATA 9156
1906 CEXPb DATA 8313
1907 CEXP7 DATA 7548
1908 CEXP8 DATA 6853
1909 CEXP9 DATA 6222
1910 CEXPI0 DATA 5649
1911 CEXPII DATA 5129
1912 CEXP12 DATA 4657
1913 CEXP13 DATA 4229
1914 CEXP14 DATA 3839
1915 CEXP15 DATA 3486
1916 CEXP16 DATA 3165
1917 CEXP17 DATA 2874
1918 CEXP18 DATA 2609
1919 CEXP19 DATA 2369
1920 CEXP20 DATA 2151
1921 CEXP21 DATA 1953
1922 CEXP22 DATA 1773

~ 1923 CEXP23 DATA 1610
1924 CEXP24 DATA 1462
1925 CEXP25 DATA 1327
1926 CEXP26 DATA 1205
1927 CEXP27 DATA 1094
1928 CEXP28 DATA 993
1929 CEXP29 DATA 902
1930 CEXP30 DATA 819
1931 CEXP31 DATA 743
1932 CEXP32 DATA 675
1933 CEXP33 DATA 613
1934 CEXP34 DATA 556
1935 CEXP35 DATA 505
1936 CEXP36 DATA 459
1937 CEXP37 DATA 417
1938 CEXP38 DATA 378
1939 CEXP39 DATA 343
1940 CEXP40 DATA 312
1941 CEXP41 DATA 283
1942 CEXP42 DATA 257
1943 CEXP43 DATA 233
1944 CEXP44 DATA 212
1945 CEXP45 DATA 192
1946 CEXP46 DATA 175
1947 CEXP47 DATA 159
1948 CEXP48 DATA 144
1949 CEXP49 DATA 131
1950 CEXP50 DATA 119
1951 CEXP51 DATA 108
1952 CEXP52 DATA 98
1953 CEXP53 DATA 89
1954 CEXP54 DATA 81
1955 CEXP55 DATA 73
1956 CEXP56 DATA 66
1957 CEXP57 DATA 60
1958 CEXP58 DATA 55
1959 CEXP59 DATA 50
1960 CEXP60 DATA 45
1961 CEXP61 DATA 41
1962 CEXP62 DATA 37
1963 CEXP63 DATA 34
1990 ***********************************************************
1995 *
2000 *INITIAL PROGRAM *
2010 START DINT
2020 LDPK 0
2024 LACK 1
2026 SACL ONE
2030 * LOAD DATA FROM PROGR. MEM. TO DATA RAM *
2035 LACK CXO
2080 T8LR XO
2090 LACK CGAMMA
2095 TBLR GAMMA

" ~'1 1 .-., ....
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OUTPUT OF ADAPTION *

*GAMMA * D(N)

* CALC2 ;CONTAINS GAMMA * D(N-l) *

*CONTAINS BASE OF -EXP TABLE *
* ACCU CONTAINS ADDR. *
* CALCl CONTAINS EXP (-X) *

QUANTISATION ACTION OF THE TRANSMITTER *
LT CALCl * CALCl CONTAINS EXPONENT
MPY TMPl * INPUT OF QUANTISER *
PAC(.

(>

2

2

o

2

(>

6
8

o

4

(;

6

o

o

o
6 *
o *
(>

')

o
(>

o
o

'2

,(> WAI T
,0

d)

:(>

o
o

:0

o
4
36
,8

10

:0
o
,0
o

OUT MODE. ,)
OUT CLOCk. 1
OUT XIN,3 ~ ADDRESS PORT 3 ONE TIME *
EiIOZ NXTPT
B WAIT

o * FROM HERE REAL-TIME PROGRAM ********************************
:0 **************************************************************
o *TRANSMITTER ALGORITHM; LOGARITHM PART OF ADAPTION *
5 * TMPl = INPUT *
o * NOW "LEFTSIDE" OF ADAPTION *
'1 LOGADA LAC STATE, 15
4 SACH RES
'6 LAD:: STRTAB
8 ADD RES

ADD STRAT,3
TBLR NBIT
LACf( CODO
ADD RES
TBLR CALCl * CALCl CONTAINS PREVIOUS CODED RESULT *

:5 * TABLES READ; NOW LOG ADAPTION *
LAC NBIT
SUB ONE,l
SACL CALC2
LACK L022
ADD CALC2,4
ADD CALCl
TBLR M
LACK ONMGDC * NOW PART OF ADAPT AFTER LOG TABLE *
ADD RES * CALCl NOW DUMMY VARIABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE *
TBLR CALCl * CALCl = (l-GAMMA)*DC *
LACK DELPC * BASE OF D(N) OF 5 CHANNELS *
ADD RES * STATE/2 *

o TBLR TMP7 * TMP7 CONTAINS D(N-l) *
o * NOW SUMMATION POINT *

LT GAMMA
t1P'Y TMP'7 *
P'AC

SACH CALC2, 1
LAC CAL.C2
ADD M * ADD OUTPUT LOG TABLE *
ADD CALCl * + (l-GAMMA) * DC *
SAeL CALCl * RESULT OF SUMMATION POINT *

o * SAVE RESULT *
LACf< DE:LPC
ADD RES * STATE/2 *
TBLW CALCl * (CALC1) TO TABLE IN PM *

(; * END OF "LEFT SIDE" {~DAPTION *
o ***************************************************************
.(> *
o *NOW RIGHT SIDE ADAPTION *
';ii .... CALC~ CONTAINL. D(N.... Or THI L CHANNEr *
6 * NOW CALCULATE ADDR. O~ ENTRY E(P TABLE *
10 EXPADA LAC CALCl * A=AC+INT [( X-XO) * (1 /QC) ] *

1

0 SUB XO * XO IS LOWEST POSSIBLE ENTRY *
? SACL CALCl
v LT CALCl

MPYK +72 * l/QC *
PAC
SACH CALC1,1 * SACH BECAUSE SCALED INVQC WITH 2 A 15 *
LAO~ +63
SUB CALCl
BGEZ GOONEX
LACf( +63

6 SACL CALCl
8 GOONEX LACK CEXPO

ADD CALCl
TBLR CALCl



4.340
4350
4352
4355
4670
4680
5000
5001
5002
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5100
5120
5130
5140
5150
5155
5160
5170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5220
5230
5250
5260
5290
5300
5310
532t)
5390

.(

SACH CALC1,1 * TEMPORARY STORE *
* NOW SATURATE IF NEEDED *
* AND STORE CODED RESULT IN APPROPRIATE CHANNEL *
***************************************************************
**************************************************************
* SATURATE RESULT OF QUANTISER *
** FETCH NBIT (TO QUANTISE TO) *
* FETCH SATURATION LEVEL *

LACK SAT1 * BASE OF SATURATION TABLE *
ADD NBIT * + N *
SUB ONE,l * -2 : ACCU HAS NOW ADDR TO BE READ *
TBLR CALC2 * CALC2 = GENERAL DUMMY VAR; NOW SAT LEVEL *

* LAC CALC1
SUB CALC2 * OUTPUT QUANT - SAT *
BGEZ SATP * GO TO SATURATE POSITIVE LEVELS *
LAC MINUS
SUB CALC2
SACL TMP8 * NEGATE SAT LEVEL,-l*

*TWO'S COMPLEMENT *
SUB CALC1 * COMPARE WITH CALC1 *
BGEZ SATN * GOTO SATURATE NEGATIVE LEVELS *
B GOONQ * GO ON WITH QUANTISER; NO SAT. NEEDED *

SATP LAC CALC2 ~ POSITIVE SATURATION *
SACL CALC1 * CALC1 CONTAINS SATURATED OUTPUT *
B GOONQ

SATN LAC TMF'8
SACL CALC1

GOONQ LACK CODa * LOAD BASE OF TABLE *
ADD RES
TBLW CALC1 *WRITTEN AWAY RESULT *
LIST

* CALC1 CONTAINS QUANTISER RESULT *
*

c-~
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******************************************************************
*********** PCMAQB - SBC (RECEIVER) DECODERS *************
*********** ************** IMPLEMENTED NUMBER OF CHANNELS: 6 *************
* CLOCK RATE OF SYSTEM: 16 KHZ *************
* QUANTISATION WITH 2~ 3 OR 4 BITS ACCORDING BIT ALLOCATION ******
******************************************************************
* UNL
* DATA MEMORY DEFINITIONS *

STRAT EQU 0 * CONTAINS O~l OR 2: VOICED~ INTERM. OR UNVOICED *
EXPBAS EQU 1 * CONTAINS BASE OF EXPTABLE TO PROCESS *
M EQU 2 * CONTAINS OUTPUT OF LOGTABLE *
CALCl EQU 3 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *
CALC2 EQU 4 * GENERAL VARIABLE TO CALCULATE WITH *
RES EQU 5 * CONTAINS STATE/2 = CHANNEL TO PROCESS *
NBIT EQU 6 * CONTAINS NR. OF BITS TO QUANTISE TO *

, XIN EQU 7 * CONTAINS INPUT OF SYSTEM *
GAMMA EQU 8
XO EQU 9 * CONTAINS LOWEST POSSIBLE INPUT VALUE OF EXP. TABLE*

, STATE EQU 10 * CONTAINS INFO ABOUT CHANNEL NR. *
ONE EQU 12 * 1 *
MINUS EQU 13 * >FFFF *
CLOCK EQU 14 * DETERMINES CLOCK FREQ. OF SYSTEM~ 16 KHZ *
MODE EQU 15 * SAMPLE DELAY MODE - SEE ANALOG INTERFACE BOOK *
*****************************************************************

AORG 0
B START * RESET VECTOR *

IN PROGRAM MEMORY *
AORG 8 * START HERE BECAUSE

DATA -296 * (l-GAMMAl*DC
DATA -288
DATA -294
DATA -302
DATA -:::;08
DATA -314

** TABLES

ONMGDC
ONl
ON2
ON3
ON4
ON5

*o DELPC
'1 DEl
'2 DE2
'3 DE3
'4 DE4
'5 DE5
'6 *
17 STRTAB
18 STOl
19 ST02
o ST03
1 ST04
2 ST05
3 ST06
4 ST07
15 ST10
6 STll
7 ST12
8 ST13
9 ST14
o ST15
1 ST16
2 ST17
3 ST20

LOWER ADDR FOR I/O RESERVED *
FOR 6 CHANNELS *

DATA -29600 * INITIAL D(N) FOR 6 CHANNELS; STATE VAR *
DATA-28800 * OF ADAPTION DC IS CHOSEN *
DATA -29400
DATA -30200
DATA -30800
DATA -31400

DATA 4 * NBIT FOR EVERY STRATEGY AND CHANNEL; STRAT 0 *
DATA 4 * STRAT 0 = VOICED *
DATA 3
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA I)

DATA 4 * STRATEGY 1 INTERMEDIATE *
DATA 3
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 2
DATA 0
DATA I)

DATA 2 * STRATEGY 2 UNVOICED *



DATA "::;.

DATA .~.

C-32..DATA :3
DATA "

DATA 2
DATA (>
DATA (>

BIT *2,3,4

BIT *

3 BIT *

* 0.99 = GAMMA ** LOWEST VALUE OF D BEFORE INPUT EXP TABLE *
* ONE *

H\BLE *

* SATURATE LEVELS FOR QUANT. FOR

* STORAGE TABLE FOR 6 CHANNELS CODE WORDS ** OF QUANTISER *

* LoGTABLE; CASE 2

* CASE 4 BIT *

* CASE

1443

-375

-375
-375
-375
-375
-375
-·375

2284
-587
-587
2284

<)

-578 .
-578
o

o
o
3115
2466
1672
649

-375
649
1672
2466
3115

<)

(>
(>

1443

DATA 1
DATA 3

DATA 7

DATA 0
DATA (>
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA (>
DATA 0

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA (;
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA 0
DATA (>
DATA 0
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA 0
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA 0
DATA
DATA (>
DATA 0
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

1024 5-[21
1025 ST22
1026 ST23
1027 ST24
1028 ST25
1029 ST26
1030 ST27
1031 *
1032 LoGTAB
1033 L021
1034 L022
1035 L023
1036 Dl
1037 D2
1038 D3
1039 D4
1040 D5
1041 D6
1042 D7
1043 D8
1044 D9
1045 DI0
1044 L030
1045 L031
1046 L032
1047 L033
1048 L034
1049 L035
1050 L036
1051 L037
1052 Dll
1053 D12
1054 D13
1055 D14
1056 L040
1057 L041
1058 L042
1059 L043
1060 L044
1069 L045
1070 L046
1071 L047
1072 L048
10T3 L049
1074 L0410
1075 L0411
1076 L0412
1077 L0413
1078 L0414
1079 L0415
1080 *
1081 CoDO
1082 CoDl
1083 CoD2
1084 CoD3
1085 CoD4
1086 CoD5
1087 *
1088 *
1089 SATI

e 1090 SAT2
1091 SAT3
1092 *
1093 CGAMMA DATA 32440
1094 CXO DATA -31352
1097 CONE DATA 1
1110 * DATA
1111 * DATA
1829 * POSITIVE EXPONENT
1830 CPXPO DATA 34
1831 CPXPI DATA 37
1832 CPXP2 DATA 41



3 CPXP3 DATA 45
4 CPXP4 DATA 50
5 CPXP5 DATA 55
6 CPXP6 DATA 61
7 CPXP7 DATA 67
8 CPXP8 DATA 73
9 CPXP9 DATA 81
o CPXP10 DATA 89
1 CPXPll DATA 98
2 CPXP12 DATA 108
3 CPXP13 DATA 119
4 CPXP14 DATA 131
5 CPXP15 DATA 144
6 CPXP16 DATA 159
7 CPXP17 DATA 175
8 CPXP18 DATA 193
9 CPXP19 DATA 213
o CPXP20 DATA 234
1 CPXP21 DATA 258
2 CPXP22 DATA 284
3 CPXP23 DATA 313
4 CPXP24 DATA 345
5 CPXP25 DATA 379
6 CPXP26 DATA 418
7 CPXP27 DATA 460
8 CPXP28 DATA 507.
9 CPXP29 DATA 558
o CPXP30 DATA 615
1 CPXP31 DATA 677
62 CPXP32 DATA 746
3 CPXP33 DATA 822
4 CPXP34 DATA 905
5 CPXP35 DATA 997
6 CPXP36 DATA 1098
7 CPXP37 DATA 1209
8 CPXP38 DATA 1332
9 CPXP39 DATA 1467
o CPXP40 DATA 1615
1 CPXP41 DATA 1779
2 CPXP42 DATA 1960
3 CPXP43 DATA 2158
4 CPXP44 DATA 2377
5 CPXP45 DATA 2618
6 CPXP46 DATA 2883
7 CPXP47 DATA 3176
8 CPXP48 DATA 3498
9 CPXP49 DATA 3852
o CPXP50 DATA 4243
1 CPXP51 DATA 4673
2 CPXP52 DATA 5147
3 CPXP53 DATA 5669
4 CPXP54 DATA 6244
5 CPXP55 DATA 6877
6 CPXP56 DATA 7574
7 CPXP57 DATA 8342
8 CPXP58 DATA 9188
9 CPXP59 DATA 10119
o CPXP60 DATA 11145
1 CPXP61 DATA 12275

CPXP62 DATA 13519
~ CPXP63 DATA 14890

***********************************************************
**INITIAL PROGRAM *
START DINT

LDPf< 0
LACK 1
SACL ONE

) * LOAD DATA FROM PROGR. MEM. TO DATA RAM *
) LACK CXO
) TBLR XO
) LACK CGAMMA

C-33
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*GAMMA * DIN)

TBLR GAMt1A

OUT MODE,O
OUT CLOU::, 1
OUT XIN,3 * ADDRESS PORT 3 ONE TIME *
BIOZ NXTPT
B WAIT

* FROM HERE REAL-TIME PROGRAM ********************************
**************************************************************
*RECEIVER ALGORITHM *******************************************

** "LEFTSIDE" OF ADAPTION *
LAC STATE,15
SACH RES * RES = CHANNEL NR. *
LACf< STRTAB
ADD RES
ADD STRAT.3
TBLR NBIT * NR. OF BITS *
LACK CODO
ADD RES * CHANNEL NR. *
TBLR CALCl * CALCl CONTAINS PREVIOUS CODED RESULT *
LAC NBIT
SUB ONE,l
SACL CALC2
LACK L022
ADD CALC2,4
ADD CALCl
TBLR M * ANSWER OF LOGTABLE *
LACK ONMGDC * NOW PART OF ADAPT AFTER LOG TABLE *
ADD RES * CALCl NOW DUMMY VARIABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE *
TBLR CALCl * CALCl = 11-GAMMA)*DC *
LACK DELPC * BASE OF DIN) OF 5 CHANNELS *
ADD RES * STATE/2 *

* TABLES READ *
TBLR TMP7 * NBIT CONTAINS DIN-l) *

* NOW SUMMATION POINT *
LT GAMMA
t1PY TMP7 *
PAC
SACH CALC2,1 * CALC2 ;CONTAINS GAMMA * DIN-l) *
L.AC CALC2
ADD M * ADD OUTPUT LOG TABLE *
ADD CALCl * + 11-GAMMA) * DC *
SACL CALCl * RESULT OF SUMMATION POINT *

* SAllE F,ESUL T *
LAO: DELPC
ADD RES * STATE/2 *
TBLW CALCl * ICALC1) TO TABLE IN PM *

* END OF "LEFT SIDE" fC.\DAPTION *
***************************************************************
*
*NOW RIGHT SIDE ADAPT ION *
* CALCULATE ADDR. OF ENTRY EXP TABLE *

LAC CALCl * A=AC+INT [(X-XO)*ll/QC) J *
SUB XO * XO IS LOWEST POSSIBLE ENTRY *
SACL CALCl
LT CALCl
MPYK +72 * l/QC *
PAC
SACH CALC1,1 * SACH BECAUSE SCALED INVQC WITH 2 A 15 *
LACf< +63
SUB CALCl
BGEZ GOoNEX
LACK +63
SACL CALCl

GooNEX LAC CPEXPO *CoNTAINS BASE OF +EXP TABLE *
ADD CALCl * ACCU CONTAINS ADDR. *
TBLR CALCl * CALCl CONTAINS EXP (X) *

* QUANTISATIoN ACTION OF THE RECEIVER *
* FETCH OUTPUT CODE WORD OF QUANTISER OF TRANSMITTER *

LACK CoDO * LOAD BASE OF TABLE *
ADD RES

2220

e ::090
::110 *
2120
2120
2130
2190 WAIT
2200
2210

4590
4598
7000
7002
7004
7006
7008
7009
7010
7020
7022
7024
7026
7030
7040
7050
7060
7070
7080
7240
7250
7260
7270
7280
7285
7290

~ 7300
7320
7330
7334
7336
7338
7340
7350
7360
7370
7:380
T590
7400
7410
7430
7440
8020
8070
8080
8090
8100
8110
8120
8130
8140
8142
8146
8148
8152
8156
8158
8160
8170
4600
4610

20
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4641
4642
464:::
4645
4650
4652
4654
4658
4659
4660
4670
4680
4690

lBLR CALC: * CALC2 CON1AINS CODE WORD *
LAC CALC2~1 * NOW RESTORE CODE TO SIGNAL LEVEL *
ADD ONE
SACL CALC2

* QUANTISER SELF *
LT CALC2
MF'Y CALC1
PAC
SACL CALC1
LIST
OUT CALC1~2 * OUTPUT WORD OF INVERSE QUANTISER *

****************************************************** ********* ONE CALL TAKES 74 CYCLES TO PROCESS ONE SUB BAND <CHANNELl *
* IN THE RECEIVER *

C-3S'
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F10WDIAGRAH BASIC communication program:
Top level.

APPENDIX 1) :

The. (,(J1ii/YJ.//-

h,{ca! ('rrrJS f r IJ; J..

i.n till, 18/1 Fe,

---
save program
memory of

EVM
._-~

EVM
assembler

load program
memory to

EVM

print a file
on screen/ I
print errors
of .1ST file I

L-..._~==========~
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F10WDIAGRAj~ ..L1ASIC communication program:
subroutine 5000: monitor call/handling (choice = 1)

start]
J,

ini tialisation
outmon=false
check8=true

(go sub 3000: ) ~"

sending routine
keyboard entry is
sent till info is
received.
accept 1\,\ for return I
to main menu

J., H
outmon=true?

1jYreturn ~osub 4000:)
to main J' look at and
menu handle recei- I--

ving from serial
port
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FLOWDIAGRAI'I BASIC communica Han program:
subroutine 7000: the EVM editor handling (choice = 2)

I -- ..... -- startEDIT communication program runs through

t

.L4 states: ask for DISK filestate 1 : search for the command IIQ 1" I

given by the user to end EDIT I to be opened.source file

state 2: search for ")" • start of filj
to be edited=.SRC file

J.sent back by EVM give command to EVM to ed:state 3: search for "(" • end of file via port 1
sent back by EVM I J, 7020state 4: end of edit session ask user Download (YIN >1N of .SRC file

J,y 7053
clean contents of EVMI
f>c1itor RAM

1 7055
open a lJl~K l-~le I

-

1 7059
for input (.SRC file)

7059.4000 III ! 7055
recelve from seria tL-~ end of fil~1J end of file?]
port and print the -wy 7060 J.y
messages on screen state=l give command to ~VM:]

J.. -r, ston editing
input a line from I close DISK file) -J,
• SRC DISK file i..SRC) return to main menul

J, J,

prlnt the Ilne :1 open file
to the serial port "DUMMY. TXT II

l. (for receiving
storage

..u .c.v
accept }ey entry
and send to
serial port

J,
~ some thlng I

received? I
j,Y

receivlng routine
4000: print on screen
from serial nort

a,- t J.4U

recelvellne~..
linefirst received

from (buffer o~ serial
~t

N J..
STATE=l ? 1/ receiveline~.1

-wY emntv ?
LOOK~="Q 1"1 lY

,&,

(gosub 13000:)
check for LOO~I
in receiveline

w

,~ found = true -?-l
J,Y

LST~TE .., 2 I
~

®



(continuation flowdiagram subroutine 7000)

true

false

subroutine 13000:
-J}

~--------- - _.._----
,

1 7'00
STATE = 2 11

.L

LOOK!l= ">" 1
.I.'

(go sub 13000:) ~I
check for LOOK
in receiveline

J.

found - true ? IJ

lr 7180
print on DISK file:
")";info already re-

Iceived from serial
'Port

I I(gosub 4000:) I
receiving routine
print info on scree~

J, ,

prl.nt on .J)l::lK f~le:j

same received info
1

~ EOF markerl
received?

ly
STATE = 41

STATE = 1 or
~

print rest of
STATE = 2 received info

? on DISK file:
~ I .I.

close DISK filel'" .1.
kill a eventuall
.BAK file

J
copy old •SRC file
to .BAK

J.
copy "DUMMY. TXT"I
to .SRe file

J

gosub 5000:)
EVMlto monitor of

J~

to main menul

©

®



FLOWDIAGRAjlj BASIC communication program:
subroutine 6000: handling the EVM assembler (choice = 3)

assembling proceeds by sending/ start l
receiving blocks of data. ~

Sending alwavs from a DISK ~~ show on screen
files with exten-

1 sion .SRC
hl 1 q ~

input a line from ask user: filenamel
DISK file (source) without extension
:le=length of line .1.

r-- -- - ----- -~-._._---_._--.- -------
at -6120 ask user: answers

I (gosub 14000:) to be stored on
send char-by-char DISK (Y/N) ?

I

I the line to the -.1

! serial 'Dort open DISK file: I
i J, 6130 (filename) .SRC
! sometning received
, in buffer of serial I answer (YIN) waslf-,
, port ? ' ~ "N" ?I

I 6130 __ J..Y

1 I
(gosub 4000:) I open DnK file:1

I
receive and print .f'il~nali1e'> LST

I on Rcreen .J: U

I -.J; send assembler IIprint info on L tel answer for (Y/N) command to EVr-1
.[ 6115DISK .LST filer- storage on DISK

..1.1 6150 I was no ? gosub 4000: receive
from serial port whenIno EOF char in ~ close DISK filel info is there (answer

received info ? J. after call) print info
\1/ to monitor I nn I:l~""oo",

~ EOF char in,) subroutine ,L 6115
.SRC file ? ,L send message: source

lY return to main file is with line nrs.
menu J~

gosub 4000: receive info 'Jprint on screen

I
---- -----
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FLOWDIAGRAM BASIC communication program:
subroutine 8000: load program memory to EVM (choice = 4)

____~020

show files with
extension .PM
(program memory)

8030
ask for filename
(without extension)

8040
o en DI K file

from DISK

.--..............~~~...,...........,......~~
? gosub 14000:

send line char
by-char to serial
port

(gosub 4000:)
receive from serial
ort

8070

[
~o-sub --4000:LT--r- e- c-e"7"i-v-e'
info from serial port



FLOWDIAGRAM BASIC communication program:
subroutine 9000: save program memory of EVYJ (choice = 5)

9057
g~ ve .-coniinancr--
to save progra8 memory
with hEX start- and
end address

9062
to serial

format

9080
subroutine



FLOWDIAGRAfoi BASIC communidation program:
subroutine 17000: print a file on the printer (choice = 6)

17000
as or name
of file to
be printed
(with extension)



F10WDIAGR.AI-l BASIC communication program:
subroutine 18000: print a file on the screen or

find error in .1ST file (choice = 7)

---_._-.-----------------~

18000
input "dump file
on screen (1) or find errors
in .1ST file (2)

y

III not

array

(DISK file)
?

y

close
print
file"

file
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FLOWDIAGRAl1 3ASIC communication program:
subroutine 4000: receiving from serial port and handle protocol

4000
r---;--""'"

4001
a .1111

(answer of this
subroutine will
be in a )

r-~;-:-:~-----.fr----:--:----......, N
loc(l)=O ? ~--~
(number 0 f char' s P-----'----i--7.--::.....-----I

in receiver buffe
of serial port).,

Ireturn]

?Ai

---;;-;-------
(loc(l),~l)



/) -/,

(continuation FLOWDIAGRAM subroutine 4000)

4074
t--------~print test on

~~~ screen (rest)



C() IYL VY':-{/JI'1A .Go;t c' CJ LS

r'(~' (on:£2.bCLS

d~k. cC f)'U/!., rJ L2,
.-' B ?

C Ofk4/n I.. ..;

fto l ~'}lv"

LIST
10 REM **** 25th OCTOBER 1985 ****** IBM <****> TEXAS INS. EVM BOARD ***
50 GOSUB 1000:REM initialisations
100 GOSUB 2000:REM display the main menu and accept choice
120 ON CHOICE GOSUB 5000,7000,6000,8000,9000,17000,18000,10000,11000
130 GOTO 100

1000 REM ******************** initialisation ************************
1210 WIDTH 80:LOCATE "I:INPUT "communications program in drive G, disl ~i

ugh space for .LST files (5) in drive A '":',' ";N'~S$

12::~0 CLOSE: fEY HI,"
124·(' ['EF I tn A- Z
1250 O=l:REM pointer for char by char send routine
1260 :>: OFF$"'CHi;:$ 0: 19): ,,:ot-.l$,=.CljR$ ( 17) : 81.1$=" " : Et·rrc'i:='CHR;l: 0: 13) +CHH, ( 1::)
1 ~2P/70 OPEr·J II CCit"ll ~ ':;'600" I\~" 7 !I 2" l~~:';!l C~J<)" DSC!I CLiU!I A~:::i 4f j

12D') F'F I t'lT# 1, CHr;';!:· ( 1:,) ;
12Eil GDSUB 4000: IF P,$=""THEJ~ 1281
12E<2 GOEUB lS,)O(i:F'f'::IN-' #1, "Xot\i":Pf'::It-.lT #l,>,ON$; :GOSUh 4000:REi'1 )·:cm--'-;of·f prc
1285 F:'F..:HH :fi1," li'HT": GOSUEl 400e,: PFnt-.lT#I, "E": PRINT#l, CHRt, (13) ;: GOSUB 4000: F
ck e)·:tern<'ll
1300 TRUE=-I:FALSE=O:PAUSE=FALSE:NDSEND=FALSE:OUTMDN=FALSE:CHECK8=FALSE
1999 RETURN

2000 REM ******************** main menu *****************************
2190 F'F, I NT TAB (20) "1 CALL I NG THE EVM-1'10N I TOR"
2200 PR I IH TAB (20) "2 CALL I NG THE EVM-ED I TOR"
2210 F'P:ItH TAB (20) "3 CALLING THE EV!"I-ASSEM8LER"
2220 FRItH TA8 (20 i "4 LOAD PROGRAI'1 MHlDRY TO EVt'1"
22:,0 F'R I NT l' AB (20) "5 SAVE F'ROGRAt1 1'1EMOf;:Y OF EVl'l"
2233 F'RHH 1'AB(20) "6 F'RINT A FILE ON THE PRINTER"
2237 PR I NT TA8 (2(,) "7 PF: I NT A FILE ON THE SCREEN OR "
2238 F'RINT TA8(20) " FIND ERROR I~~ .LST FILE"
2240 F'F\lNT TA8(20) "8 EhlD OF PROGf;:Al'i, EXIT TO BASIC"
2250 PRINT TAB (20) "9 END OF PRDGRAt1, EXIT TD DOS"
2260 F'RItH: F'FIlNT: F'RINT TAB (18) "CHOICE *** >"
2270 A$=IM:.EY$: IF AS="" THEN 2270
2280 IF LEN(A$)l THEN 2270
2290 CHOICE=VAL(AS): IF CHOICE<O OR CHOICE>9 THEN PRINT"INVALID CHDICE, pIe
y aqain":GDTO 2000
2999 RETURI'~

3000 BS=INKEY$:REM ********** to com1 *******************************
3::::,10 IF B$.<::"" THEN IF ASC(BS)=28 THEN 8S="":DUTMON=TRUE:RETURI\I:REM CONTRC
ACTER CTRL (\)
3::;:~0 REI'1 IF BS= II "R$ (0) THEN 3340
3338 PRINT #l,BS;
3340 IF EOF(l) THEN 3000
-:;;:999 F:ETURN

4000 REM ****-*************** from-com1 *****************************
4001 AS="": IF LOC(I)=O THEN RETURN
4(,02 FE.!"I receives from coml and searches ~< replaces LF's by " ";handles cal

and XOFF protocol
4005 IF LOC(1»250 THEN PAUSE=TRUE:PRINT #l,XOFFS;
4015 IF LOC(1»254 THEN A$=INPUT$(254,#1) ELSE A$=INPUT$(LOC(I),#I)
4020 P=")
4021 P=INSTR (P+l, (lS, CHR$ (10) ) : IF F'>O THEN MID$ (AS, P, 1) =" ": GOTO 4021
4,)2:::'i F-'=(i
4026 IF CHECKS THEN P=INSTR(P+1,A$,CHRS(8) :IF P>O THEN MIDS(AS,P, l)=CHRS
1'0 4(;:2:6
4(·)·~.~·7 F'=~.)



l' - (38 P= I NSTR \!'-' +-1 , ~j;l;, EI-1F'$) : IF [=' >0 THDl t'l I [;$ IAt', F', ':'~ )=L~lh t, , 1:: ,i : ICjUI (J +i~:'::;

o IF INSTF(1,r:4$,X[)FFS)'0 THEN t'JU::;Ei'ID=TF,UE:FiEI'1 /o,ffi; found'-
o IF INSTRl1,AI,XON$) >0 THEN NOSEND=FALSE:~EM xon$ fQund7
o IF LOC(1) >250 THEN PAUSE=TRUE:PRINT #l,XOFF$;
o P=O: TEST$=~)S
2 P=INSTRITESTS,CHRS(13)):IF P>O THEN PRINT LEFT$(TESTS,P-1):TESTS=MID~(TES1~

l):GOTO 4072
4 PRINT TESTS;:REM laatste beetje
5 REM a$ contains received info as result of call of this routine
o IF PAUSE THEN IF LOC(1)(200 THEN PAUSE=FALSE:PRINT #l,XONS;
9 RETURN:REM from from-com1
o REM ****************search and replace routine ****************
o P=O:FLAG=FALSE
o P=INSTRIP+1,AS,LOOKS) 'LOOK FOR lookS
o IF P>O THEN FLAG=TRUE:MIO$(AS,P,l)=REPLACES:GoTO 4530
o RETURN:REM from search-and-replace-in-string routine
o REM ******************** evm-monitor ***************************
1 LOCATE ,,1:PRINT#1,CHRS(13);
5 oUTMON=FALSE:CHECK8=TRUE
o GoSUB 3000:REM FROM KEYBOARD TO CoM1
5 IF oUTMoN THEN RETURN:REM out of communication with monitor, CNTL \
o GOSUB 4000:REM look at and handle buffer of COM1
9 GOTo 5010
o PRINT" ******************** asm ***********************************"
o F'RINT"FILES l-JITH EXTEI'JSIoN .Sr=;:C :":FILES "*-src"
o REM asK for and open in- and out disk file
() PRINT:PRINT:LII~E INF'UT 'INAME OF FILE (without e>:tension ~) ;source fil
as e>:tension .SRC ; assembled file will have e:-:tension .LST :";NAS
5 LINE INF'UT"answers to be stored on diskry ('y') ";ANSS: IF ANS$="n" THEN At'J~;$

B VANS=NAS+". SRC" : ERNAARS=" a: "t-I'~i':$+" . LST" : OPEI'l VANS FOR I t~PUT AS #2: IF ANSS< >
THEN OPEN ERNAARS FOR OUTPUT AS #3

o REM start assembler
I) CHECK8=FALSE:F'RINT #l,"ASi'1 1"
2 GoSUB 4000: IF AS="" THEN 6112 :REM receive one message
5 F'RINT #1, "Y":REM lines are WITH Ilne numbers
7 GOSUB 4000: IF A$="" THEN 6117:0=1: F:Ei"l receive one message
9 LINE INPUT #2,LS:LE=LENILS)+1:Q=1:REM init for sub 14000
o GoSUB 14000:REM IF NoSEND =FALSE, IT SENDS chars FROM FILE: <NAME>.SRC TO
1
') (~$='''':IF LOC(ll>O THEN GoSUB 4000:F:Et-l fl~om com1; a"t> has a value
5 IF ANSS="I\!" DR (~S="" THEN 6150
') PRINT #3,AS;:REM print receIved line(s) to disk #3
.' IF HJST"': Ui~;, "( " ) ;=(, THEN IF EOF {2) AND D= 1 THEN 613C- ELSE cj 120
') CLOSE #2:CLOSE #3:0UTMON=FALSE:GOSUB 5000:REM to monltor
~ RETURN:REM to main menu I

') PF:ItH" **:+: **:+ ** ** * * * *:+: **** *- edi t **:+: ** ** ****:+' *** *' ** ... * u* * * * U **' *:+: **"
4 REM ask for and open out disk file
3 F'F:It'H:PRINT::F'F(INT"SOURCE FILES :":FILE:; "*.SRC":LIi'~E It'JF'UT "N(~I"IE OF FILE '~w

:::Jut E,: t en s i on I) "; t',JU$ ~ i'~A'~;=NUS+" . src "
:> PR I NT # 1 , "ED I T 1": CHt-~Cf<8=FALSE
:; GOSUE) 4')00: IF A$="" THEN 7015
') INPUT "dClwnl(3ad file to the editor") (Y) :";ANSS:IF LEFTSIANSS,l)="N" OR LEF
AI'JSS,l)="r;" THEN 7060
::. PRINT #1,"ZERo":G05UB 15000:PRINT#1,"Y";CHRS(13):REM wait 1 sec
5 CLOSE #2:0PEN NAS FOR INPUT AS #2:IF NOT EoF(2) THEN 7059
3 F'RINT#l, "Q": CLOSE #2: RETURN
i IF NOT EOF(2) THEN GoSUB 4(~0:LINE INPUT #2,LS:PRINT#1,LS:GOTo 7059
') REM the editor will run through 4 states: (after possible download of a fil

5 REM state 1: search for Q 1
') REM state 2: search for ?

5 REM state 3: search for
') REM state 4: end of edit session
:> REM start communication
') STATE=l:LoCATE ,,1:CHECK8=TRUE

CLOSE #2: of'EN "dummy. b: t" FOF: OUTPUT AS #2
GoSUB 3000:REM to com1
AS="":IF l_oC(l»O THEI\l GoSUB 4000:REM from com1;
GOSUS 12000:REM gives receivellne$

) IF RECEIVELINE$="" THEN 7120
I RFM nnw ~ nnn·-pn~ntv rprPlvpl ir1p!~

a new a$ 15 made
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": ANS$: IF

7160 REM now handle st~tus

7170 I F STATE'~ 1 THEN LOOfS=" U 1": GOSUB l:;i)'Y): II" FTIUND THEt'~ STA fE=2
7180 IF STATE'=2 THEI'1 LlJClf $= ",." : GOSUE< 1::.(lI)0 : IF FOUND THEI\I GoGUS 7500
7200 REM now handle according to state
7210 IF STATE=1 OR STATE=2 THEN 7140:REM see if more lines are received
7230 REM state=4
7240 PRINT #2,RECEIVELINE$;:CLoSE #2:0PEN NU$+".bak" FOR oUTF'UT AS #2:CLOSE #2:f.
ILL NU$+".BAf<"
7245 NAME !\lA$ AS NU$+".bak":NAME "dummy.b:t" AS NA$:GOSUB 5000: REl'l to mon1tor
7499 RETURN
7500 PRINT#2,":>";RECEIVELINE$;A$;BU$;
7509 GoSUB 4000:PRINT #2,A$;
7510 IF INSTR(AS,"<")=O THEN 7509
7520 STATE=4
7999 RETURN:REM to main menu

8000 REM ******************** Ipm ***********************************
8010 REM ask for filename and give DIR
8020 PRINT"FILES WITH EXTENSION .Pt1 :":FILES "LPM" :REt1 show dir
8030 INPUT"program memory to be sent to EVl'l: f i 1 ename wi thout e)·:tensi on :"; VAN$
: 'v'AN$=VAN$+". F'M"
8040 OPEN VAN$ FOR INPUT AS #2
8050 NOSEND=FALSE:PRINT #l,"lpm l":LINE INPUT #2,L$:LE=LENIL$)+1:D=1
8060 IF NOT EoF(2) THEN GoSUB 14000 ELSE GOSUS 14000:GOSUB 4000:GOTO 8090:REM se
nd a line char by char
8070 GOSUB 4000:REM RECEIVE MESSAGES FROM EVM
8080 IF NOT EOF(2) THEN 8060
8090 L$=CHR$ ( 13) +" /00000000": LE=LEN (L$) + 1: GOSUB 14000: F'R INT # 1, CHR$ ( 10) ; : CLOSE #
2:PRINT"klaar":GOSUB 5000
8999 RETURN

9000 REM ******************** spm ***********************************
9010 REM ask for filename
9030 INF'UT"program memorv to be saved at DISf<: f i 1 ename wi thout e>:tensi on : "; Nt".
AR$:NAAR$=NAAR$+".PM"
9040 OPEN NAAR$ FOR OUTPUT AS #3
9050 INPUT "START ADDRESS";ST$
9055 I NF'UT "END ADDF:ESS"; EN$
9057 PRINT #1, "SPM >"+ST;!;+" :>"+EN$+" 1": REI"I send command
9060 GOSUS 4000: IF A$="" THEN 9060: REM rece1 ve from EVt1
9062 PR I NT# 1 , "T" ; CHF:$ ( 13) ; CHF':$ ( 13) : : REM ANSWER OUEST
9065 GOSUS 4000:REM accept all from EVM; actual file
9072 F'RINT#:::;.A~;;:IF II\ISTFIA$,"/OOOOOOO")=O THEN 9')65
9080 CLOSE #3:GOSUS 5000
9999 F",ETURN
10000 END
11000 SYf""TEl'i
12000 REM f******************* get new line from as ******************
12010 P~INSTR(A$,CHR.(13»

12020 IF P>O THEN F:ECEI'·jELINE$=BU$+LEFT$ (AS, P): BU$="": A$'=MID$ U'i$, P+l): BUS="" ELS
E RECEIVELH1E$=" ": BU$=BU$+A$
12030 RETURN
13000 REM ********************* find in receiveline$ *************************
13010 FOUND=FALSE:P=INSTR(RECEIVELINE$,LOOK$):IF P>O THEN FoUND=TRUE
1:3020 RETURN
14000 REM ******************** print a line char-by-char to #1 ***********
14005 IF NOSEND THEN RETURN
14010 PRINT #1, MID$(LS,O,l);:O=O+1
14015 IF O:>=LE THEN O=I:PRINT #1,CHR$(13);:IF EOF(2) THEN RETURN ELSE LINE INPUT

#2,L$:LE=LEN(L$)+1
14020 IF LOC(I)=O THEN 14010
14060 RETURN
15000 FOR 1=1 TO 900:NEXT I:RETURN
17000 LINE INPUT "name of file t.o be printed (with e:-:tension) : ";ANS$
17010 OPEN ANS$ FOR INF'UT AS #2:0F'EN "lptl:" AS #3
17020 IF NOT EOF(2) THEN LINE INPUT #2,LS:PRINT #3,L$:GOTO 17020
17030 CLOSE #2:CLOSE #3:GOSUS 5000
17040 RETURN
18000 INPUT "DUMP FILE ON SCREEN (1) OR FIND ERRORs IN .LST FILE (2)

ANS$=="I" THEN 18005
18001 IF At\IS$=":2" THEN 19000 ELSE GOTO 1800(,
18005 LINE INPUT "nam!:' of f i Ie tfJ be dumped on screen ('-.11 th e):tensl on!
18010 OPEN ANS$ FOR lNPUT AS #2
1[,1020 J F NfJT F::TIF (2.i TfW ~.~ I r I\lF Ti'IFI JT t~:~'. I._'~: F';=;' Ii·n i_.l>: r::cno 18(,'1)



o CLOSE #2: GOSUB 5000 D- /~
o RETURN -
o H~F'UT "find errors. warnlngs i.n .lst file: (wIthout e>:tensiDn) ":AN::3':I>:I~

"a:"+ANS$+".lst":OF'EN ANS$ FOR INPUT AS #2
o G$=H$:H$=I$:IS=J$:J$=K$:K$=L$:IF EOF(2) THEN 19040
o LINE INF'UT #2, L$: IF INSTR (L$. "ERROR") =0 AND INSTR (LS. "WARNING") =,) THEN 190

o PRINT G$:F'RINT H$:F'RINT I$:F'RINT c1$:F'RINT K$:F'RINT L$:F'RINT "<MORE:>":HWUT
$:GOTO 19010
o CLOSE #2:F'RINT"end of fi.le":RETUF:N
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